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PROGRAMME OUTCOMES, PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES AND COURSE
OUTCOMES

UNDER GRADUATE PROGRAMME OUTCOMES
PO1- Functional knowledge: Use functional knowledge to overcome difficult life
situations
PO2 - Proficiency intechnology:Apply technology skills to find, examine, compile and to
arrive at an inference
PO3- Solve problems: Apply effective, creative and innovative methods to find solutions
both independently and cooperatively to current and future problems
PO4 - Develop Statistical methods: Apply Statistical methods to understand and analyse
problems ,
PO5 - Use of computer skills: Use the knowledge of computers and information
technology for data acquisition and data analysis in experimental investigations and in
communication.
PO6 -Collaborative work:Work both autonomously and collaboratively.
PO7 - Effective communications: Demonstrate effective communication in oral and
written English language.
PO8 - Self-directed learner: Develop intellectual curiosity in other disciplines and
determine and organize one’s own learning needs.
PO9 - Demonstrate respect for the dignity of each individual and for human diversity.
PO10 - For Society: Recognize responsibility for common good, environment and society
and contribute towards the betterment of society and for mankind.

COMMON COURSES
ENGLISH
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER - I
ENG1CSE - COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN ENGLISH
CO1-Introduced the students to the speech sounds of English in order to enable them to listen to
English and speak with global intelligibility
CO2 - Enabled the students to speak English confidently and effectively in a wide variety of
situations.
CO3 - Helped the students to improve their reading efficiency by refining their reading
strategies.
ENG1RLE - READING LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
CO1 - Sensitize students to the aesthetic, cultural and social aspects of literature.
CO2 - Developed in the learners an appreciation of the subtle nuances of literary expression.
CO3 - Enabled the learners to revalue literature as cultural and communicative events.
CO4 - Improved the learners’ use of language as a means of subjective expression.
SEMESTER – II
ENG2CTAWP- CRITICAL THINKING, ACADEMIC WRITING AND
PRESENTATION
CO1 - Students became aware of the fundamental concepts of critical reasoning and to enable
them to read and respond critically, drawing conclusions, generalizing, differentiating fact from
opinion and creating their own arguments.
CO2 - Developed appropriate and impressive writing styles for various contexts.
CO3 - Helped students rectify structural imperfections and to edit what they have written.
CO4 - Equipped students for making academic presentations effectively and impressively.

ENG2MVI - MUSINGS ON VITAL ISSUES
CO1 - The students could understand and evaluate issues that are of vital importance in today’s
world.

CO2 - The students have acquired the ability to respond empathetically to social issues.
CO3 - Gained the ability to write literary and critical pieces on issues of social relevance.
SEMESTER III
ENG3RISSE - REFLECTIONS ON INDIAN POLITY, SECULARISM AND
SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT
CO1 - Enabled the students to grow into responsible citizens taking pride in the secular and
democratic traditions of the country.
CO2 - Equipped them to fight against the divisive forces in the society.
CO3 - Students become aware of the consequences of mindless exploitation of nature.
ENG3PL - PERSPECTIVES IN LITERATURE (For Model I B Com Semester III)
CO1 - Sensitized students to the aesthetic, cultural and social aspects of literature.
CO2 - Developed in the learners an appreciation of the subtle nuances of literary expression.
CO3 - Enabled the learners to revalue literature as cultural and communicative events.
CO4 - Improved the learners’ use of language as a means of subjective expression.
SEMESTER IV
ENG4EPS- EVOLUTION OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE: LITERARY
PERSPECTIVES
CO1 - Formulated a broad outlook which will enable them to understand that literature with
scientific content is the best means of communicating scientific ideas in an interesting manner.
ENG4RVI - REFLECTIONS ON VITAL ISSUES (For Model I B Com Semester IV)
CO1 - Sensitized the learners to various global as well as regional problems.
CO2 - Motivated the learners towards constructive use of the language through the selected
literature pieces.
CO3 - Inspired the learners to read further about relevant contemporary issues and thereby to
form informed opinions on them.

MALAYALAM
COURSE OUTCOMES

SEMESTER I- B.A/ B.SC
MAL1KN - Katha, Novel
CO1- Inculcate literary and social skill
CO2 - Examine the validity of one’s own behaviors and norms in the professional world by
contrasting and comparing them with those of the target culture
CO3 - Students are able to meet basic work and/or academic writing needs. They demonstrate
the ability to narrate, describe and express view points about familiar topics in major time frames
with some control of aspect.
CO4 - Read and comprehend texts of an intermediate high level in both traditional and simplified
characters.
SEMESTER II- B.A/ B.SC
MAL2KAV - Kavitha
CO1 - Inculcate literary and social skill
CO2 - Students demonstrate the ability to narrate, describe and express viewpoints about familiar
topics in major time frames with some control of aspect
CO3 - Perceive and value cultural diversity and reinterpret the place of the self as an identity
culturally situated in the global context
CO4 - Improve writing skills
SEMESTER III- B.A/ B.SC
MAL3AP - Arangum Porulum
CO1 - Demonstrate a familiarity with various aspects of Malayalam culture, literature, cinema
and history.
CO2 - Participate in cultural events
CO3 - Inculcate knowledge with various arts form
CO4 - Perceive and value cultural diversity and reinterpret the place of the self as an identity
culturally situated in the global context
CO5 - Analyze and critique the products of the target culture (film, literature, art, popular
culture, media, etc) within their context, including conducting basic research tasks

SEMESTER IV- B.A/ B.SC
MAL4GRP - Gadyam Rachana Parichayam
CO1 - Analyze and critique the products of the target culture (film, literature, art, popular
culture, media, etc) within their context, including conducting basic research tasks
CO2 - Inculcate literary and social skill

CO3 - Students are able to meet basic work and/or academic writing needs. They demonstrate
the ability to narrate, describe and express viewpoints about familiar topics in major time frames
with some control of aspect.
CO4 - Improve social commitment
CO5 - Students will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of other cultures and their norms
as they relate to professional dealings
CO6 - Recognize and describe the historical, social, economic, and political forces that shape
society in the target culture
SEMESTER I-B.COM
MAL1KK- Kathayum, Kavithayum
CO1 - Students are able to understand short conventional spoken narratives and descriptive
dictated texts related to simple topics/practices relevant to their professional area with basic
understanding of time structures, though their comprehension may be uneven. They can
understand the main facts and some supporting details.
CO2 - Improve writing skills
CO3 - Appreciation of the cultural and social events
CO4 -Response to current issues and improve social commitment
SEMESTER II- B.COM
MAL2GRP - Gadyam : Rachanayum Prayogavum
CO1 - Students are able to meet basic work writing needs. They demonstrate the ability to
narrate, describe and express viewpoints in major time frames about professional topics such as
companies, products, and services, employment, marketing, management, advertising and
current events as they relate to their specific career. In addition, they can write a complete
résumé including details about their education and past professional experience, and compose
business letters on specific issues.
CO2 - Improve technological skills
CO3 - Students are able to handle a variety of communicative tasks. They are able to participate
in most informal and some formal conversations on topics related to school, home, and leisure
activities.
CO4 - They can also speak about some topics related to employment, current events, and matters
of public and community interest.
CO5 - Students will demonstrate knowledge and understanding of other cultures and their norms
as they relate to professional dealings

HINDI
SEMESTER I - B.A/B.Sc
HIN1POAP - PROSE AND ONE ACT PLAYS
CO1 - Improve communication skill in the language in a variety of speaking situation.
CO2 - Students will able to express themselves competently in a variety of oral situation.
CO3 - Demonstrate a clear understanding of the cultures.
CO4 - Improve the reading and writing skills.

SEMESTER II - B.A/B.Sc
HIN2TCA -TRANSLATION, COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND APPLIED GRAMMER
CO1 - Preparations of conversations and speech build the creativity of students.
CO2 - Students are able to meet basic work and or academic writing needs.
CO3 - Students are able to handle a variety of communicative tasks.
CO4 - Improve to speak
SEMESTER III - B.A/B.Sc
HIN3PF-POETRY AND FICTION
CO1 - Students gets a general information about the history of Hindi poetry and fiction.
CO2 - Improve literary analysis.
CO3 - Get an idea about different trends in modern poetry and short stories.
CO4 - Students can capture the flow of language.

SEMESTER IV - B.A/B.Sc
HIN4CCI- CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION OF INDIA
CO1 - Demonstrate a familiarity with various aspects of Indian culture and literature..
CO2 - Write at an intermediate high level of proficiency.
CO3 - Demonstrate a clear understanding of the cultures of the languages studied.
CO4 - Examine the validity of one’s own cultural beliefs,behaviours and norms by contrasting
and comparing them with those of the target culture.

SEMESTER I - B.Com
HIN1PAH -PROSE AND APPLIED HINDI

CO1 - Students are able to handle a variety of communicative tasks
CO2 - Demonstrate the ability to narrate, describe and express view points about familiar topics
CO3 - Students are able to understand short conventional narrative and descriptive texts

SEMESTER II - B.Com
HIN2PCHT - POETRY,COMMUNICATIVE HINDI AND TRANSLATION
CO1 - Ability to make connections between Hindi and English and other languages.
CO2 -Developing grammatical proficiency in Hindi
CO3 - Learn to know the structure of Hindi.
CO4 - Ability to make connections between Hindi and English and other languages.
CO5 - Improving the vocabulary
FRENCH
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I - FOR BA/B.Sc
FRE1FLCS- FRENCH LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS - I
CO1 - Develop language skills
CO2 - Introduce oneself to a group
CO3 - Understand and use familiar everyday expressions and basic phrases
CO4 - Develop vocabulary and grammar skills
CO5 - Describe a place
SEMESTER II - FOR BA/B.Sc
FRE2FLCS- FRENCH LANGUAGE AND COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS - II
CO1 - Develop language skills
CO2 - Understand and use familiar everyday expressions and basic phrases
CO3 - Develop vocabulary and grammar skills
CO4 -Express one’s opinion
CO5 - Ask questions
SEMESTER III - FOR BA/B.Sc
FRE3ACF - AN ADVANCED COURSE IN FRENCH–I

CO1 - Develop language skills
CO2 - Speak about sports activities
CO3 - Understand and use familiar everyday expressions
CO4 - Develop vocabulary and grammar skills
CO5 - Describe one’s immediate environment
SEMESTER IV - FOR BA/B.Sc
FRE4ACF- AN ADVANCED COURSE IN FRENCH - II
CO1 - Develop language skills

CO2 - Speak about the weather
CO3 - Accept or refuse an invitation
CO4 - Develop vocabulary and grammar skills
CO5 - Describe time schedule
SEMESTER I - FOR B.Com
FRE1FBC– FRENCH FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION–I
CO1 - Develop language skills

CO2 - Introduce oneself to a group
CO3 - Understand and use familiar everyday expressions and basic phrases
CO4 - Develop vocabulary and grammar skills
CO5 - Describe an office
SEMESTER II - FOR B.Com
FRE2FBC–FRENCH FOR BUSINESS COMMUNICATION–II
CO1 - Develop language skills
CO2 - Understand and use familiar everyday expressions and basic phrases
CO3 - Develop vocabulary and grammar skills
CO4 - Speak about problems
CO5 - Describe a time schedule

B.A.PROGRAMMES
B.A. BHARATNATYAM
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Enables the students a better understanding of the culture and heritage of our country.
PSO2 - Develops the dancing as well as musical skills in students.
PSO3 - The students are exposed to a wider area of arts and culture of the world.
PSO4 - Students can be an entrepreneur in her field.
PSO5 - Students get trained in Bharathanatyam to attain proficiency in both performance and
teaching career.
PSO6 - Develop the dancing as well as musical skills in students and they are exposed to a wider
area of dance and culture across the country.
PSO7 - Students can perform a Bharathanatyam and Mohiniyattam recital ,choreography and
Nattuvangam.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
CORE COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA1BN (P) – BHARATNATYAM I

CO1 - Student will get an idea about body exercises.
CO2 - Student will acquire an idea about eye exercises.
CO3 - Student will be able to demonstrate body and eye exercises and the importance of it in
dance.
CO4 - Student will be able to identify all adavus in three speeds.
CO5 - Student will be able to demonstrate the adavus.
CO6 - Student will be able to select and apply the appropriate body and eye exercises suiting for
the dance and will be very well known about the limitations in it too.
CORE COURSE – THEORY
BHA1IDS – INTRODUCTION TO DANCE STUDIES
CO1 - Student will get an idea about the theory of dance and its perspective.
CO2 - Student will be thorough about the dance in Indian perspective.
CO3 - Student will be perceiving knowledge about dances in other parts of the world.

CO4 - Student will successfully categories the various dances in India and around the world and
classify them with examples.
CO5 - Student will acquire knowledge in the theory of south Indian music.
CO6 - Student will be able to demonstrate the various south Indian music with examples.
COMPLEMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA1AS(P) - ABHINAYA SANGEETHAM -FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC

CO1 - Student will get an idea about Abhinaya sangeetham.
CO2 - Student will perceive knowledge in the basics of Carnatic music.
CO3 - Student will be able to demonstrate Sarali.
CO4 - Student will be able to demonstrate and acquire knowledge in Varisas.
CO5 - Student will acquire knowledge in Jenda Varisas.
CO6 - Student will be thorough with the history and origin of Carnatic music.
COMPLEMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA1MA (P)– MOHINIYATTAM

CO1 - Students will get to know about Mohiniyattam.
CO2 - Student will be able to demonstrate the basic steps of Mohiniyattam.
CO3 - Student will be thorough with the mudras in Mohiniyattam.
CO4 - Student upon successful completion of the course will be able to perform on a stage.
CO5 -Student will be able to perform individually and as a team.
CO6 - Student will be able to identify correctly the adavus from each Ganam.

SEMESTER II
CORE COURSE III– PRACTICAL
BHA2BN (P) - BHARATNATYAM

CO1 - Student will acquire knowledge about alarippu.
CO2 - Student will be able to demonstrate jathi.
CO3 - Student will be able to perform asamyuktha hastas.
CO4 - Student will get an exposure to samyuktha hastas.
CO5 - Student will be thorough with the introductory items in Bharathanatyam.
CO6 - Student will be able to demonstrate the various introductory items in Bharathanatyam.
CORE COURSE – THEORY

BHA2BON– ORIGIN OF NATYA

CO1 - Student will acquireknowledge about the Text Natyasastra.
CO2 - Student will get thorough with the first six chapters of Natyasastra[1-6].
CO3 - Student will perceive knowledge about natyasastra and its relation with dance.
CO4 - As a dance student they will build a lifelong relation with the text – Natyasastra.
CO5 - Student will get an idea about various dance styles and its demonstration.
CO6 - Student will understand the various schools in Bharathanatyam in India.

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA2MJ (P)– MOHINIYATTAM

CO1 - Student will acquire Knowledge in Mohiniyattam.
CO2 - Student will be able to demonstrate Jathiswaram.
CO3 - Student will be thorough with the various adavus it contains.
CO4 - Student perceives knowledge in various swaras.
CO5 - Student will get an exposure to several Mohiniyattam performances.
CO6 - Student will get knowledge in Mohiniyattam repertoire.

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE IV – PRACTICAL
BHA2ASFM (P)– ABHINAYA SANGEETHAM - FUNDAMENTALS OF MUSIC

CO1 - Student will acquire knowledge in Sarali.
CO2 - Student will perceive knowledge in Varisas.
CO3 - Student will be able to demonstrate Jenda Varisas.
CO4 - Student will be thorough with the fundamentals of music.
CO5 - Student will be well versed in Abhinaya sangeetham.
CO6 - Student will acquire practical knowledge in Mohiniyattam.

SEMESTER III
CORE COURSE V – PRACTICAL
BHA3BN (P) – BHARATNATYAM PRACTICALS

CO1 - Students will get knowledge in Thillana.
CO2 - Student will perceive knowledge in ragam Canada.
CO3 - Student will be able to define rupaka thalam.
CO4 - Student will be able to demonstrate Padhabedha.
CO5 - Student will be able to illustrate Mandalabheda.
CO6 - Student will be able to conduct or perform a recital.

CORE COURSE –THEORY
BHA3EB– EVOLUTION OF BHARATANATYAM

CO1 - Students will get a good understanding about the sangam period.
CO2 - Student will acquire knowledge about Bharathanatyam in Recital form.
CO3 - Student will be able to detail Tanjore Quaertet and Early practitioners.
CO4 - Students perceive knowledge in different Banis.
CO5 - Students will get theoretical knowledge about Major Gurus and Startwarts.
CO6 - Students will be able to define the role of School of Kalakshethra in dance.
COMPLEMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA3ASG (P)– ABHINAYA SANGEETHAM

CO1 - Students will perceive knowledge in abhinayasangeetham.
CO2 - Students will get an understanding in Geetham.
CO3 - Students will get an idea about Malahari.
CO4 - Student will acquire knowledge in Mohanam.
CO5 - Student will be able to demonstrate geetham.
CO6 - Student will be able to perform malahari and mohanam.
COMPLIMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA3MP (P) – MOHINIYATTAM
CO1 - Students will get an understanding about the various traditions in Mohiniyattam.
CO2 - Students will acquire knowledge about padavarnam tradition in Mohiniyattam.
CO3 - Students will be able to detail about the Padavarnam Traditional.
CO4 - Students now will be well educated in basic lessons of Mohiniyattam.
CO5 - Students will have an understanding about the salient features in Mohiniyattam.
CO6 - Student will be able to demonstrate the traditional repertoires of Mohiniyattam.

SEMESTER IV
CORE COURSE VII – PRACTICAL
BHA4BN (P) – BHARATNATYAM PRACTICALS

CO1 - Students get an understanding about Alarippu.
CO2 - Students acquire knowledge in chathurasram.
CO3 - Students will be able to detail about Viniyoga of Hastas.
CO4 - Students will perceive knowledge about Utplavana.
CO5 - Students will get an idea about bhramari.
CO6 - Students will develop a good understanding about chari according to Abhinayadarpana.
CORE COURSE – THEORY
BHA4SIC– STUDY OF INDIAN CLASSICAL DANCES

CO1 - Students acquire knowledge in various classical dance forms in India.
CO2 - Students will be able to detail the theoretical values of various classical dances.
CO3 - Students will get an understanding about the origin and Pre – forms of classical dances.
CO4 - Students acquire knowledge about Ritual practices prevailed and prevailing in Kerala and
Tamil Nadu.
CO5 - Students perceive knowledge about various folk forms of Tamil Nadu and Kerala.
CO6 - Students will be well versed about the Indian classical dances; from origin to the present
world.
COMPLIMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA4ASG (P)– ABHINAYASANGEETHAM

CO1 - Students will get an understanding about basic thalams.
CO2 - Students acquire knowledge on the singing of bharatanatyam items.
CO3 - Students gain more knowledge about various songs contained in abhinayasangeetham.
CO4 - Students will be able to demonstrate the basic thalams and the singing of items.
CO5 - Students will perceive knowledge about the tala system.
CO6 - Students will be thorough with several talas in Bharatanatyam.
COMPLIMENTARY COURSE – PRACTICAL
BHA4MP (P)– MOHINIYATTAM

CO1 - Enable students to understand traditional padam in Mohiniyattam.

CO2 - Students will be able to demonstrate or perform recital in Bharathanatyam.
CO3 - Students will be able to differentiate varnam, padam, shabdam.
CO4 - Students perceive knowledge in several compositions in Bharatanatyam.
CO5 - Students will acquire knowledge in several compositions in Mohiniyattam.
CO6 - Students will have an understanding about the salient features in Bharatanatyam.
SEMESTER V
CORE COURSE IX – PRACTICAL
BHA5BJP (P) - BHARATNATYAM PRACTICAL

CO1 - Students get an understanding in Ragamalika
CO2 - Students will be able to demonstrate Misrachapu
CO3 - Students acquire knowledge about Thalam.
CO4 - Students will be able to detail about Padam.
CO5 - Students perceive knowledge about existing taalas under chapu thalas.
CO6 - Students will be thorough with the common terminologies in this.
CORE COURSE X – PRACTICAL
BHA5BKA (P) – BHARATNATYAM PRACTICAL

C01 - Enable the students to get knowledge in Kannakannkodi.
C02 - Students will get an idea about Ragam Kamboji
C03 - Students perceive knowledge in Adi Thalam.
C04 - Students will be able to detail about several carnatic songs.
C05 - Students will be well versed in several ragas.
C06 - Students will acquire information about kamboji raga in Epic chilapathikaram.
CORE COURSE XI – PRACTICAL
BHA5BAH (P) – BHARATNATYAM PRACTICAL
C01 - Acquire knowledge in Different Thalas.
C02 - Perceive knowledge in remaining usage of Asamyuta & Samyuta hastas.
C03 - Students will get an idea about Deva Hastas.
C04 - Students will be able to demonstrate Navagraha Hastas.
C05 - Students will be thorough about Ashtadikpalakas.
C06 - Students acquire information about Desavathara Hastas and Jatti Hastas.

CORE COURSE – THEORY
BHA5BLB– LITERATURE OF BHARATANATYAM

C01 - Students will get a thorough knowledge about Bhakthi Tradition
C02 - Students will get knowledge about the Music composers of Bhakthi tradition.
C03 - Students will be able to detail about several Vageyakaras.
C04 - Students will acquire knowledge about popular kritis in Bharatanatyam.
C05 - Students will be thorough with the literature of bharatanatyam.
C06 - Students will get information about the devadasi system.

OPEN COURSE
BHA5BA(OP)– BHARATANATYAM APPRECIATION

CO1 - Students acquire knowledge in Basics of Bharathaatyampracticals.
CO2 - Students will achieve knowledge in Hand Gestures.
CO3 - Students will perceive knowledge in Bhava expressions.
CO4 - Students will be able to perform a recital.
CO5 - Students will effectively perform as an individual and with a team.
CO6 - Students will begin a new lifelong learning experience in dance and will create and
receive a better exposure.
SEMESTER VI
CORE COURSE XIII – PRACTICAL
BHA6BPS (P) – BHARATNATYAM PRACTICAL

CO1 - Enable to acquire knowledge in Mohamanan.
CO2 - Students will be able to demonstrate Ragam Bhairavi
CO3 - Students will be able to demonstrate Adi Thalam.
CO4 - Students will be able to perceive knowledge in several carnatic ragas.
CO5 - Students will get an idea about south Indian classical music.
CO6 - Students will be able to demonstrate mohamana varnam.
CORE COURSE XIV – PRACTICAL
BHA6BKJ (P) – BHARATNATYAM PRACTICAL

CO1 - Will get an understanding in Ganesha.
CO2 - Students will be able to demonstrate Charumathi.

CO3 - Students will acquire knowledge in Ragam Canada
CO4 - Students will get thorough idea about Misra Chapu Thalam.
CO5 - Students will be able to detail about thalasa and ragas.
CO6 - Studens will demonstrate ganesha sthuthi.
CORE COURSE XV – PRACTICAL
BHA6BPN (P)– BHARATNATYAM PRACTICAL

CO1 - Students will get the knowledge about nattuvangam
CO2 - Students will be able to demonstrate its usage.
CO3 - Students will be able to detail about Nattuvanar.
CO4 - Students will be able to perform Alarippu.
CO5 - Students will be able to demonstrate Jathiswaram.
CO6 - Students will be able to demonstrate sabdam.
CORE COURSE – THEORY
BHA6BIA – INTRODUCTION TO AESTHETICS

CO1 - Students acquire knowledge in Aestheticians of India.
CO2 - Students will acquire knowledge on Theory of Rasa.
CO3 - Students will get information about various elements in rasa theory
CO4 - Students will perceive knowledge in relation between natyasastra and theory of rasa.
CO5 - Students will achieve knowledge in Abhinaya.
CO6 - Students will be able to detail about the history of Rasa, Its origin.

B.A.ECONOMICS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - provide students a well founded education in Economics
PSO2 - provide structured curricula which support the academic development of students
PSO3 - provide and adapt curricula that prepare our graduates for employment and further study
as economists
PSO4 - provide the students with the opportunity to pursue courses that emphasise quantitative
and theoretical aspects of Economics
PSO5 - provide students with the opportunity to focus on applied and policy issues in Economics
PSO6 - provide programmes that allow the students to choose from a wide range of economic
specialisms
PSO7 - provide a well resourced learning environment for Economics

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
ECO1MSSRE- METHODOLOGY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO ECONOMICS
CO1 - Familiarized the students with the broad contours of Social Sciences and their

methodology, especially of Economics.
CO2 - Identified the main concerns of social science disciplines
CO3 - Learn to apply the methods and theories of social sciences to contemporary issues
CO4 - Understand qualitative and quantitative models within the social sciences, especially
Economics

ECO1PE - PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
Complementary Course for History (Economics)
CO1 -Helped the students to apply the basic principles and concepts of Economics to every day
issues
CO2 - Developed a basic understanding about the basic Economics
CO3 - Enabled the students to understand basic ideas on different market conditions
CO4 - Enabled the student to understand the significance of Economics

ECO1LOG - LOGIC
CO1 - Students developed a solid understanding of the basic concepts of logic

CO2 - Developed reasoning skills among the students
CO3 - Enabled the students to develop deduction skillls
CO4 - Understand the basic logical reasoning skills

SEMESTER II
ECO2DEE - DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand the theories and strategies of growth and development
CO2 - Developed knowledge about the issues relating to sustainable development,
CO3 - developed an understanding about pollution control measures.
CO4 - Developed an attitude towards environmental protection

ECO2BES - BASIC ECONOMIC STUDIES
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand public finance and monetary economics
CO2 - Provided a basic understanding about international economic issues
CO3 - Critically analysed the general issues of Indian economy and Kerala economy
CO4 - Developed basic ideas about banking and national income

ECO2SL - SYMBOLIC LOGIC
Complementary Course for Sociology
CO1 - Enabled the students to equip the techniques of deduction and logical reasoning.
CO2 - Enabled the students to acquire the practical decision making skills
CO3 - Developed solid understanding of the basic concepts of logic
CO4 - Enabled the students to face competitive exams

SEMESTER III
ECO3PM - PRINCIPLES OF MICRO ECONOMICS
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand micro economic concepts and price fluctuations in
the market
CO2 - Developed an understanding about the behavior of economic agents.
CO3 - Analysed the consumer behavoiur in different market situations
CO4 - Enabled the students to analyse the demand and supply conditions.

ECO3MB - MODERN BANKING

CO1 - Acquainted the students with the working of banks and to familiarize them with the basic
principles and concepts which are often used in banking literature
CO2 - analysed profound changes in recent years especially after the far-reaching banking sector
reforms in India
CO3 - enabled the students to get a practical understanding about the banking activities.
CO4 - developed an understanding about banking theories

ECO3IL - INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC
CO1 -Students developed a solid understanding of the basic concepts of logic
CO2 - Developed reasoning skills among the students
CO3 - Enabled the students to develop deduction skills
CO4 - Understand the basic logical reasoning skills

SEMESTER IV
ECO4MEA - MICRO ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand micro economic concepts, and price fluctuations in the
market.
CO2 - Developed an understanding about cost analysis
CO3 - Developed an idea about the welfare Economics
CO4 - Enabled the students to get a through understanding about factor pricing

ECO4PE - PUBLIC ECONOMICS
CO1 - Gave an understanding of the role of state in fostering the economic activities via budget
and fiscal policies.
CO2 - Enabled the students to understand the various issues between Central and State
Governments.
CO3 - Understand the basic understanding about the expenditure patterns of government
CO5 - Critically analyse the fiscal policies of the nation

ECO4SL - SYMBOLIC LOGIC
CO1 - Developed a solid understanding of the basic concepts of logic which helped in thinking
process
CO2 - Developedreasoning skills among the students
CO3 - Enabled the students to develop deduction skills
CO4 - Understand the basic logical reasoning skills

SEMESTER V
ECO5QTE - QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
CO1 - Enabled the students with primary statistical and mathematical tools for analysing
economic problems.
CO2 - Equipped the students with primary statistical tools
CO3 - Developed an understanding about Time series analysis
CO4 - Enabled the students to understand the role of Statistics in Economics

ECO5PME - PRINCIPLES OF MACRO ECONOMICS
CO1 - Designed to make the students aware of the theoretical aspects of Macro Economics.
CO2 - Developed an understanding about the national income accounting
CO3 - Made the students aware of the theoretical aspects of Macro Economics
CO4 - Equipped the students to understand national income accounting in India

ECO5IE - INDIAN ECONOMY
CO1 - Enabled the students students with the theoretical, empirical and policy issues relating to
the society, polity and economy of India
CO2 - Understandthe Objectives- Strategy, Achievements and Failures of planning in India
CO3 - Understand the development issues of Indian Economy.
CO4 - Develop an understanding the Structural Adjustment Programmes in Indian economy
ECO5EFM - ECONOMICS OF FINANCIAL MARKETS
CO1 - Acquainted the students with the changing role of the financial sector of the economy.
CO2 - Familiarized with the basic concepts, the financial institutions and markets.
CO3 - Enabled the students to understand Stock Exchanges and Trading
CO4 - Developed an understanding about the meaning and composition of capital market
ECO5FEE(O) - FOUNDATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS
(OPEN COURSE)
CO1 - Provided necessary training to the students and intends to equip them to deal with
environmental issues.
CO2 - Develop an attitude towards the environmental protection
CO3 - Enabled the students to understand environmental crisis in different parts of the globe

CO4 - Made the students understand about the necessity of conserving natural resources

ECO5LRA (O)- LOGIC AND REASONING APTITUDE
Open Course
CO1 - Equipped the students with essential ideas and techniques where they were able to think
well and learnt how to apply in different fields of their study.
CO2 -Developed reasoning skills among the students
CO3 - Enabled the students to develop deduction skills
CO4 - Understand the basic logical reasoning skills

SEMESTER VI
ECO6QE -QUANTITATIVE ECONOMICS
CO1 - Equipped the students with primary statistical and mathematical tools for analysing
economic problems.
CO2 - Equipped the students with Correlation and regression analysis
CO3 - Developed an understanding about Probability Distribution
CO4 - Enabled the students to understand Various central tendency measures

ECO6MEA - MACRO ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand systemic facts and the latest theoretical developments
in Macro Economics
CO2 - Developed an understanding about theories of Consumption Function
CO3 - Enabled the students to understand Macro Economic Policies and IS-LM Framework
CO4 - Equip the students with inflationary and deflationary gap analysis

ECO6DIIE - DEVELOPOMENT ISSUES OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand systemic facts and the latest theoretical developments
in Macro Economics
CO2 - Developed an understanding about theories of Consumption Function
CO3 - Enabled the students to understand Macro Economic Policies and IS-LM Framework
CO4 - Equip the students with inflationary and deflationary gap analysis

ECO6EM - ECONOMETRIC METHODS

Choice Based
CO1 - Equipped the students with primary statistical and mathematical tools for analysing
economic problems
CO2 - enabled the students to understanding the inter-relationships among econometric
variables.
CO3 - Equipped the students basic concepts and applications of Econometrics.
CO4 - Equip the students for the estimation of demand and supply functions

ECO6IE - INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
CO1 - Enabled the students to understand theories of international trade and to examine the
impact of the trade policies on the world economy
CO2 - Equipped thestudents with the Theory of International Trade
CO3 - Enabled the students to analyse Trade Policy and Financial Systems
CO4 - Developed skills to analyse the Balance of payment situations in the economy

B.A. ENGLISH
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Acquire a comprehensive understanding of the various literary genres, periods and their
special characteristics
PSO2 - Able to identify the seminal writers in English Language and Literature
PSO3 - Assimilate World Literatures
PSO4 - Be competent in the four skills- listening, speaking, reading and writing
PSO5 - Develop critical and analytical skills
PSO6 - Understand the requirements of research skills
PSO7 - Use Information Technology
PSO8 - Be competent in writing for the mass media
PSO9 - Think creatively and develop aesthetic sensibility
PSO10 - Understand the techniques of translation
PSO11 - Gain the ability to work in a team and organize events and carry out tasks responsibly
and independently
PSO12 - Evolve academically by presenting papers and undertaking projects
PSO13 - Develop social commitment and an inclusive world view

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
ENG1MHL - METHODOLOGY OF HUMANITIES AND LITERATURE
CO1 - To know and appreciate the location of literature within humanities
CO2- To establish connections across frontiers of disciplines
CO3 -To critically engage with culture, gender and marginality
CO4 -To become acquainted with narration and representation
SEMESTER II
ENG2ILL - INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
CO1 - Appreciate, interpret and critically evaluate literature.
CO2 - Form an idea about the various stages in the development of English language.
CO3 - Distinguish between the different varieties of English used all over the world.
SEMESTER III
ENG3LI - LITERATURE AND INFORMATICS
CO1 - The students will have a thorough general awareness of computer hardware and software.

CO2 - The students will have good practical skill in performing common basic tasks with the
computers.
CO3 - The students are expected to create PowerPoint presentations on any topic in literature
incorporating extensively researched web sources.
ENG3RP - READING PROSE
CO1 - Enhance the level of critical thinking of students
CO2 - to enable them to critically interact with prose writings from different contexts-social,
political, economical, historical, national and philosophical

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE
ENG3ELS - EVOLUTION OF LITERARY MOVEMENTS: THE SHAPERS OF
DESTINY
CO1 - Learn the History of England, Royal Family
CO2 – Learn the important literary movements of England.
SEMESTER IV
ENG4RPO - READING POETRY
CO1 -Introduced the students to the basic elements of poetryCO2 - Enrich the students through various perspectives readings in poetry
ENG4RFI - READING FICTION
CO1 -Developed critical thinking and imagination through long and short fiction
CO2 - Familiarize students with cultural diversity through different representative samples of
fiction.
COMPLEMENTARY COURSE
ENG4ECC - EVOLUTION OF LITERARY MOVEMENTS: THE CROSS-CURRENTS
OF CHANGE
CO1 - Make students competent to understand literature against the backdrop of history
CO2 - Inspire students to contribute dynamically to historical and literary processes
SEMESTER V

ENG5RD - READING DRAMA
CO1 - familiar with the plays of master-dramatists
CO2 - develop the ability to appreciate and evaluate various types of plays.
ENG5LL - LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS
CO1 - Greater understanding of the human communicative action through an objective study of
language.
CO2 - Introduced the key concepts of linguistics and develop awareness of the latest trends in
language study.
CO3 - Helped students move towards better and intelligible pronunciation
CO4 - Improve the general standard of pronunciation in everyday conversation.
ENG5LC - LITERARY CRITICISM: THEORY AND PRACTICE
At the end of the course the student
CO1 - Gets the feeling that every reader including himself/herself is a critic.
CO2 - Becomes able to differentiate between judgment and appreciation.
CO3 - Gets in touch with various movements and schools of thought.
CO4 - Comes to praxis from theory.
CO5 -Develops an interdisciplinary approach.
ENG5PL - POSTCOLONIAL LITERATURES
CO1 - The students will be familiar with literary productions that address issues related to
cultural identity in colonized societies, the development of a national identity after colonial
domination, and the ways in which writers articulate and celebrate such identity.
CO2 - The students will have been acquainted with the resistance of the colonized against the
colonizer through literature that articulates it.
SEMESTER VI
ENG6WL - WOMEN’S LITERATURE
At the end of the course
CO1 - The students will have an awareness of class, race and gender as social constructs and
about how they influence women’s lives.
CO2 - The students will have acquired the skill to understand feminism as a social movement
and a critical tool.
CO3 - They will be able to explore the plurality of female experiences.

CO4 - They will be equipped with analytical, critical and creative skills to interrogate the biases
in the construction of gender and patriarchal norms.
ENG6IW - INDIAN WRITING IN ENGLISH
At the end of the course
CO1 - Provide an overview of the various phases of the evolution of Indian writing in English.
CO2 -Introduce students to the thematic concerns, genres and trends of Indian writing in English.
CO3 - Generate discussions on the constraints and challenges encountered in articulating Indian
sensibility in English.
CO4 - Expose students to the pluralistic aspects of Indian culture and identity.
ENG6CL - COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
CO1 -Inculcates in the pupil a feel of various methods employed to identify shared features of
various literatures
CO2 - Equip him/her to make comparative and contrastive analysis of literary texts.
ENG6AL - AMERICAN LITERATURE
CO1 -Acquire knowledge about American literature, its cultural themes, literary periods and key
artistic features.
CO2 - Understand the various aspects of American society through a critical examination of the
literary texts representing different periods and cultures.

B.A. ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMMUNICATION STUDIES
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Recognize and value communication as the tool for negotiating and creating
new understanding, collaborating with others, and furthering their own learning.
PSO2 - Possess a high standard of oral, visual and written communication skills
PSO3 - Recognize the importance of continuing to develop their oral, visual, and
written communication skills.
PSO4 - Apply different forms of communication in various social, professional and
cultural settings.
PSO5 - Develop a core knowledge base in print and electronic media through hands on
training and practical assignments.
PSO6 - Be able to use appropriate communication technologies.
PSO7 - Be informed and open-minded about social, cultural and linguistic diversity in India
and the world.
PSO8 - Be able to effect change and be responsive to the situations and environments in
which they operate.
PSO9 - Connect information and ideas within their field of study.
PSO1O - Possess the skills to influence, negotiate and lead.
PSO11 - Will be able to work independently and sustainably, in a way that is informed
by openness, curiosity and a desire to meet new challenges.
PSO12 - Be intellectually curious, open to new ideas, methods and ways of thinking, and able
to sustain intellectual interest.
PSO13 - Work effectively in teams and other collaborative contexts.
PSO14 -Critically evaluate the reliability of different sources of information.
PSO15 - Respond effectively to unfamiliar problems in unfamiliar contexts.

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
CE1GCS - GRAMMAR AND CONVERSATIONAL SKILLS
CO1 - Be able to apply the basics of grammar in their everyday communication
CO2 - Identify mistakes that can occur in everyday usage of the English language
CO3 - Be able to rectify those errors
CO4 - Be able to converse fluently and confidently in the language

ENG1MHL - METHODOLOGY OF HUMANITIES AND LITERATURE

CO1 - Know and appreciate the location of literature within humanities
CO2 - Establish connections across frontiers of Disciplines
CO3 - Critically engage with culture , gender and Marginality
CO4 - Become acquainted with narration and representation.

SEMESTER - II
CE2BC – BUSINESS COMMUNICATION
CO1 – Understand Business communication and related aspects
CO2 – Enable students to write effective business letter
CE2IC – INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION
C01 – Recognize the various models, theories and principles of communication
C02 - Understand the role of technology in communication
C03 - Explain what is meant by the word communication in general
C04 - Identify the main elements in the communication process
C05 - Differentiate between oral and written communication

SEMESTER - III
CE3PMJ - PRINT MEDIA AND JOURNALISM
CO1 – Understand the historical relevance of journalism in India
CO2 –Be acquainted with the various types of Journalism

CE3ACW- ADVERTISING AND COPY WRITING
CO1 - Enhance ability of the students to be more creative, flexible and disciplined in
theirapproach to advertising
CO2 - Equipping students with in depth knowledge in creating an advertisement
CO3 - Enable the students to understand the importance of various media as a medium ofvarious
advertising
CO4 - Develop creative skills as required for developing an advertisement
CO5 - Introduce students to the analysis, selection, purchase and evaluation of
communicationsvehicles for the dissemination of advertising campaigns
ENG3LI- LITERATURE AND INFORMATICS

CO1 - The students will have a thorough general awareness of computer hardware and software.
CO2 - The students will have good practical skill in performing common basic tasks with the
computers.
CO3 – Thestudents are expected to create PowerPoint presentations on any topic in literature
incorporating extensively researched web sources.

ENG3ELS- EVOLUTION OF LITERARY MOVEMENTS: THE SHAPERS OF
DESTINY
CO1 - Give the learner a comprehensive overview of the history of Britain and its impact upon
the rest of the world
CO2 - Enable him to understand English literature in the light of historical events
CO3 – Analysethe manner in which a person is mouldedby the historical events of his personal
and communal life

SEMESTER IV
ENG4RPO- READING POETRY
CO1 - Understand different eras of poetry
CO2 - Develop critical thinking and appreciation ofpoems
CO3 - Recognize basic elements of poetry

ENG4RFI- READING FICTION
CO1 - Understand different kinds of fiction
CO2 - Develop critical thinking and imagination
CO3 -Familiarize students with cultural diversitythrough different representative samples of
fiction
CE4PMJ2- PRINT MEDIA AND JOURNALISM II
CO1 - Have an objective overview of reporting and editing
CO2 - Understand the concepts of printing and production of a newspaper
ENG4ECC- THE EVOLUTION OF LITERARY MOVEMENTS: THE CROSS
CURRENTS OF CHANGE
CO1 - Provides students an overview of the dynamics of the interaction between history and
literature
CO2 – Facilitatesstudents to engage with history on their own

CO3 - Provides students with an understanding of the great movements in literature born of and
giving birth to great events of history

SEMESTER V
ENG5LL- LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS
CO1 - Understand the psychological processes involved in the use of language
CO2 - Know the social and cultural factors in language use, variation and change
CO3 - Understand the biological basis of language in the brain

CE5CWTS- CREATIVE WRITING AND TRANSLATION STUDIES
CO1 - Appreciate the aesthetic value of language.
CO2 - Develop creativity and powers of imagination.
CO3 - Become familiar with the special uses of language in everyday communication.
CO4 - Interpret and describe theme, style, etc.
CO5 - Develop language skills.
CO6 - Improve vocabulary and grammar skills.

CE5MCBJ- MASS COMMUNICATION AND BROADCASTING MEDIA
CO1 - Understand the ethics in broadcasting
CO2 - Familiarize the basics of radio as a mass media
CO3 - Learn the nuances of radio and TV scripting

CE5PR1- PUBLIC RELATIONS- I
CO1 - Understand the concept and practice of public relations
CO2 - Recognize functions of PR within organizations and its impact
CO3 - Enables students to determine public relations
CO4 - Identify the skills required for a PR practitioner
CO5 - Helps gain skills in the practical art of conducting PR campaigns.
CO6 - Reviews the components of a public relations campaign
CO7 - Prepare the key materials for public relations

ENG5TLAF- THEORY, LANGUAGE AND APPRECIATION OF FILMS
CO1 - Understand the concepts of film making and film theory
CO2 - Students will learn to appreciate cinematic ideologies

CO3 - Acquaint themselves with the history and aesthetics of films
CO4 - Reaffirm the close connection between literature and films by examining some cinematic
adaptations of well-known literary works
CO5 - Sharpen perspectives by training themselves to critically evaluate some great films

SEMESTER VI
CE6ED- ENTREPRENEURSHIPDEVELOPMENT
CO1 - Understand the basics of entrepreneurship
CO2 - Recognize the characteristics of an entrepreneur and their role in the economic
development of the nation
CO3 - Will gain useful information on projectidentification, formulation, design and preparing a
project report
CO4 - Able to understand and apply the techniques and processes that can be used to identify
entrepreneurial opportunities
CO5 - Know the various governmental organizations encouraging the setting up of new ventures
whether small or large

CE6B16TB- VISUAL MEDIA: TV AND CINEMA
CO1 - Be able to identify the various principles ofvisual media
CO2 - Understand the functioning of a TV studio
CO3 - Be able to write scripts for TV and cinema
CO4 - Be able to produce and prepare TV programs

CE6PR2- PUBLIC RELATIONS- II
CO1 - Understand the importance of values and ethics in public relations for the integrity of the
profession and for the ultimate job satisfaction of the PR practitioner
CO2 - Acquire knowledge on the strategic issues and effective practices of communication
between organizations and their constituencies
CO3 - Appreciate how public relations can enable the government and the organizations in the
public and private sector to achieve their objectives
CO4 - Enables students to understand the effective public relations skills that are essential for
success in the private and public spheres

CE6OAHR- OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AND HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Understand the structure, layout and functioning of an office

CO2 - Enables students to acquire knowledge about the concepts of human resource
management
CO3 - Will get an overview of the field of office administration and human resource
management
CO4 - Understand the roles and responsibilities of HR professionals
CO5 - Acquire knowledge about induction, human resource planning, job analysis, recruitment
and selection, training and development, performance appraisal, compensation and benefits,
motivation, morale, stress, alienation at work and career development

CE6TT-TRAVEL AND TOURISM
Choice-based elective
CO1 - Be acquainted with concepts related to tourism
CO2 - students will be equipped deal with the practical aspects of tourism

B.A FRENCH
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

PSO1 – Contribute to the all-round growth of the student by giving a choice of learning French
to cater to the student’s ability and interest.
PSO2 - Enable the student to gain proficiency in listening, speaking, writing, reading, translating,
interpreting, communicating and comprehension.
PSO3 - Provide a basic idea and knowledge about the culture and civilization of France.
PSO4 - Help to open up horizons in the realms of higher education and research in France as
well as francophone countries, thus providing a wide range of opportunities to study and work
abroad.
PSO5 - Enable the students to become effective and efficient communicators, translators,
interpreters, tourist guides, and hotel employees.
PSO6 - Acquaint the student with pertinent recent information on the cultural, intellectual,
political and business conditions in central Europe.
PSO7 - Inculcate cultural understanding of French speaking countries.
PSO8 - Make the students aware of aesthetic values and to develop tastes for literary
appreciation.
PSO9 - Promote interactivity in the student which is the basic building block of learning a new
language.
PSO1O - Provide an enriching experience to the students of learning a new language, and
building new relationships.
PSO11 - Provide training to the students so as to enable them to fit into a global framework by
enabling him or her to become a multi-skilled and multi-lingual person.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
CORE
FRE1MPHRFL - METHODOLOGY AND PERSPECTIVES OF HUMANITIES WITH
RELATION TO FRENCHLANGUAGE
CO1 - Introduce the distinction between the methodologies of natural, social and human
science.
CO2 - Introduce questions concerning the relation between language and subjectivity as well
as those pertaining to structure and agency in language.
CO3 - Familiarize the students with the sounds of the French language and their symbols
CO4 - Develop the four competencies of listening, speaking, reading and writing.

SEMESTER II
CORE
FRE2FF- FOUNDATION FRENCH – I
CO1 - Interact in a simple way
CO2 - Understand and use familiar everyday expressions and basic phrases
CO3 - Discover French language and civilisation
CO4 - Develop the four language skills
CO5 -Improve vocabulary and grammar skills
CO6 - Translate sentences from English – French and vice versa
SEMESTER III
CORE
FRE3FF- FOUNDATION FRENCH - II

CO1 - Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of
information on familiar and routine matters.
CO2 - Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most
immediate relevance.
CO3 - Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and
matters in areas of immediate need.
CO4 - Can write a CV, motivation letter.
CO5 - Develop an opinion on a topic related to education.
ENG3LI–LITERATURE AND INFORMATICS
CO1 - Identify the features of Modern Personal Computer
CO2 - Understand the basic components of the Computer
CO3 - Learn how to keep the computers safe from Hackers
CO4 - Create Cyber Presence
CO5 - Evaluate Web Sites
CO6 - Distinguish and differentiate Data, Information and Knowledge
COMPLEMENTARY
FRE3BTT - BASICS OF TRAVEL AND TOURISM

CO1 - Describe the role of travel agent in the Travel and Tourism business environment,
considering the ever-changing dynamics of today’s business environment
CO2 - Describe the main business sectors of the travel and tourism industry
CO3 - Explain the basic 5A’s that are essential to a successful destination
CO4 - Recognize the role of major national and international organisations in the tourism and
Hospitality industry
CO5 - Categorize the components and elements of Tourism
CO6 - Identify the different forms and types of Tourism
CO7 - Distinguish the travel trade intermediaries and their Linkages
SEMESTER IV
CORE
FRE4FF- FOUNDATION FRENCH–III
CO1 - Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of
information on familiar and routine matters
CO2 - Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most
immediate relevance
CO3 - Can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and
matters in areas of immediate need
CO4 - Can write recipe of French cuisine, festivals.
CO5 – Able to narrate a story
FRE4FQ - LA FRANCE AU QUOTIDIEN
CO1 - Discover the culture and civilisation of France
CO2 - Compare the French civilisation with Indian civilisation
CO3 - Develop intercultural competence
CO4 - Understand and accept people from other cultures as individuals with other
distinctive perspectives, values and behaviour
CO5 - Develop linguistic competency
COMPLEMENTARY
FRE4IPTTI - INDUSTRIAL PERSPECTIVES OF TRAVEL AND TOURISM ININDIA
CO1 - Identify the different tourism Products both in natural and man-made aspects with the help
of UNESCO listed World Heritage Sites

CDistinguish between the various types of passports, visas and other travel documents and
how to obtain the documents necessary for their travel (Requirements)
CO3 - Explain the various techniques used in tourism Marketing.
CO4 - Identify the Marketing Mix in Tourism
CO5 - Understand the various travel formalities required for the international travel.
CO6 -Evaluate the time difference calculations of the 2 countries.
SEMESTER V
CORE
FRE5HCF - HISTORY AND CULTURE OF FRANCE I
CO1 - Learn about the historical evolution of France.
CO2 - Understand the main events that happened in France.
CO3 -Learn about different dynasties that ruled France and the different civilizations that
existed in the country.
CO4 - Analyze the causes and consequences of a significant historical event
FRE5FPC - FRENCHFOR PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION I
CO1 - Get in touch with someone
CO2 - Fill a form
CO3 - Make simple steps to obtain a document
CO4 - Approach someone to converse or ask for something
CO5 - Get to know somebody
CO6 - Talk about oneself
CO7 - Manage to converse on the phone
CO8 - Invite someone
CO9 - Write a simple email
CO1O - Understand a job offer

FRE5TF - TOURISM IN FRANCE I
CO1 - Identifies information on a career, analyze a job offer and prepares a job interview.
CO2 - Identifies different types of customers, understands their request and respond in writing
to the request.
CO3 - Gives information about transportation, schedules, and tickets and makes a reservation,
prepares quotation for a reservation.
CO4 - Learn to talk about price and tariffs.
CO5 - Knows and explains about the procedures for the cancellation and refunding.
FRE5GL - GLIMPSES OF LITERATURE
CO1 - Appreciate the aesthetic value of language
CO2 - Discover the joys of reading poetry
CO3 - Interpret and describe theme and style
CO4 - Become familiar with the special uses of language in literary works
CO5 - Develop creativity and imagination
OPEN COURSE
FRE5THM(O) - TOURISMAND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Identify the employment opportunities in the Hospitality Industry
CO2 - Understand the historical profile of Hotel Industry
CO3 - Explain how hotels are classified and the star rating for hotels
CO4 - Identify and discuss the factors that determine room rates
CO5 - Explain the future travel trends, future Hospitality and future guest
CO6 - Discuss the types of Lodgings
CO7 - Understand the hotel organisation structure

SEMESTER VI
CORE
FRE6HCF - HISTORY AND CULTURE OF FRANCE II
CO1 - Understand the past and become aware of new ways of perceiving the world around
CO2 - Appreciation of the varieties of historical perspectives
CO3 - Develop vocabulary related to history
CO4 - Become familiar with the special uses of language in historical context
CO5 - To understand the political situation in France after the French Revolution
FRE6FPC - FRENCH FOR PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION II
CO1 - Communicate in any situation especially professional like in enterprises.
CO2 - Be familiar with the terms used in business communication.
CO3 - Draft business documents like invoice, confirmation order, reply order.
CO4 - Understand business documents
FRE6TF - TOURISM IN FRANCE II
CO1 - Understand the functioning of Tourism sector in France.
CO2 - Be familiar with the terms used in Tourism industry.
CO3 - Learn how to operate in a French environment which is related to Tourism.
CO4 - Draft documents related to Tourism operations.


FRE6TI - TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION
CO1 - Develop language and grammatical skills
CO2 - Interpret the context
CO3 - Become familiar with the special uses of language in different contexts
CO4 - Understand how certain words and ideas help to create meaning in given context
CO5 - Develop creativity
FRE6HMF - HOTEL MANAGEMENT IN FRANCE
CO1 - Develop vocabulary related to hotel industry
CO2 - Familiarise the students to the hotel industry like customer care, hospitality, food and catering services.
CO3 - Develop communication and interpersonal skills
CO4 - Understand the etiquettes related to hotel industry
CO5 - Develop customer relations and supervising skills

B.A. HISTORY
Programme Outcomes
PSO1 - Ability to understand the development of history as a Social Science.
PSO2 - Develop consciousness of historical events, context and its changes.
PSO3 - Create a well-documented interpretation of historical events.
PSO4 - Develop historical arguments through writing and oral discussions
PSO5 - Encourage multi-disciplinary approach.
PSO6 - Pursue the students to think, comprehend and present issues in the proper perspective.
PSO7 - Use of library and online resources effectively and constructively.
PSO8 - Acquire knowledge of cultures particularly Indian culture and an appreciation of cultural diversity.
PSO9 - Demonstrate curiosity and independence of thought.
PSO1O - Open up an appreciation of the social, environmental and global implications.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER: I
HIS1MPS - METHODOLOGY AND PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
CO1 - Understand the epistemology and ontology of social sciences.
CO2 - Articulate the basic terminology and theories across disciplines.
CO3 - Analyse the multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary nature of the disciplines.
CO4 - Understand the key concept of objectivity in social science.
CO5 - Focus on some social structures and its case studies.

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE
HIS1RMW - ROOTS OF THE MODERN WORLD
CO1 - Study about transition from feudalism to capitalism.
CO2 - Know more about the industrial revolution and its impact. CO3 - Learn
about the dynamics of Capitalism.
CO4 - Focus on the world System Theory and concept of Orientalism. CO5 -Study
in detail about the Asiatic Mode of Production.
CO6 - Focus on the evolution of nationalism, liberalism and democracy.
SEMESTER II
HIS2CTPK - CULTURAL TRANSITIONS IN PRE-MODERN KERALA
CO1 - Understand the landscape eco-types and Iron Age cultures of pre-modern Kerala
CO2 - Learn about the confluence of religious in pre-modern Kerala.
CO3 - Understand the rise of Nadus and Naduvazhis and their practices.
CO4 - Focus on ancient institutional practices and cultural transitions.

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE
HIS2TCW - TRANSITION TO THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD
CO1 - Study about the implication of French Revolution CO2 - Know
more about the theories of Imperialism
CO3 - Learn about the impact of German and Italian Unification.
CO4 - Focus on the rise of Fascism and Nazism.
CO5 - Study in detail about the great depression in 1922-33.
CO6 - Know about the two world wars and its effects.
CO7 - Learn about the world bodies –League of Nations, UNO, NAM
SEMESTER III
HIS3MMK - MAKING OF MODERN KERALA
CO1 - Explore the complexities emerging due to the interaction with the different socio-politico economic
aspects in medieval Kerala.
CO2 - Understand the rise of newly princely states in Kerala.
CO3 - Learn about the early response to colonialism.
CO4 - Focus on the changes that took place in the society due to Western influences. CO5 - Study
the political processes that led to formation of Kerala State.
HIS3INF - INFORMATICS
CO1 - Understand the features of modern computer and peripherals, computer networks,internet.
CO2 - Learn about the operating systems used in networking. CO3 - Know
about social informatics.
CO4 - Focus on I.T applications and modern technological developments.
SEMESTER IV
HIS4UTP - UNDERSTANDING THE PAST
CO1 - Understand the meaning of History, its epistemology.
CO2 - Learn about the importance of studying history its inter-disciplinary character.
CO3 - Know the basics in historical methodology.
CO4 - Focus on some of the technical expressions like hermeneutics, anachronism etc.

HIS4ESI - EARLY SOCIETIES IN INDIA
C01 - Understand the reconstruction of ancient Indian society. C02 - Know
more about the Harappan culture.
C03 - Analyse the changes in political formation in early India.
C04 - Understand the concept of changing phase in early medieval India.

SEMESTER V
HIS5IPI - INSTITUTIONS IN PRE-COLONIAL INDIA
CO1 - Understand the transition of the Indian society due to Muslim rule.
CO2 - Know more about the growth of agrarian economy in Pre-Colonial India.
CO3 - Understand the growth of the complexity in political structure, trade, and market and
money economy.
CO4 - Analyse the rule of important power structures in Pre-Colonial India.
HIS5SSA - STATE AND SOCIETIES IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
CO1 - Discover the evolution of mankind.
CO2 - Know more about the stone ages and its developments.
CO3 - Understand the Bronze Age civilization and its contributions.
CO4 - Learn about ancient Greek and Roman Civilization and its legacy
HIS5INM - INDIA: NATION IN THE MAKING
CO1 - Analyze the different approaches in Indian National Movement.
CO2 - Understand the concept of Nation and Nationalism.
CO3 - Analyse the Socio-economic impact of British rule in India.
CO4 - Know more about the events related to the national to the events related to the nationalist
CO5 - uprising in India by giving importance to the role of Gandhi.
CO6 - Study about major Acts during the British rule.
CO7 - Learn about the making of Indian constitution and the role of Ambedkar.
HIS5THW - TRENDS IN HISTORICAL WRITINGS
CO1 - Study the classical notion of History.
CO2 - Analyse the features of Church and Arab historiography.
CO3 - Know more about the Western Empiricism and the shift to explanation. CO4 - Learn
more about Contributions of Spengler and Toynbee.
CO5 - Study about the importance of Annals School and the modern and post-modern trends

HIS5EHC(O) - ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY IN INDIAN CONTEXT
Open Course
CO1 - Study in detail the emergence of environmental History. CO2 - Know
about the evolution of Human Race.
CO3 - Learn about the transitional changes in the life style of early man.
CO4 - Focus on the Indian Environmental Tradition.
CO5 - Study in detail the impact of British rule in Indian environment. CO6 - Know
more about environmental monuments in India.
SEMESTER - VI
HIS6ICI - ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY INDIA
CO1 - Study in detail the basic concept of unity in diversity, a unique feature of India.
CO2 - Learn about feminist movements and the place of woman in Indian Society
CO3 -Study about the Tribal Population in India. CO4 - Analyse the role of mass media in national
development
HIS6SMW - SITUATING MEDIEVAL WORLD
CO1 - Study in detail the transitional stage of Europe from 7th to 15thcentury.
CO2 - Learn about the rise of Papacy monasticism
CO3 - Know more about the contributions Church in the field of learning, art and
architecture.
CO4 - Learn about the rise of Societies in the Central Islamic World.
CO5 - Focus on the Impact of Renaissance and Reformation.
CO6 - Study about the Caliphate and contribution of Islam to the world civilization.
CO7 - Analyse the emergence of state in South East Asia.
HIS6UMW - UNDERSTANDING MODERN WORLD
CO1 - Know more about the European Power Politics
CO2 - Learn about the trends during the inter war period.
CO3 - Focus on the events leading to II world war and its effects.
CO4 - Study in detail the cold war period and new trends in present scenario.
HIS6CC- CAPITALISM AND COLONIALISM
CO1 - Study about transition from feudalism to Capitalism.
CO2 - Know more about the Industrial Revolution and its impact.CO3 - Learn
about the dynamics of Capitalism.
CO4 - Focus on the World System Theory and the concept of Orientalism.
CO5 - Study in detail the Colonialism and imperialism and its theories.
CO6 - Focus on Modernity and Post Modernity.

HIS6AI - ARCHAEOLOGY IN INDIA
Choice-Based Course
CO1 - Study in detail the subject matter of Archaeology and its importance
CO2 - Know about the multidisciplinary approach of Archaeology.
CO3 - Learn about the development of Archaeological department in India and the initiativetaken by renowned
Archaeologists.
CO4 - Study in detail the Principle methods of Archaeology.
CO5 - Know more about the important archaeological sites in India

B.A. SOCIOLOGY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

PSO1 - Abilitytoacquirea comprehensiveknowledgeinSociologyand theoretical
understandingof thesubject.
PSO2 - Abilityto understand Sociologyofrural societies, environment, gender and industry
PSO3 - Abilitytodevelopafirmfoundationinmanyaspectofthesubjectandtoexplainthe modern trends.
PSO4 - Abilityto develop critical and analytical skills
PSO5 - Abilitytoapplyprinciples of Sociologyin real lifesituations
PSO6 - Abilityto makeuse of research skills.
PSO7 - Abilitytoenable the useofInformation Technology.
PSO8 - Abilityto identifysocial issuesin connection with women‟sviolence, population,
poverty,environmental degradation.
PSO9 - Abilityto develop communication skillsso as to equip to livein themodern society
PSO10 - Abilitytogain the abilityto work in a team and organize events and carryout tasks
independentlyand effectively.
PSO11 - Abilitytoget academicallymotivated bypresentingpapers and undertaking projects
PSO12 - Abilityto interact with people ofvarious strata inthe societywhile doingtheir project work.
PSO13 - Abilitytoget acquainted with the ethical principles andmoral values.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
SOC1MPSS - METHODOLOGY AND PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
CO1 - Identify the main concerns of social science disciplines
CO2 - Articulate the basic terminology and theories prevalent across disciplines
CO3 - Understand qualitative and quantitative models within the social sciences
CO4 - Learn to apply the methods and theories of social science to contemporary issues.
CO5 - Critically read popular and periodical literature from a social science perspective.
SEMESTER – II
SOC2ES - THE ESSENCE OF SOCIOLOGY
CO1 - Familiarize the students with the basic issues of interests to sociologists.
CO2 - Enable the student to understand how the social moulding of individual is operating.
SEMESTER – III
SOC3SRM - SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODS
CO1 - Provide an understanding of the fundamentals of social research

CO2 - Give clear idea about the various steps in social research

CO3 - Understand the various tools, techniques and methods of data collection
SOC3FST - FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIOLOGICAL THOUGHT
CO1 - Understand the various philosophical and intellectual roots of classical sociological thought.

CO2 - Enable the students to recognize the different approaches to the study of societies and various
methodologies.
CO3 - Develop a critical evaluation of the contribution of early sociological perspectives and thus enable to
recognize the scope of its applications.
SEMESTER-IV
SOC4SS- SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
CO1 - Equip the students about the various dimensions of inequality in the society.

CO2 - Develop an understanding about the major approach to stratification studies
CO3 - Acquire knowledge regarding social stratification in India.
SOC4ES - ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
CO1 - Find adequate attention to the study of the environmental issues as an academic programme.

CO2 - Develop an understanding about how developmental programmes affect human life.
SEMESTER V
SOC5MST - MODERN SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES
CO1 - Familiarize different schools of modern sociological theories and to recognize the criteria of
classification.
CO2 - Understand the intellectual roots of various schools and their major premises to include various
contribution in different schools.
CO3 - Recognize major contributions to various schools of thought and effort of theoretical analysts to include
various contributions in different schools.
CO4 - Discuss the strength and weakness of different theories and it enables students to criticize with
sufficient arguments.

SOC5PIS - PERSPECTIVES ON INDIAN SOCIETY
CO1 - Acquaint students the various perspectives of Sociology in India.
CO2 - Develop an understanding about the development of Sociology in India.
CO3 - Acquire knowledge regarding Americanization of Sociology in India.

SOC5CP - CULTURE AND PERSONALITY
CO1 - Familiarize the students with the concept of culture
CO2 - Provide an understanding of the development of personality

CO3 - Provide a theoretical approach to the study of the relationship between culture and personality

SOC5IS - INDUSTRY AND SOCIETY
CO1 - Provide an understanding about the relations between industry and society.
CO2 - Familiarize the students with the theories within the frame work of which work can be analyzed.
CO3 - Introduce the evolution of the industrial system.
CO4 - Acquaint students with the nature and types of Industrial disputes

SEMESTER VI
SOC6CS - CRIME AND SOCIETY
CO1 - Introduce the impact of crime in society
CO2 - Familiarize students with the different types of crimes and their prevention.
CO3 - Provide an understanding to the various approaches to the study of crime.
CO4 - Acquaint students with the victims of crime.

SOC6GT - GERONTOLOGY
CO1 - Understand the development of gerontology.
CO2 - Make aware of the theoretical perspective on ageing.
CO3 - Familiarize the major problems faced by the elderly

SOC6SD - SOCIOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT
CO1 - Gain an insight into the concepts related to social development.
CO2 - Discuss the importance of development perspective
CO3 - Understand the important issues related to development.

SOC6TSI - TRIBAL SOCIETY IN INDIA
CO1 - Familiarize the students with the historical background of tribes and the nature of their distribution in
India.
CO2 - Understand and analyze the problems of tribals India and the measures taken by various agencies for
their upliftment.
CO3 - Equip the students for a comprehensive understanding of the transformation of tribals.

B.Sc.PROGRAMMES
B.Sc. BOTANY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Comprehensive knowledge and understanding about the importance of the discipline
PSO2 - Capacity to apply the achieved basic objectives of education in practical life
PSO3 - Open minded and curious attitude
PSO4 - Ability to work hard and be outstanding members of the society
PSO5 - Factual and functional knowledge about the diversity amongst life forms
PSO6 - Skill in practical work, experiments, use of advanced biological tool and techniques
PSO7 - Expertise in statistical analyses of biological data for better interpretations
PSO8 - Critical thinking and problem solving capacity
PSO9 - Spirit of teamwork and effective communication skills
PSO10 - Confidence to apply the acquired knowledge in practical life so as to make our
country self reliant
PSO11 - Curiosity and enthusiasm in Botany and related biological sciences
PSO12 - Interest in seeking higher studies in this discipline
PSO13 - Ability to appreciate and practice ethical principles in research and studies in the
field of biological science
PSO14 - Awareness about the natural environment and realization of the importance of its conservation.
PSO15 - Ability to suggest innovative programme to care for nature and life for sustainable development.
PSO16 - Concern for fellow beings and care for the marginalized
PSO17 - Self-awareness and emotional intelligence

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
BOT1MPIP - METHODOLOGY AND PERSPECTIVES OF SCIENCE &AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE WORLD OF PLANT DIVERSITY
CO1 - Understands the universal nature of science.
CO2 - Gets knowledge about the use of scientific methods.
CO3 - Develops basic skills to study Botany.
CO4 - Learns to appreciate the richness and importance of biodiversity.
SEMESTER II
BOT2GIMPS - GENERAL INFORMATICS AND METHODOLOGIES IN PLANT SCIENCES
CO1 - Understands the applications of General informatics in Biology
CO2 - Acquires knowledge regarding the various scientific methodologiesfollowed in Research and Plant
Sciences

SEMESTER III
BOT3MP - MICROBIOLOGY AND PHYCOLOGY
CO1 - Understands the world of microbes
CO2 - Understands the identifying characters of the lower groups of plants
CO3 - Gets an idea on diverse groups of plants
CO4 - Understands the application of microbiology in different fields.
SEMESTER IV
BOT4ARB - ANATOMY AND REPRODUCTIVE BOTANY OF ANGIOSPERMS
CO1 - Learns the structural adaptations in plants growing in different environment.
CO2 - Understands the life cycle pattern of Angiosperms.
CO3 - Learns the morphology and development of reproductive parts of angiosperms.
CO4 - Gets an insight in to the fruit and seed development.
SEMESTER V
BOT5MLP - MYCOLOGY, LICHENOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY
CO1 -Understands the diversity of fungal and lichen world and its significance.
CO2 - Understands the various plant diseases and their impact on agriculture.
CO3 - Familiarizes with the various measures adopted to control plant diseases.
BOT5ESE - ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND ECOTOURISM
CO1 - Acquaints with the significance of Environmental Science.
CO2 - Understands the extent, limitations and depletion of natural resources
CO3 - Understands the structure and function of the Ecosystems
CO4 - Understands various kinds of pollution in the environment, their impacts on the ecosystem and their
control measures
CO5 - Gets awareness about the nature and structure of various environmental laws in India and
the role of various movements in the protection of nature and natural resources.
CO6 - Learns about the importance of biodiversity and its conservation.
CO7 - Gets awareness regarding the positive and negative impacts of Ecotourism and its role in the
sustainable utilization of resources for tourism.
BOT5GPH - GENETICS, PLANT BREEDING AND HORTICULTURE

CO1 - Understands the basic principles of heredity
CO2 - Gets an insight into the inheritance pattern of nuclear and extra nuclear genes
CO3 - Learns the methods of crop improvement

CO4 - Understands the importance of horticulture in human welfare
BOT5CME - CELL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND EVOLUTION
CO1 - Understands the Ultra structure and functioning of cell in the submicroscopic and molecular level.
CO2 – Getsan idea of origin, concept of continuity and complexity of life activities.
CO3 - Learns the basic and scientific aspect of diversity.
CO4 - Understands the cytological aspects of growth and development.
CO5 - Understands DNA as the basis of heredity and variation.
CO6 - Understands the concept of evolution as the basis of biodiversity.
BOT5HNM(O) - HORTICULTURE AND NURSERY MANAGEMENT
Open Course
CO1 - Learns the importance of horticulture in human welfare.
CO2 - Understands the propagation and cultural practices of useful vegetable, fruit and garden plants.
CO3 - Understands the basic concepts of landscaping and garden designing.
CO4 - Develops interest in landscaping, gardening and flower and fruit culture.
SEMESTER VI
BOT6PPB - PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
CO1 -Understands the basic principles related to various physiological functions in plant life.
CO2 - Familiarizes with the basic skills and techniques related to plant physiology.
CO3 - Understand sthe role, structure and importance of the bio molecules associated with plant life.
CO4 - Familiarizes with the recent trends in the field of plant physiology.
CO5 - Familiarizes with applied aspects of plant physiology in other fields like agriculture.
BOT6BPGP - BRYOLOGY, PTERIDOLOGY, GYMNOSPERMS &PALEOBOTANY
CO1 - Learns the diversity in habits, habitats and organization of various groups of plants.
CO2 - Understands the evolutionary trends in plants.
CO3 - Identifies the anatomical variations in lower groups of plants.
CO4 - Understands the significance of Paleobotany.
BOT6AMSE - ANGIOSPERM MORPHOLOGY,SYSTEMATIC BOTANY AND ECONOMIC
BOTANY
CO1 - Acquaints with the aims, objectives and significance of taxonomy.
CO2 - Identifies the common species of plants growing in Kerala and their systematic position.
CO3 - Develops inductive and deductive reasoning ability.
CO4 - Acquaints with the basic technique in the preparation of herbarium.
CO5 - Familiarizes with the economic importance of plants.

BOT6BB - BIOTECHNOLOGY AND BIOINFORMATICS
CO1 - Familiarizes with the fundamental principles of biotechnology, various developments in biotechnology
and potential applications.
CO2 - Gets awarenessregarding the life forms and activities which can be exploited for human welfare.
CO3 - Gets an introductory knowledge about bio informatics to the students.
CO4 - Use of computers to handle biological data base.

BOT6PP - PHYTOCHEMISTRY AND PHARMACOGNOSY
Choice Based Course
CO1 -Understands the structure and function of basic secondary metabolites in medicinal and aromatic plants.
CO2 - Familiarizes with the common separation and characterization techniques used in phytochemistry
CO3 - Learns the basic officinal parst present in the common medical plants and their use in ayurvedic
formulations

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE
SEMESTER –I
BOT1CGPP - CRYPTOGAMS, GYMNOSPERMS AND PLANT PATHOLOGY
CO1 - Acquires fundamental knowledge in plant science and to make the student to understand that Botany is
an integral part of the human life and developments.
CO2 - Develops an attitude of curiosity, appreciation and enquiry of various life forms of plants
CO3 - Learns the identifying features of different types of plants included in the syllabus
CO4 - Understand the diversity of microbes and plants with respect to Viruses, Bacteria, Algae, Fungi,
Lichens, Bryophytes, Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms

SEMESTER –II
BOT2PP - PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
CO1 - Understands the mechanism and importance of various physiological processes related to plant life.
SEMESTER –III
BOT3ATE - ANGIOSPERM TAXONOMY AND ECONOMIC BOTANY
CO1 - Learns the objectives and components of Taxonomy.
CO2 - Understands the systems of classification of angiosperms.

CO3 - Can identify the common angiosperm species of Kerala.
CO4 - Familiarizes with plants of economic importance.

SEMESTER –IV
BOT4AAB- ANATOMY AND APPLIED BOTANY
CO1 - Develops an understanding reading thedifferent types of plant tissues.
CO2 - Learns about the internal structure of different plant organs with reference to their functions.
CO3 - Understands the process of normal and anomalous secondary thickening in plants.
CO4 - Gets awareness about the morphological and anatomical adaptations of plants growing in different
habitats.
CO5 - Understands the applications of botanical knowledge in the field of crop improvement for human
prosperity.

B.Sc. CHEMISTRY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 – Understand basic facts and concepts in Chemistry while retaining the exciting aspects of
Chemistry so as to develop interest in the study of chemistry as a discipline
PSO2 - Acquire the knowledge of terms, facts, concepts, processes techniques and principles of the subject
PSO3 - Develop the ability to apply the of principles of Chemistry
PSO4 – Be inquisitive towards advanced chemistry and developments therein
PSO5 - Appreciate the achievements in Chemistry and to know the role of Chemistry in nature and insociety
PSO6 - Develop problem solving skills
PSO7 - Be familiarized with the emerging areas of Chemistry and their applications in various
spheres of Chemical sciences and to apprise the students of its relevance in futurestudies.
PSO8 - Develop skills in the proper handling of apparatus and chemicals.
PSO9 - Be exposed to the different processes used in industries and their applications.

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER – I
CHE1MCDS - METHODOLOGY OF CHEMISTRY AS A DISCIPLINE OF SCIENCE
CO1 - Have a broad outline of the methodology of science in general and Chemistry in particular
CO2 - Understand the important analytical and instrumental tools used for practicing chemistry
CO3 - learn computer based presentation and statistical analysis of data using spreadsheet
software
CO4 - Apply these skills in the analysis of experimental data in chemistry
SEMESTER – II
CHE2TIC - THEORETICAL AND INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Study the various atom models
CO2 - Understand the important features of the quantum mechanical model of the atom.
CO3 - Study the periodic properties of elements
CO4 - Explain the formation of different types of bonds
CO5 - Predict the geometry of simple molecules
CO6 - Explain the different types of hybridisation and draw shapes of simple covalent molecules
CO7 - Understand the molecular orbital theory of diatomicmolecules
CO8 - Develop interest in various branches of inorganic chemistry.
CO9 - Study nuclear models and nuclear reactions.
SEMESTER – III
CHE3FOC – FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

CO1 - Have a basic understanding about the classification and nomenclature of organic
compounds, fundamentals of organic reaction mechanism, aromaticity and stereochemistry
CO2 - Make students capable of understanding and studying organic reactions
CO3 - Have exposure to various emerging new areas of organic chemistry
CO4 - Develop skills required for the qualitative analysis of organic compounds
SEMESTER – IV
CHE4BOC - BASIC ORGANIC CHEMISTRY –I
CO1 - learn the chemistry of alcohols, phenols, carboxylic acids, derivatives of Carboxylic
acids, Sulphonic acids, carbonyl compounds, poly nuclear hydrocarbons, active methylene
compounds and Grignard reagents
CO2 - understand and study Organic reaction mechanisms
SEMESTER – V
CHE5CBE –CHEMISTRY OF D AND F BLOCK ELEMENTS
CO1 - Understand the general characteristics of the d and f block elements
CO2 - Study the physical and chemical properties of d and f block elements
CO3 - Study the Werner’s theory of coordination compounds
CO4 - Study isomerism in metal complexes
CO5 - Study the bonding in coordination compounds

CO6 - Understand the applications of coordination compounds
CO7 - Understand the classification, properties and applications of organometallic compounds
CO8 - Study the methods of preparation, properties, structure and bonding of metal
carbonyls and metal clusters
CO9 - understand the role of metals in biological systems
CHE5BOC- BASIC ORGANIC CHEMISTRY-II
CO1 - Learn the chemistry of nitro compounds, amines, dyes, organic polymers, soaps,
detergents and organic reagents
CO2 - Understand and study mechanism of reactions of nitro compounds and amines
CO3 - Have an elementary idea of chemotherapy, organic spectroscopy and photochemistry
CO4 - Identify organic compound using UV, IR and PMR spectroscopic techniques
CO5 - Develop basic skills required for crystallisation, distillation, solvent extraction, TLC
and column chromatography
CHE5SM-STATES OF MATTER
CO1 - Study the intermolecular forces in gases and liquids
CO2 - Understand the dynamics of the molecules in the gases and liquids
CO3 - Study liquefaction of gases

CO4 - Learn the structure of solids
CO5 - Study defects in crystals
CO6 - Studyadsorption
CHE5QMS -QUANTUM MECHANICSAND SPECTROSCOPY
CO1 - Differentiate between classical and quantum mechanics
CO2 - Study the postulates of quantum mechanics and the quantum mechanical model of the
hydrogen atom
CO3 - Study valence bond and molecular orbital theory
CO4 - study the principle and applications of microwave, infra red, Raman,
electronic and magnetic resonance spectroscopy
CO5 - study the fundamentals of mass spectrometry
CO6 - study the fundamentals of photochemistry
SEMESTER –VI
CHE6AIC-APPLIED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
The student will be able to understand:CO1 - The principle of inorganic qualitative analysis
CO2 - Thermodynamic concepts in the extraction ofmetals
CO3 – The applications of radioactivity and radioisotopes
CO4 – Preparation and uses of inorganic polymers
CO5 – Preparation and uses of inorganic polymers
CO6 – Preparation and application of nanomaterials
CO7 - The chemistry of refractory and ceramic materials
CO8 - the chemistry of the compounds of p block
CO9 - elements thermal and chromatographic technique
CHE6CNB – CHEMISTRY OF NATURAL PRODUCTS AND BIOMOLECULES
CO1 - Learn in detail the chemistry of carbohydrates, heterocyclic compounds, amino acids,
proteins and nucleic acids
CO2 - Have a thorough idea on the structures of carbohydrates and some heterocyclic
compounds
CO3 - Understand the structure and functions of enzymes, proteins and nucleic acids
CO4 - Study the fundamentals of terpenoids, alkaloids, vitamins, lipids and steroids
CO5 - Have an elementary idea of supramolecular chemistry and Green Fluorescent Proteins

CHE6EK -EQUILIBRIUM AND KINETICS
CO1 - Study the laws of thermodynamics
CO2 -Derive Gibbs-Helmholtz, Clausius-Clapeyron,Gibbs-Duhem equations
CO3 - Derive the relation between Kp, Kc and Kx
CO4 - Derive the phase rule
CO5 - Derive the rate equations for zero, first and second order reactions
CO6 - Study the phase diagrams of one and two component systems
CO7 - Understand the theories of chemical kinetics
CO8 - get an elementary idea of catalysis including enzyme catalysis

CHE6SC-SOLUTION CHEMISTRY
CO1 - study the behaviour of binary liquid mixtures, CST, azeotropes, colligative properties
CO2 - study solubility of gases in liquids
CO3 - study ionic equilibria and electrical properties of ions in solution
CO4 - study the concepts of acids and bases, pH and buffer solutions

CHE6EC - ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY
Choice Based Courses
CO1 – Study environmental management and impact assessment
CO2 – Study toxic effects of pollutants
CO3 – Study about Air, water, and soil pollution
CHE5EC(O) - ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY
Open Courses
CO1 - Studyenvironmental management and impact assessment
CO2 – Study about the toxic effects of pollutants
CO3 – Understand Effluent and waste management
COMPLE MENTARY COURSES IN CHEMISTRY
(Common to life sciences, geology and family and community science)
SEMESTER - I
CHE1BTAC - BASIC THEORETICAL AND ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Study atomic structure, basics of thermodynamics and the concept of equilibrium

CO2 - Understand principles of analytical chemistry and chromatographic techniques

SEMESTER - II
CHE2BOC - BASIC ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Stereochemistry of organic compounds
CO2 - Mechanisms of some basic organic reactions
CO3 - Classification of polymers, polymerization reactions, and the structure and uses of some commercial
and natural polymers
SEMESTER-III
CHE3AOC - ADVANCED INORGANIC AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
(For students who have opted Biological Sciences andFamily and Community Science as Main)
CO1 - Give the students a basic understanding of nuclear chemistry and heterocyclic compounds.

CO2 - Learn about various types of food additives.
SEMESTER IV
CHE4ABOC - ADVANCED BIO- ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
(For students who have opted Biological Sciences and Famil y and Community Science as
Main)
CO1 - The classification and properties of amino acids

CO2 - The structure and functions of proteins, nucleic acids, ADP,ATP and AMP
CO3 - Classification, properties and structure of carbohydrates
CO4 - Classification and characteristics of enzymes and mechanism of enzyme action.
CO5 - Fundamentals of vitamins, hormones, steroids, essential oils, lipids and alkaloids

B.Sc. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Understand fundamentals concepts of computational thinking as well as knowledge of
how computers and other digital devices are operated through interface as operating system.
PSO2 - Be able to think logic of any real problem and able to implement it with programming
concept. Student will able to integrate concepts of database, commerce, mathematics and
statistics to store, summarize, analyze and interpret data for any real application.
PSO3 - Get an appropriate level of oral, written and visual communication skills required for
technocrats.
PSO4 - Gain a thorough understanding or grasp key technologies for software application
development.
PSO5 - Apply knowledge and skills to develop software as a “model” or develop an application
in the “software as a model” perspective.
PSO6 - Understand efficient Query generation and acquire query optimization skills.
PSO7 - Understand the concepts of Computer interconnectivity, sharing of resources, internet
technologies and other network applications.
PSO8 - Understand the electronic commerce and how electronic commerce is affecting business
enterprises, governments, consumers and people in general.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
CA1PC - PROGRAMMING IN C
CO1 - Develop problem-solving strategies, techniques and skills that can be applied to
computers and problems in other areas which give students an introduction to computer and
analytical skills to use in their subsequent course work and professional development.
CO2 - Act as an introduction to the thinking world of computers, to help students develop the
logic, ability to solve the problems efficiently using C programming. Knowledge in a
programming language is prerequisite to the study of most of computer science courses. This
knowledge area consists of those skills and concepts that are essential to problem solving and
programming practice independent of the underlying paradigm.
CO3 - Learn various concepts and techniques for problem solving and will implement those
ideas using C programs.

CA1FDS - FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS
CO1 - Explain and apply the basic concepts of number systems and the use of Binary, Decimal
and Hexadecimal number systems, and demonstrate competence in the conversion of numbers
from one representation to another.
CO2 - Define the basic logic gates, such as AND, OR NOT in terms of Truth Tables and utilize
Truth Tables to prove the functionality of simple gate networks. Explain the universality of
NAND and NOR gates.
CO3 - Demonstrate familiarity with Boolean Operations, the Laws of Boolean Algebra,
DeMorgan’s Theorems and the application of Boolean Algebra and Karnaugh Maps to simplify
logic circuits.
CO4 - Describe and employ Combinatorial Logic to create Adders, Comparators, Decoders,
Encoders, Multiplexers and De-multiplexers.
CO5 - Implement flip-flops and related storage devices, use sequential logic to create counters,
registers.
CO6 - Explain and describe the basic memory components of a computer.

CA1SL(P) - SOFTWARE LAB I
CO1 - Provide the hands on experience on C Programming and improve the practical skill set.
CO2 - Apply all the concepts that has been covered in the theory course.
CO3 - Apply the alternate ways to provide the solution to a given problem.
CO4 - Develop the logic for the given problem, recognize and understand the syntax and
construction of C code, gains experience of C , know the steps involved in compiling, linking
and debugging C code, feel more confident about writing the C functions.
CO5 - Write some complex programs
STA1BS - BASIC STATISTICS
CO1 - Introduce the basic concepts in Statistics
CO2 - Develop data reduction techniques
MAT1FM - FOUNDATION OF MATHEMATICS
CO1 - Explain the fundamental ideas of sets and functions
CO2 - Introduce basic logic
CO3 - Introduce basic Number Theory

SEMESTER –II
CA2DS - DATA STRUCTURES
CO1 - Demonstrate a familiarity with major algorithms and data structures.
CO2 - Introduce the basic techniques of algorithm analysis.
CO3 - Be familiar with several sorting algorithms including bubble sort, selection sort and
searching algorithms such as linear search and binary search.
CO4 - Master the implementation of linked data structures such as linked lists and binary trees
CO5 - Be familiar with advanced data structures such as balanced search trees, hash tables,
priority queues etc.
CA2MCO - MICROPROCESSORS & COMPUTER ORGANIZATION
CO1 - Identify the different functional unit of a computer and how a software is being executed
in a computer
CO2 -Study the internal architecture and functions of 8085 and 8086 microprocessors
CO3 - Present an overview of the Computer Organization
CO4 - Acquire the conceptual framework of Computer Organization and Architecture and to use
the concepts in the domain of Personal Computers

CA2SL(P) - SOFTWARE LAB II
CO1 - Able to understand the fundamentals of database development and management
CO2 - Able to design and create database, define queries for database management and data
retrieval
CO3 - Able to learn and apply the basic database concepts in real world applications
MAT2AGTM - ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY AND MATRICES
CO1 - Explain more ideas of conics
CO2 - Introduce Circular and hyperbolic functions of a complex variable
CO3 - Explain rank of a matrices, Characteristic roots and characteristic vectors.

STA2TRV - THEORY OF RANDOM VARIABLES
CO1 - Introduce Probability theory as a foundation for Statistics
CO2 - Help students understand the basic notions about random variables

SEMESTER –III
CA3DCN - DATA COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTER NETWORKS
CO1 – Understand basics of data communication and networking.
CA3OOP - OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING AND C++
CO1 - Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the object-oriented programming concepts of
encapsulation, data abstraction and composition by designing and implementing classes
including the use of overloaded functions and constructors.
CO2 - Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the concept of pointers and dynamic memory
allocation by designing and implementing programs using pointers and dynamic memory
allocation.
CO3 - Demonstrate a thorough understanding of the implementation of programmer-defined
functions and classes by writing code, performing unit testing and debugging of multiple
complex programs.
CO4 - Demonstrate a thorough understanding of stream input/output for both console and files.
CO5 - Demonstrate a thorough understanding of stream input/output for both console and files.
CA3SAD - SYSTEM ANALYSIS & DESIGN
CO1 - Introduce software process models such as the waterfall and evolutionary models.
CO2 - Be familiar with the role of project management including planning, scheduling, risk
management, etc.
CO3 - Understand software requirements and the SRS document.
CO4 - Understand different software architectural styles.

CA3SL(P) - SOFTWARE LAB III
CO1 - Identify the different Programming Strategies of a Object Oriented Concept
CO2 - Provide hands on experience to the learners in C++ programming.
CO3 - Write program in C++ based on concepts learned in C++ programming course.
CO4 - Implement OO features such as class, objects, inheritance, polymorphism.
MAT3CAL - CALCULUS
CO1 - Find the higher order derivative of the product of two functions.
CO2 - Expand a function using Taylor’s and Maclaurin’s series.
CO3 - Conceive the concept of asymptotes and obtain their equations.
CO4 - Learn about partial derivatives and its applications.

CO5 - Find the area under a given curve, length of an arc of a curve when the equations are
given in parametric and polar form.
CO6 - Find the area and volume by applying the techniques of double and triple integrals
STA3PD - PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
CO1 - Impart essential knowledge in Probability distributions
CO2 - Expose the real-life applications of Probability distributions

SEMESTER –IV
CA4VPT - VISUAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
CO1 - Identify and describe the purpose of various components of the VB integrated
development environment (IDE).
CO2 - Build and run small application using Visual Basic.
CO3 - Understand the basic problem-solving techniques.
CO4 - Write conditional and repetition statements and other control structures.
CO5 - Declare variables and constants using the data types available in VB.
CO6 - Examine and discuss Sub and Function procedures.
CO7 - Understand the array structure and its usage.
CO8 - Use strings in addition to their built-in functions.
CO9 - Create GUI applications using standard controls.
CO10 - Understand and create multiple document interface (MDI) applications.
CO11 - Develop a single document interface (SDI) application.
CO12 - Understand the use of sequential and random-access files.

CA4DMS - DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CO1 - Able to understand the fundamentals of database development and management.
CO2 - Able to design and create database, define queries for database management and data
retrieval.
CO3 - learn and apply the basic database concepts in real world applications.
CA4SL (P) - SOFTWARE LAB IV
CO1 - Get familiarize Data definition commands
CO2 - Get familiarize Data definition commands Basic SQL queries
CO3 - Get familiarize Data definition commands. Complex Queries

CO4 - Get familiarize with Data definition commands and Data Control commands
CO5 - Design User Interface using- List Box, Combo Box, Image and Picture Box, DirectoryFile-Drive list boxes, Rich text box, etc
CO6 - Create Menus- Creating Menus and writing Codes, Linking Menus with SDI forms,
Creating toolbox and access it for loading and working forms.
CO7 - Create reports using Data Report in VB and also using Crystal report.

MAT4VTN - VECTOR CALCULUS, THEORY OF EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL
METHODS
CO1 - Study about dimensional spaces to apply calculus in many real world situations.
CO2 -Study about Vectors which are used to apply in the analytic geometry of space, where they
give simple ideas to describe lines, planes surfaces and curves in space.

STA4SI - STATISTICAL INFERENCE
CO1 - Equip the students with the theory essential for estimation of unknown parameters and
testing of hypotheses
CO2 - Expose the students to its real-life applications.
CA4SSD - SAMPLE SURVEY DESIGNS
CO1 - Provide a sound practical background to sampling and particularly to design and
analysis of sample survey. The course covers a broad range of situations in which sampling is
used, with emphasis placed on sample surveys.
CO2 - Provide the sound general background needed for carrying out a sample survey,
including both practical aspects and the essential details on design and analysis.
SEMESTER –V
CA5JP - JAVA PROGRAMMING
CO1 - Gives exposure to basic concepts of object-oriented technology
CO2 - Help in learning to write programs in Java using object-oriented paradigm. Approach in
this course is to take Java as a language that is used as a primary tool in many different areas of
programming work.

CA5SL(P) - SOFTWARE LAB V
CO1 - Development of the practical skills in Java Programming.
CO2 - Attempt to upgrade and enhance theoretical skills and provide the hands on experience in
Java programming.
CO3 - Able to write programs using java programming language.
CA5IWC(O) - INTERNET, WEB DESIGNING AND CYBER LAWS
Open Course
CO1 - Provide basic knowledge of computer and its architecture, components, and
terminologies
CO2 - Examine word processing concepts, spreadsheet concepts, slide show presentation
conceptsand explore the Microsoft Office environment.

MAT5MA - MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
CO1 – Helps to understandthe real numbers and real-valued functions of a real variable. In
particular, it deals with
CO2 – Helps to understand the analytic properties ofreal functions and sequences, including
convergence and limits of sequences of real numbers, the calculus of the real numbers, and
continuity, smoothness and related properties of real-valued functions
MAT5DE - DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
CO1 - Find the integrals of ordinary differential equation are plane curves.
CO2 - Study the differential equation involving one dependant and more than one independent
variables that are partial differential equation. Such integrals are space curves and surfaces.
CA5DOE - DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
CO1 - Provide a sound practical background to sampling and particularly to design and analysis
of sample survey. The course covers a broad range of situations in which sampling is used, with
emphasis placed on sample surveys.
CO2 - Provide the sound general background needed for carrying out a sample survey, including
both practical aspects and the essential details on design and analysis

SEMESTER –VI
CA6OS - OPERATING SYSTEMS
CO1 - Explore the necessary components and functions of an operating system.
CO2 - Study the different CPU scheduling techniques, this gives a clear picture about how an
operating system handles different types of tasks. Memory management policies are dealt to give
information about how the main memory can be handled by an operating system. Since the
secondary storage devices cannot handle more than one request at a time, it is necessary for an
operating system to synchronize the jobs waiting for the devices. There are different types of
algorithms, which can be used for the same. The subject deals with all these algorithms, which is
of great help for an operating system designer.
CO3 - Case studies about UNIX is also dealt as part of this subject.

CA6LOS - LINUX OPERATING SYSTEM
CO1 – Understand Linux as an operating system
CO2 - Explain some of the considerations for choosing an operating system
CO3 - Understand some of the basics of open source software and licensing
CO4 - Acquire basic knowledge of working with Linux
CO5 - Learn basic Linux command line skills
CO6 - Learn how to use help commands and navigate help systems when
using Linux
CO7 - Basics of how to work with Linux files and directories
CO8 - Searching and extracting data from Linux files
CO9 - Basic understanding of the concept of scripting
CO10 - Knowing where data is stored on a Linux system
CO11 - Identifying various types of users on a Linux system
CO12 - Creating users and groups on a Linux system
CO13 - Managing Linux file permissions and ownership
CO14 - Understanding special Linux directories and files

MAT6RA - REAL ANALYSIS
CO1 – Helps to understand Infinite Series, its convergence and some tests to identify the nature
of convergence, Continuous functions and some theorems on continuity.
CO2 - Introduces Riemann Integration, Uniform Convergence of sequence of functions and
some tests for it.

CA6OR - OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CO1 - Introduce students to use quantitative methods and techniques for
effective decision–making; model formulation and applications that are used
in solving business decision problems
CA6(PD) - PROJECT
CO1 - Student can be trained to meet the requirements of the industry by
choosing the project topic from areas of current day interest using latest
packages / Languages running on appropriate platforms.

B.Sc. FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SCIENCE
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Professional training and skill enhancement in order to provide and widen employment
opportunitiesforwomenthroughthecurriculumaddressingcontemporaryissues.
PSO2 - Enablestudentstoacquirelifeskillsthatassistintheenhancementofoverallpersonaland
professionalattributes
PSO3 - Becomeacademicallyqualifiedand mature,asenlightened individualsassisting inthe
achievementoffamilyandsocialgoals.
PSO4 - Orientstudentstoenhanceentrepreneurialcompetencies
PSO5 - Strengthening linkages withGovernment agencies, NGOs, policy makersand thegeneral
public with a view to provide employment opportunities for students and enriching the
databaseinresearchinallfields.
PSO6 - Influence and develop policies to advocate for individuals, families and communities to
achieveempowermentandfacilitatesustainablefutures.
PSO7 - Enablethelearners toemployacquiredknowledgefrom―labtoland‖withextensioneducation
inthefieldofnutritionandhealth,womenandchilddevelopment,apparelandfabricdesign,
consumereducationandpublicawareness withaviewtobetterfamilyandcommunityliving.
PSO8 - Educatingtheindividualforhighestqualitypracticaltrainingforlife
PSO9 - Conductingresearchtodiscoverthechangingneedsoftheindividuals,familiesandsociety
andthemeans ofsatisfyingtheseneeds
PSO10 - Improvetheservices andgoods usedbyfamilies
PSO11 - Inculcateasenseofsocialawareness andspiritofservicetothesociety.
PSO12 - Furtheringcommunity,nationalandworldconditionsfavourabletofamilyandcommunity living.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
HSC1MHAFS - METHODOLOGY OF HOME SCIENCE AND FOOD SCIENCE
CO1 -Familiarize with basic areas of Home Science
CO2 - Gains understanding of the basic methodology of research, principles and techniques
CO3 – Understands the composition, chemistry of foods and their applications in food
preparations
SEMESTER II
HSC2HPM - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND MICROBIOLOGY
CO1 - Gains understanding of the integrated functions of the various systems of the human body.
CO2 - Able to understand the economic importance of microorganisms.
CO3 - Understands the principles of various methods used in the prevention and control of
micro- organisms.

SEMESTER III
HSC3HDFI - HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY INTERACTIONS

CO1 -Imparts basic knowledge on the principles and pattern of growth anddevelopment in children
from conception to old age.
CO2 - Gains awareness on the various factors that stimulates growth anddevelopment.
C03 - Orients students on the current issues in Human Development.
CO4 - Exposes students to the various aspects of adolescents development.
CO5 - Helps students develop an awareness and concern for Challenged Children,their needs and
problems.
CO6 - Creates an awareness on the important aspects of population Dynamics
SEMESTER 1V
HSC4GP - GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

CO1 - Understands the physiological basis of human behaviours.
CO2 - Gains Knowledge the processes involved in perception and motivation.
CO3 - Understands the manifestations of abnormal behaviour patterns and the
therapies prescribed.

SEMESTER V
HSC5ID - INTERIOR DECORATION
CO1 - Enables use and gains understanding of the elements and principles of Design
CO2 - Develops basic skills for a career option in Interior Design.
CO3 - Gains the basic knowledge of furniture arrangement and furnishing the residential space

HSC5HNB - HUMAN NUTRITION AND BIOCHEMISTRY
CO1 - Obtains an insight into the chemistry of major nutrients and physiologically important
compounds
CO2 - Understands the role of nutrition in different stages of life cycle
CO3 - Enables the students to plan menus in accordance with basic concepts for nutrition
HSC5TS -TEXTILE SCIENCE
CO1 - Gains knowledge about Textile fibres and their uses.
CO2 - Develops an understanding about various kinds of traditional and modern fabrics, their
structure and the utility.
CO3 - Imparts knowledge about Textile dyeing and printing.
CO4 - Develops skill in understanding textiles available in the market

HSC5DE - DYNAMICS OF EXTENSION

CO1 - Understand the widening concept of extension
CO2 - Appreciate the role of extension, especially home science extension in community
development.
CO3 - Orient students to the socio cultural and economic environment of rural, urban and
tribal communities.
CO4 - Develop skill in planning, implementing and evaluating an extension programme
HSC5LST(O) - LIFE SKILL STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES

Open Course
CO1 - Empowers young people to effectively meet the challenges of everyday life
CO2 - Enables learners to acquire knowledge and to develop attitudes and skills which
lead to healthy behaviour patterns
CO3 - Lays the foundation for a responsible lifestyle, sound relationships and safehabits
SEMESTER VI
HSC6FRM - FAMILY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Accomplishmanagementskillsfororganizingevents andprogrammes
CO2 - Acquire scientific and technical abilities in personal, familial and community resource
management
CO3 - Competentinidentifyingmeans ofsupplementingfamilyincome
CO4
Convincedofthesignificanceofresourcemanagementanddecisionmakingtoenhancethe
qualityoflifeoffamilyandsociety
CO5 - Developabilitytobe resourcefulmanagers andsupervisors
CO6 - Informedinselection,useandcareoflaboursavingequipments
CO7 - Inspired to promote learning and dissemination of information on waste management to
publicizesustainable environmental practices
CO8 - Responsiblecitizenwithenvironmentalconcern
HSC6CND - CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
CO1 - Able to make appropriate dietary modifications for various disease conditions based
on the pathophysiology
CO2 - Develops capacity and aptitude for taking up dietetics as a profession
CO3 - Understands the consequences of nutritional problems in the society and have
awareness on community nutrition based programmes
HSC6FDAP - FASHION DESIGNING AND APPAREL PRODUCTION
CO1 - Gains knowledge in fundamentals of fashion designing.
CO2 - Gets practical experience in apparel illustration.

CO3 - Gains knowledge in apparel production, marketing and merchandising.
CO4 - Enables the students to develop skills in pattern making and garment
construction
HSC6MCJ - MASS COMMUNICATION AND JOURNALISM
CO1 -Understands the concept, scope and significance of mass communication and its
techniques.
CO2 - Sensitizes students towards identifying materials and methods for effective
communication.
CO3 - Familiarizes undergraduate students with media studies by affording them an
exposure to contemporary media and to provide an opportunity for them to pursue
their areas of interest
HSC6WS - WOMEN’S STUDIES (ELECTIVE- THEORY)
Choice Based Course
CO1 - Creates awareness among the students about the status of women in India.
CO2 - Sensitizes the students about the problems /disparities/issues concerning
women.
CO3 - Makes the students acquainted with the laws pertaining to women and the
services available to them.
CO4 - Motivates students to work for the betterment of women

B.Sc. MATHEMATICS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Proficiency in problem solving, creativity, numeracy and self-management.
PSO2 - Confidence in accepting professional challenges, act with integrity, set
themselves high standards.
PSO3 - Ability to work independently and along a team with professional integrity
PSO4 - Acquire skills of logical and analytical reasoning
PSO5 - Develop a critical attitude towards knowledge.
PSO6 - Equipped to seek knowledge and to continue learning throughout their lives.
PSO7 - Develop intellectual curiosity, effective learning and research abilities
PSO8 - Proficiency in curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities that deepen and broaden
knowledge
PSO9 - Develop skills of analysis, application, synthesis, evaluation and criticality
PSO10 - Develop self-awareness, empathy, cultural awareness and mutual respect
PSO11 - Ability to work in a wide range of cultural settings and inculcate respect for themselves and
others and will be courteous.
PSO12 - Knowledge in ethical behaviour, sustainability and personal contribution
PSO13 - Awareness in the environmental , social and cultural value system.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
MAT1FM - FOUNDATION OF MATHEMATICS
CO1 - Explains the fundamental ideas of sets and functions; to
CO2 - Introduce basic logic;
CO3 - Introduce basic Number Theory;
CO4 – Able to prove statements about sets and functions;
CO5 - analyze statements using truth tables;
CO6 - Construct simple proofs.
CO7 - Familiarize mathematical Symbols and standard methods of proofs.
SEMESTER II
MAT2AGTM - ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY AND MATRICES
CO1 – Able to find the equation to tangent, normal at a point on a conic ;
CO2 – Able to find the polar equation of a line, circle , tangent and normal to conics
CO3 - familiarize real and imaginary parts of a circular and hyperbolic functions of a complex
variable
CO4 - solve a System of Linear equations using the inverse of a matrix
CO5 - familiarize characteristic roots and characteristic vectors.
CO6 - find the inverse of a matrix by Cayley-Hamilton theorem

SEMESTER III
MAT3CAL - CALCULUS
CO1 - Find the higher order derivative of the product of two functions.
CO2 - Expand a function using Taylor’s and Maclaurin’s series.
CO3 - Conceive the concept of asymptotes and obtain their equations.
CO4 - Learn about partial derivatives and its applications.
CO5 - Find the area under a given curve, length of an arc of a curve when the equations are given in
parametric and polar form.
CO6 - Find the area and volume by applying the techniques of double and triple integrals
SEMESTER IV
MAT4VTN - VECTOR CALCULUS, THEORY OF EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL
METHODS
CO1 - Interpret equations of lines and planes in space Explain integration in vector fields.
CO2 - Verify Stoke’s Theorem, Gauss Divergence Theorem and Green’s Theorem.
CO3 - Analyse the fundamental theorem of algebra
CO4 - Solve equations of nth degree
CO5 - Find the equations whose nature of roots is given.
CO6 - Solve third degree equations using Cardan’s method.
CO7 - Find roots of fourth degree equations using Ferrari method.
CO8 - Interpret the relation between roots and coefficients.
CO9 - Apply Descarte’s rule of signs to find the number of real and imaginary roots of a given
equation.
CO10 - Execute various numerical analysis methods to obtain roots of an equation.
SEMESTER V
MAT5MA - MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
CO1 - Provides a systematic approach to the development of the subject Mathematical Analysis.
CO2 - Introduces several fundamental concepts of Analysis including the well-ordering principle, the
completeness axiom, the Archimedean property and the real sequences. Also to the end more abstract
notions of a metric space are introduced.
MAT5DE - DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
CO1 - Obtain an integrating factor which may reduce a given differential equation into an exact one
and eventually provide its solution.
CO2 - Identify and obtain the solution of Clairaut’s equation.
CO3 - Find the complementary function and particular integrals of linear differential equation.
CO4 - Familiarize the orthogonal trajectory of the system of curves on a given surface.

C05 - Method of solution of the differential equation dxPdyQdzR
CO6 - Describe the origin of partial differential equation and distinguish the integrals of first
order linear partial differential equation into complete, general and singular integrals.
CO7 - Use Lagrange’s method for solving the first order linear partial differential equatio
MAT5DE - ABSTRACT ALGEBRA
CO1 - define groups, rings and fields
CO2 - explain different properties of groups.
CO3 - identify examples of groups, rings and fields.
CO4 - explain homomorphism and isomorphism of groups.
CO5 - describe cosets and factor groups.
CO6 - differentiate between the different algebraic structures.
CO7 - solve problems related to groups and rings
MAT5FM - FUZZY MATHEMATICS
CO1 - recognize the meaning and significance of the emergence of fuzzy set theory.
CO2 - analyze different types of fuzzy sets
CO3 - examine connections between fuzzy sets and crisp sets
CO4 - explain how classical mathematical functions can be fuzzified
CO5 - compute fuzzy arithmetic operations
CO6 -acquire a basic foundation of fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic.
MAT5AM (O) - APPLICABLE MATHEMATICS
Open Course
CO1 - Illustrate the types of numbers
CO2 - Describe quadratic equations and its solutions
CO3 - Differentiate between permutations and combinations. Tabulate the trignometric ratios of
different angles.
CO4 - Compute the heights and distances using trigonometric functions Describe sample spaces and
random events.
CO5 - Predict the probability of random events
CO6 - Use the rules of differentiation to find the derivatives of functions. Evaluate the indefinite and
definite integrals of functions.
CO7 - Evaluate LCM and HCF of numbers
CO8 - Compute the squares, cubes, square roots and cube roots of numbers. Use
ratio and proportion to solve problems
CO9 - Evaluate profit and loss of buying and selling problems
CO10 - Calculate the simple average of numbers from a given data.
CO11 - Estimate the Simple interest and compound interest on a principal amount.
Solve problems involving concepts of time and work.
CO12 - Evaluate the problems related to work and wages.
CO13 - Find the area and perimeter of triangles, quadrilaterals and circles

SEMESTER VI
MAT6RA - REAL ANALYSIS
CO1 - Define infinite series of real numbers and its convergence
CO2 – Explain some tests to identify nature of convergence of infinite series.
CO3 - Describe Continuous functions and some theorems on continuity
CO4 - Introduce Riemann Integration
CO5 -Explain the fundamental theorem of calculus.
CO6 - Describe Uniform Convergence of sequence of functions .
CO7 - Explain tests for uniform convergence of sequences and series
MAT6CA - COMPLEX ANALYSIS
CO1 - Able to conceive the concept of analytic functions and will be familiar with the
elementary complex functions and their properties
CO2 - familiar with the theory and techniques of complex integration
CO3 - familiar with the theory and application of the power series expansion of analytic
functions
MAT6DM - DISCRETE MATHEMATICS
CO1 - Introduces the basic concepts of Graph theory, Cryptography and Lattices. A detailed
explanation of different types of graphs and their properties is included.
MAT6LA - LINEAR ALGEBRA AND METRIC SPACES
CO1 - Introduce the students to formal deductive analysis, formulation of proofs and sharpen the
logical reasoning skills.
MAT6OR - OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Choice Based Course
CO1 – Able to define a Euclidean space, a vector space and its basis.
CO2 - Write a given LPP in standard form and in a canonical form
CO3 - Identify a feasible solution, a basic feasible solution, and an optimal solution using simplex
method.
CO4 - Identify the Transportation Problem and formulate it as an LPP and hence solve the problem
CO5 - Determine that an Assignment problem is a special case of LPP and hence solve by Hungarian
method.
CO6 - Identify the queueing models.

COMPLEMENTARY COURSE
TOPHYSICS/CHEMISTRY/PETROCHEMICALS/GEOLOGY)

SEMESTER I
MAT1DCT - DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS AND TRIGONOMETRY
CO1 - Introduces the concepts of differentiation and various applications of differentiation
SEMESTER II
MAT2ICM - INTEGRAL CALCULUS AND MATRICES
CO1 - Introduces the concepts of integration and various applications of integration
CO2 – Understands in details about the matrix theory
SEMESTER III
MAT3VDA -VECTOR CALCULUS , DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND ANALYTIC
GEOMETRY
CO1 - Define vector valued functions
CO2 - Evaluate arc length of curves
CO3 - Evaluate the tangent and normal of a curve at a given point.
CO4 - Identify different types of differential equations.
CO5 - Solving 1st order differential equations.
CO6 - Framing equations different conic sections.
CO7 - Finding focus , directrix and eccentricity of conic sections

SEMESTER IV
MAT4FDNA - FOURIER SERIES , DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, NUMERICAL
ANALYSIS AND ABSTRACT ALGEBRA
CO1 - Analyse various numerical methods
CO2 - Find roots of equations by numerical methods compute Fourier series of periodic functions
CO3 - Obtain orthogonal trajectories of families of curveson a given surface.
CO4 - Find power series expansion about an ordinary point.
CO5 - Describe the origin of partial differential equation solve Bessel’s equations..
CO6 - Solve the differential equation dxPdyQdzR
CO7 - Define groups, rings and fields .
CO8 - Explain different properties of groups.
CO9 - Identify examples of groups, rings and fields.
CO10 - Explain homomorphism and isomorphism of groups.
CO11 - Describe cosets and factor groups.
CO12 - Differentiate between the different algebraic structures.
COMPLEMENTARY COURSE TO ECONOMICS
SEMESTER I

MAT1GFELA - GRAPHING FUNCTIONS, EQUATIONS AND LINEAR ALGEBRA
CO1 - Introduces the concepts of polynomials, functions and equations. These topics are
foundations of most areas of modern mathematics, and are applied frequently in Business and
Economics

SEMESTER II
MAT2CELF - CALCULUS, EXPONENTIAL AND LOGARITHMIC FUNCTIONS
CO1 - Introduces the concepts of exponential and logarithmic functions. Another topic for study is the
calculus of multi variable functions. These topics are foundations of most areas of modern
mathematics, and are applied frequently in Business and Economics .
STATISTICS
FOR B.Sc. MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
SEMESTER I
STA1BS- BASIC STATISTICS
CO1 - Develop the fundamentals of Statistics, Present numerical facts through tables
and graphs summarise a mass of raw data into a meaningful form
CO2 - Describe the fundamental characteristics of data
CO3 - Know the general pulse of economy
SEMESTER II
STA2TRV -THEORY OF RANDOM VARIABLES
CO1 - Determine Degree of relationship between variables
CO2 - Nature of relationship and application of method of curve fitting Decisions in the
face of uncertainty
CO3 - Explain the concepts of Probability distributions
SEMESTER III
STA3PD- PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
CO1 - Describe the four characteristics of a random variable
CO2 - Explain the various properties of some discrete random
variables
CO3 - Bring out the applications of continuous distributions
CO4 - Describe the uses of Central limit theorem
CO5 - Introduce the concepts of Statistic and Sampling distribution

SEMESTER IV
STA4SI- STATISTICAL INFERENCE
CO1 - Explain the method of estimating parameters of a population
CO2 - Describe the procedure of testing of hypotheses
CO3 - Explain standard error and testing procedures for parameters of a Normal population using
large and small samples

FOR B.A. SOCIOLOGY
SEMESTER III
STA3BS - BASIC STATISTICS
CO1 - Explain the functions and uses of Statistics
CO2 - Distinguish between Census survey and Sample survey
CO3 - Represent quantitative data in the form of frequency distributions,
diagrams and graphs
CO4 - Describe the fundamental characteristics of data
SEMESTER IV
STA4ST -STATISTICAL TOOLS
CO1 - Determine Degree of relationship between variables
CO2 - Predict the value of the dependent variable when the corresponding value of the
independent variable is known
CO3 - Introduce the concept of probability and random variables
CO4 - Explain standard error and testing procedures for parameters of a Normal population
using large samples
CO5 - Know the general pulse of economy

B.Sc. PHYSICS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Acquire basic knowledge in Physics including phenomenology, theories and techniques,
concepts and general principles
PSO2 - Obtain solutions to physical questions by use of qualitative and quantitative reasoning
and by experimental investigation.
PSO3 - Appreciate the physical world and the discipline of Physics with Curiosity, creativity
and reason
PSO4 - Understand links of Physics to other disciplines and societal issues
PSO5 - Explain a broad spectrum of modern trends in physics and to develop experimental,
computational and mathematics skills of students.
PSO6 - Attain acommonlevelinbasicmechanics,propertiesofmatter
PSO7 - Develop their experimental and data analysis skills through a widerange of experiments
through practical at laboratories.
PSO8 - Perform experiments and interpret the results of observation, includingmaking an
assessment of experimental uncertainties.
PSO9 - Use Information Communication Technology to gather knowledge at will.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
PHY1MP–METHODOLOGYINPHYSICS
CO1 - Understand the history of Physics and its methodology
CO2 - Recognize Ancient perspectives on the universe
CO3 - Identify Newton and the deterministic universe, Maxwell and the unification
of electricity, magnetism and optics
CO5 - Identify Einstein and his theories of relativity
CO6 - Understand the working of basic measuring instruments
CO7 - Investigate Estimating and reporting of errors
CO8 - Compute propagation of errors in sum, differences, products, quotients, multiplication by
constants, power of a measured quantity
SEMESTERII
PHY2MPM- MECHANICSANDPROPERTIESOFMATTER
CO1 - Distinguish translational and rotational motion
CO2 - Determine the moment of inertia of different shapes specifically uniform rod,rectangular
lamina, thin circular ring, circular disc, annular ring, solid cylinder, hollow cylinder, solid sphere
and hollow sphere
CO3 - Illustrate the calculation of coefficient of viscosity of a viscous liquid

CO4 - Classify types of waves
CO5 - Recognize wavelength, frequency and wave number
CO6 - Examine the factors affecting acoustics of buildings
CO7 - Categorize different types of elasticity
CO8 - Introduce Molecular theory of surface tension and surface energy
SEMESTERIII
PHY3ELE -ELECTRONICS
CO1 - Set up circuits to study forward and reverse characteristics of a diode.
CO2 - Identify zener and ordinary diodes by performing experiments or from available data
sheets.
CO3 - Illustrate the working of transistor as an amplifier
CO4 - Compare CB, CE and CC configurations and draw their characteristics
CO5 - Describe Methods for transistor biasing- Base Bias, Base bias with emitter feedback,
Base bias with collector feedback and voltage divider bias
CO6 - Explain the working of Transistor multivibrators with circuit diagram.
CO7 - Compare the properties of ideal and real operational amplifier.
CO8 - Explain the principle of amplitude modulation, define modulation index, analyse the
amplitude modulated wave and describe the occurrence of sidebands.
SEMESTERIV
PHY4EE –ELECTRICITYANDELECTRODYNAMICS
CO1. Discuss varying current.
CO2. Discuss the theory of moving coil ballistic galvanometer.
CO3. Discuss variation of alternating current with time and define basic parameters and
Determine mean value and rms values of ac.
CO4. State and prove Superposition, Reciprocity, Thevenin’s, Norton’s & Maximum power
transfer theorems.
CO5. Arrive at Maxwell’s equations in different media.
CO6. Get the expressions for Energy and Momentum in Electromagnetic waves.
CO7. Discuss the Propagation of electromagnetic waves in different media.
SEMESTERV
PHY5CQM –CLASSICALANDQUANTUMMECHANICS
CO1 - Derive Lagrange’s equation from D’ Alembert’s principle
CO2 - Extend the Lagrange’s equation of motion to represent motion under central force,
Atwoods machine and other prblems
CO3 - Illustrate Calculus of variations to find out Euler Lagrange’s equations for forshortest

distance between two points,Brachistochrone problem
CO4 - Summarize the limitations of classical mechanics and find the need of quantum mechanics
CO5 - Set up the time dependant Schrodinger equation for wave function give its Interpretation
CO6 - State the postulates of quantum mechanics
CO7 - Examine the Harmonic Oscillator problem in the perspective of quantum mechanics
PHY5POP –PHYSICALOPTICSANDPHOTONICS
CO1 - Recognise the different theories proposed in the field of light.
CO2 - Discuss the principle behind interference.
CO3 - Explain Diffraction pattern due to a straight edge.
CO4 - Define polarization.
CO5 - Understand the theory behind optical rotation and apply the principle in Laurent’s half
shade polarimeter.
CO6 - Describe the working of various lasers and compare their output wavelengths.
CO7 - Explain the basic principles and fundamental concepts of optical fibers using ray theory.
PHY5TSP–THERMALANDSTATISTICALPHYSICS
CO1 - Apply first law to isochoric process, isobaric process, adiabatic process.
CO2 - Describe the parts of heat engines.
CO3 - Understand the concept of entropy and change in entropy.
CO4 - Establish the relation of thermodynamic potentials with their variables.
CO5 - Understand the temperature dependence of black body radiation.
CO6 - Discuss the need for quantum statistics and derive Bose – Einstein and Fermi – Dirac
distribution laws and application of B- E and F- D statistics.
PHY5DE - DIGITALELECTRONICS
CO1 - Compare Digital and analog systems.
CO2 - Instantiate conversion between different number systems.
CO3 - Compare operators, logic symbols and truth tables of different logic gates.
CO4 - Use Sum of product method, product of sum method for reducing Boolean expressions.
CO5 - Simplify Boolean functions using Karnauh map.
CO6 - Mention encoders, decoders, multiplexers and demultiplexers.
CO7 - Illustrate and classify Flip-flops, Registers and Counters.
CO8 - Describe D/A and A/D converters.
PHY5AA(O) -AMATEURASTRONOMY
Opencourse
CO1 - Define constellations.

CO2 - Define resolving power and magnification with respect to a telescope.
CO3 - Give a general description of the stellar spectra and how they are divided into spectral
classes.
CO4 - Describe the H – R diagram.
CO5 - Describe the different stages in the life cycle of a star.
CO6 - Describe the origin, properties and cyclic nature of sunspots and explain how they are
related to solar activity.
CO7 - Compare and contrast the general properties, surface conditions, atmospheres and moons
of the 8 planets.
CO8 - Specify the reasons for the idea that the universe is expanding.
SEMESTERVI
PHY6CP- COMPUTATIONALPHYSICS
CO1 - Explain microprocessor operations
CO2 - Illustrate and Explain pinout diagram and architecture of microprocessor
CO3 - Develop simple programmes for data transfer, addition and subtraction
CO4 - Understand C++ program structure
CO5 - Illustrate the application of C programming for addition and multiplication of matrices,
bisection, false position and Newton-Raphson methods
CO6 - Explain trapezoidal rule and Simpson’s 1/3 rule for numerical integration also state
algorithm.
CO7 - Explain Euler’s method and second order Runge-Kutta method to find the numerical
solution of differential equation also state algorithm.
PHY6NPP–NUCLEARANDPARTICLEPHYSICS
CO1 - Illustrate General properties of nucleus
CO2 - Classify Models of Nuclear structure
CO3 - State Gamow’s theory of α decay.
CO4 - Recognize nuclear waste disposal & radiation hazards from nuclear explosion
CO5 - Classify Nuclear reactors
CO6 - Classify elementary particles
CO7 - Instantiate the quark model.
CO8 - Distinguish primary & secondary cosmic rays
PHY6CMP–- CONDENSEDMATTERPHYSICS
CO1 - Define the fundamental terms needed to study the structure of a crystal.
CO2 - Distinguish the different crystal structures with examples.
CO3 - Discuss the classical and quantum theories of free electron model.
CO4 - Discuss band theory qualitatively using Kronig – Penney model.
CO5 - Explain the phenomenon of superconductivity.

CO6 - Discuss the fundamental properties of superconductors.
CO7 - Define Josephson effect and discuss how it is used in SQUIDs.
CO8 - Explain BCS theory of superconductivity qualitatively.
PHY6RS- RELATIVITYANDSPECTROSCOPY
CO1 - Extend the Lorentz transformation to concepts of Length contraction, time dilation and
relativistic Mass.
CO2 - Outline the introductory concepts of general theory of relativity.
CO3 - Describe Vector Atom model
CO4 - Discuss Zeeman Effect
CO5 - Write down the principle of Nuclear magnetic Resonance (NMR) and of Electron spin
resonance (ESR)
CO6 - Examine the Rotational and Vibrational Spectra of diatomic molecules
CO7 - Differentiate between Phosphorescence and Fluorescence
CO8 - Examine Raman Scattering

PHY6NN(C)–NANOSCIENCEANDNANOTECHNOLOGY
ChoiceBasedCourse
CO1 - Discuss the effect of nano dimension in physical, chemical, optical, electrical and
magnetic properties of the material.
CO2 - Classify and distinguish the different quantum confined structures with the bulk
counterparts.
CO3 - Illustrate dimension and confinement effect on some applications such as Infrared
Detectors and Quantum Dot lasers.
CO4 - Introduce different tools used in characterising nanomaterials.
CO5 - Examine the different types of carbon nanostructures.
CO6 - Describe Bulk Nano Materials
CO7 - Find out the nano structured ferromagnetism
PRACTICAL–CORECOURSES
SEMESTERI
PHY2MPM(P1) – MECHANICS AND PROPERTIES OF MATTER
CO1 - Find how to use Vernier calipers , Screw Gauge,Beam Balance, Travelling microscope
and Spherometer for the various measurements
CO2 - Identify electronic components- Coil, capacitor, resistor, transistor,
triac, diac, I C’s 741,555 etc.
CO3 - Use multimeter to measure resistance, current and potential
CO4 - Find Viscosity of Liquid using Variable Pressure Head Method
CO5 - Use Spectrometer to find angle of prism

SEMESTERII
PHY2MPM(P1) - MECHANICS AND PROPERTIES OF MATTER
CO1 - Use Cantilever-pin&microscope to determinationofYoung’smodulus
CO2 - Measure resistivity using Carey Foster’s Bridge
CO3 - Determineradiusofgyration(K)and Accelerationduetogravity(g) using compound
pendulum
CO4 - Find Fieldalongtheaxisofacoil and study
variationofmagneticfieldalongtheaxisofacircularcoil
SEMESTERIII
PHY4PC(P2) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL
CO1 - Find DiodeCharacteristics
CO2 - Use Potentiometer to Measureofresistivity
CO3 - Fullwaverectifierusingdiode–Ripplefactorandloadregulation
CO4 - Pot Transistorcharacteristics inCEconfiguration
CO5 - Verify Truth Tables for the Gates
CO6 - Using Torsionpendulum Find the Rigiditymodulus
SEMESTERIV
PHY4PC(P2) - PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL
CO1 - Study Non-uniformbending using PinandMicroscopemethod
CO2 - Find Thermalconductivityofbadconductor usingLee’sDisc
CO3 - Construct and study Bridgerectifierwithfilterandwithoutfilter and
findRipplefactorandloadregulation
CO4 - Use Spectrometer and prism to drawi-dcurve
CO5 - Calibratelowrangevoltmeter
CO6 - Construct Diodeclamper-Positiveandnegative
SEMESTERV
PHY6C(P3) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL - III
CO1 - Use FlyWheel to find MomentofInertia
CO2 - Measure Frequency with Melde’sString
CO3 - Measuredensityofsolid using sonometer.
CO4 - Measure frequency using A.CSonometer
CO5 - Using LiquidLens find RefractiveindexofLiquid
PHY6C(P4) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL -IV

CO1 - Use Spectrometer and Grating to find wavelength and Dispersivepower of prism
CO2 - Calibrate lowrangeammeter and high range voltmeter
CO3 - Find Diameterofwire using Airwedge
CO4 - ConvertGalvanometerintoammeter
CO5 - Find chargesensitivity of B G using Standardcapacitormethod
PHY6C(P5) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL - V
CO1 - Draw CharacteristicsofZenerdiode
CO2 - Construct Voltagemultipliers-DoublerandTripler.
CO3 - Study Waveshaping using RCcircuits-Integratoranddifferentiator
CO4 - Study Diodeclipper-Positive,NegativeandBiased
CO5 - Construct HartleyOscillator, Colpitt’soscillator and phase shift with known frequency
PHY6C(P6) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL VI
CO1 - Find Cauchy’sconstants using Spectrometer
CO2 - Determineofwavelength of sodium light using Newton’srings.
CO3 - VerifyThevenin’sandNorton’stheorem
CO4 - Use DeflectionandVibrationMagnetometer to findm&B h

SEMESTERVI
PHY6C(P3) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL - III
CO1 - Use Spectrometer and Smallangledprism to find Refractiveindexofmaterialofprism
(Supplementaryanglemethod)
CO2 - Find Moment of magnet by using Fieldalongtheaxisofcircularcoil
CO3 - Do Computerprogramming to Calculate‘g’from simple pendulum experimentaldata
and to Solvedifferentialequation using Rungekutta method–IIorder.
CO4 - Do Computerprogramming to Multiplicationofanytwomatrices - (mxn)and
(nxq)
PHY6C(P4) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL -IV
CO1 - Construct UniversalgatesIC–NAND,NOR-and hence
realizebasicgatesfromuniversalgates.
CO2 - Construct BCDto7segmentdecoder(IC)
CO3 - Construct Astablemultivibrator and Monostable multivibrator–usingtransistor and IC
555
CO4 - Using 8085Microprocessor and with computer –sortinascendinganddescendingorder.
CO5 - Converttemperaturescale with computer programming
PHY6C(P5) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL - V

CO1 - Use Thermistor to find Temperaturecoefficientofresistance
CO2 - Construct Regulatedpowersupply withTransistorandZenerdiode and IC’s
CO3 - Construct Op-Amp-AdderandSubtractor
CO4 - Realize Amplitudemodulation and Pulsewidthmodulation
CO5 - Construct Ringcounterusing74194and74151

PHY6C(P6) – PHYSICS CORE PRACTICAL VI
CO1 - Construct D/AConverterusingIC
CO2 – ConstructFlip-Flops–R.S and J.KFlip-Flop
CO3 - Realize Op-Amp–Inverter,noninverterandbuffer.
CO4 - Use 8085Microprocessor for BCDadditionandsubtraction
CO5 - Do Computerprogramming to Solvealinearequation-Bisectionmethod,Newton–
Raphsonmethod and to generate Fibonacciseries
COMPLEMENTARYPHYSICSFORMATHEMATICSANDSTATISTICS
SEMESTERI
PHY1PMMFA–PROPERTIESOFMATTER,MECHANICSANDFOURIERANALYSIS
CO1 - Find moduli of elasticity of various materials using Torsion pendulum and static Torsion
Apparatus, Cantilever
CO2 - State and prove parallelandperpendicularaxestheorems
CO3 - Find momentofinertiaofrod,ring,disc,cylinderandsphere.
CO4 - Find the expressionfordisplacement,velocityandacceleration of simple Harmonic
oscillator
CO5 - Distinguish between dampedoscillation and forcedoscillation
CO6
Evaluate
Fouriercoefficients
and
analyseofsquarewave,sawtoothwaveandtriangularwave
SEMESTERII
PHY2EMTSR–
ELECTRICANDMAGNETICPHENOMENA,THERMODYNAMICSANDSPECIALTHE
ORYOFRELATIVITY
CO1 - What is Gauss’slawindielectrics
CO2 - W h at i s dielectricdisplacement vector anddielectricconstant?
CO3 - Distinguish between different types of magnetic materials
CO4 - Describe different types of thermodynamic processes
CO5 - Illustrate first second and third laws of thermodynamics
CO6 - Describe Lorentz transformations in relativity.

SEMESTERIII
PHY3QSNBD–
QUANTUMMECHANICS,SPECTROSCOPY,NUCLEARPHYSICS,BASICELECTRONI
CSANDDIGITALELECTRONICS
CO1 - Discuss blackbodyradiationandPlanck’squantumhypothesis
CO2 - Illustrate Davisson-Germerexperiment
CO3 - Describe Schroedingerequation for stationarystates
CO4 - Examine Various atom models
CO5 - Explain Rotationalandvibrationalspectraofrigid diatomicmolecules
CO6 - Give the quantum theory of Ramaneffect
CO6 - Describe the various Nuclearconstituents and differentnucleartypes
CO7 - Illustrate describe different types of transistor configurations.
CO8 - State and Prove deMorgan’s theorems
SEMESTERIV
PHY4PLA–PHYSICALOPTICS,LASERPHYSICSANDASTROPHYSICS
CO1 - Describe how interference patterns for Newton’s rings are formed?
CO2 - What is diffraction? Illustrate how it can be used to find the wavelength and resolving
power of a grating
CO3 - Illustrate Brewsters law and Malus law.
CO4 - Describe different types of lasers
CO5 - Compare the properties of Black hole and neutron star
CO6 - What is HR diagram?
COMPLEMENTARYPHYSICSFORCHEMISTRY
SEMESTERI
PHY1PMMPP–PROPERTIESOFMATTER,MECHANICSANDPARTICLEPHYSICS
CO1 - Find moduli of elasticity of various materials using Torsion pendulum and static Torsion
Apparatus, Cantilever
CO2 - State and prove parallelandperpendicularaxestheorems
CO3 - Find momentofinertiaofrod,ring,disc,cylinderandsphere.
CO4 - Find the expressionfordisplacement,velocityandacceleration of simple Harmonic
oscillator
CO5 - Distinguish between dampedoscillation and forcedoscillation
CO6 - Describe classification of particles and the quark model
SEMESTERII
PHY2EMTE–

ELECTRICANDMAGNETICPHENOMENA,THERMODYNAMICSANDELEMENTAR
YSOLIDSTATEPHYSICS
CO1 - What is Gauss’slawindielectrics
CO2 - W h at i s dielectricdisplacement vector anddielectricconstant?
CO3 - Distinguish between different types of magnetic materials
CO4 - Describe different types of thermodynamic processes
CO5 - Illustrate first second and third laws of thermodynamics
CO6 - Distinguish between simple cubic-fcc-bcchcpstructures.
SEMESTER III
PHY3QSNE–
QUANTUMMECHANICS,SPECTROSCOPY,NUCLEARPHYSICSANDELECTRONICS
CO1 - Discuss blackbodyradiationandPlanck’squantumhypothesisCO2 - Illustrate Davisson-Germerexperiment
CO3 - Describe Schroedingerequation for stationarystates
CO4 - Examine Various atom models
CO5 - Explain Rotationalandvibrationalspectraofrigid diatomicmolecules
CO6 - Give the quantum theory of Ramaneffect
CO7 - Describe the various Nuclearconstituents and differentnucleartypes
CO8 - Illustrate describe different types of transistor configurations.
CO9 - State and Prove deMorgan’s theorems
SEMESTERIV
PHY4PLS–PHYSICALOPTICS,LASERPHYSICSANDSUPERCONDUCTIVITY
CO1. Describe how interference patterns for Newton’s rings are formed?
CO2. What is diffraction? Illustrate how it can be used to find the wavelength and resolving
power of a grating
CO3. Illustrate Brewsters law and Malus law.
CO4 Describe different types of lasers
CO5. Compare the properties of Black hole and neutron star
CO6. What is HR diagram?
PRACTICAL–COMPLEMENTARYCOURSES
SEMESTERI
PHY2CP(P)
CO1 - Use VernierCalipers, Screw gauge , Beam balance microscopes to do the relevant
measurements
CO2 - Find Viscosity and surface tension of liquid
CO3 - Use compound pendulum to find radius of Gyration and acceleration due to gravity

CO4 - Find angle of prism using spectrometer
SEMESTERII
PHY2CP(P1)
CO1 - Use Cantilever–ScaleandTelescope arrange ment for the
determinationofYoung’smodulus
CO2 - Fond moduli of elasticity using Torsion pendulum.
CO3 - Calibrate low range voltmeter using Potentiometer
CO4 - Draw CharacteristicsofZenerdiode
CO5 - Constructofhalfwaverectifierwithandwithoutfilter and find Ripplefactorand
Loadregulation
CO6 - Use MirrorGalvanometer to find Figureofmerit
SEMESTERIII
PHY4P(P2)
CO1 - Analyse filedalongtheaxisofcircularcoil-Variationofmagneticfieldand
determineBH
CO2 - Measure resistivity using CareyFoster’sBridge
CO3 - Calibrate ammeter using TangentGalvanometer
CO4 - Use Spectrometer to find dispersivepower of prism
CO5 - ConstructofregulatedpowersupplyusingZenerdiode
SEMESTERIV
PHY4P(P2)
CO1 - Use Flywheel to find MomentofInertia
CO2 - Find various moduli of elasticity using bending experiments and Torsion pendulum
CO3 - Find Wavelength of light using Newtons rings apparatus
CO4 - Find -m&Bh using deflectionandVibrationMagnetometer
CO5 - ConvertGalvanometerintovoltmeter
CO6 - Draw Transistorcharacteristics for CEconfiguration
CO7 - Construct Gates–AND,OR,NOT-and verifytruthtable

B.Sc. ZOOLOGY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Identify and list out common animals
PSO2 - Explain various physiological changes in our bodies
PSO3 - Analyze the impact of environment on our bodies
PSO4 - Understand various genetic abnormalities
PSO5 - Develop respect for nature
PSO6 - Explain the role and impact of different environmental conservation programmes
PSO7 - Identify animals beneficial to humans
PSO8 - Identify various potential risk factors to health of humans
PSO9 - Explain the importance of genetic engineering
PSO10 - Use tools of information technology for all activities related to zoology
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
ZOO1GMPS- GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND PERSPECTIVES IN SCIENCE
ZOO2BM (P) - GENERAL METHODOLOGY & INSTRUMENTATION
CO1 - Create awareness of the basic philosophy of science, its history, concepts and scope

CO2 - Develop proper scientific mind, culture and work habits
CO3 - Familiarize with the basic tools and techniques of scientific study with emphasis on
biological sciences

SEMESTER II
ZOO2BMS - BIODIVERSITY & MODERN SYSTEMATICS
ZOO2BM (P) - BIODIVERSITY & MODERN SYSTEMATICS
CO1 - Create appreciation on diversity of life on earth
CO2 - Understand different levels of biological diversity
CO3 - Familiarize taxa level identification of animals
CO4 - Learn biodiversity estimation techniques
CO5 - Create interest for conservation of biodiversity
SEMESTER III
ZOO3ADN - ANIMAL DIVERSITY NON- CHORDATA

ZOO4AD (P) - ANIMAL DIVERSITY NON-CHORDATA
CO1 - Study the scientific classification of invertebrate fauna.
CO2 - Learn the physiological and anatomical peculiarities of some invertebrate phyla through
type study.
CO3 - Learn the evolutionary significance of various invertebrate faun
CO4 - Stimulate the curiosity in living things around them.

SEMESTER IV
ZOO4ADC - ANIMAL DIVERSITY CHORDATA
ZOO4AD (P) - ANIMAL DIVERSITY – CHORDATA
CO1 -Make the student observe the diversity in chordates and their systematic position.
CO2 - Make them aware of the economic importance of some classes

SEMESTER V
ZOO5CM - CELL BIOLOGY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
ZOO6CMGB (P) - CELL BIOLOGY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
CO1 - Familiarise the central role of Cell biology and Molecular biology, being the most
developing areas of biological science.
CO2 - Make aware of different cell organelles, their structure and role in living organisms
CO3 - Introduce the nature of genetic materials at molecular level, their expression and
regulation.
CO4 - Develop critical thinking, skill and research aptitudes

ZOO5ETD - ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY AND DISASTER
MANAGEMENT
ZOO6EDEZ(P) - ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY, TOXICOLOGY AND DISASTER
MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Impart basic knowledge on ecosystems and their functioning
CO2 - Learn about various types of anthropogenic pressures on ecosystem, related degradation
and management measures
CO3 - Study of toxicants, their impacts on human health and environment and remedial
measures
CO4 - Create awareness about disasters, prevention and mitigation measures

ZOO5EZE - EVOLUTION, ZOOGEOGRAPHY AND ETHOLOGY
ZOO6EDEZ (P) - EVOLUTION, ZOOGEOGRAPHY AND ETHOLOGY
CO1 - Acquire knowledge about the evolutionary history of earth (living and non living)
CO2 - Learn various tools and techniques for evolutionary studies
CO3 - Study the distribution of animals on earth, its pattern, evolution and causative factors
CO4 - Impart basic knowledge on animal behavioural patterns and their role

ZOO5BHP - BIOCHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY AND ENDOCRINOLOGY
ZOO6BHRD (P) - BIOCHEMISTRY, PHYSIOLOGY & ENDOCRINOLOGY
CO1 - Provide students with a deep knowledge in biochemistry, physiology and endocrinology.
CO2 - Defining and explaining the basic principles of biochemistry useful for biological studies
for illustrating different kinds of food, their structure, function and metabolism.
CO3 - Explaining various aspects of physiological activities of animals with special reference to
humans.
CO4 - Students will acquire a broad understanding of the hormonal regulation of physiological
processes in invertebrates and vertebrates.
CO5 - By the end of the course, students should be familiar with hormonal regulation of
physiological systems in several invertebrate and vertebrate systems.
CO6 - This also will provide a basic understanding of the experimental methods and designs that
can be used for further study and research.

ZOO5HNCS - HUMAN GENETICS, NUTRITION, COMMUNITY HEALTH AND
SANITATION
Open Course
CO1 - Develop critical thinking skill and research aptitude among students, by introducing the
frontier areas of the biological science.
CO2 - Emphasize the central role that biological sciences plays in the life of all organisms.
CO3 - Introduce the student to some of the present and future applications of bio-sciences

SEMESTER VI
ZOO6RDB - REPRODUCTIVE AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
ZOO6BHRD (P) - REPRODUCTIVE AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
CO1 - This will provide a basic understanding of the experimental methods and designs that can
be used for further study and research.

CO2 - The achievement of above objectives along with periodic class discussions of current
events in science, will benefit students in their further studies in the biological/physiological
sciences and health-related fields, and will contribute to the critical societal goal of a
scientifically literate citizenry
ZOO6GBT - GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
ZOO6CMGB - GENETICS & BIOTECHNOLOGY
CO1 - Emphasize the central role that genetics and biotechnology plays in the life of all
organisms.
CO2 - Introduce the student to some of the present and future applications of bio-sciences
CO3 - Develop critical thinking skill and research aptitude among students, by introducing the
frontier areas of the biological science

ZOO6MBI - MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
ZOO6MGBB (P) - MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
CO1 - Inspire the students in learning the frontier areas of biological sciences
CO2 - Make students aware of the pathogens, health related problems, their origin and treatment.
CO3 - Equip the students with the knowledge of modern developments and recent trends in
biological sciences

ZOO6GBB - GENERAL INFORMATICS BIOINFORMATICS AND BIOSTATISTICS
ZOO6MGBB (P) - GENERAL INFORMATICS, BIO INFORMATICS AND BIO
STATISTICS
CO1 - Inspire the students in learning the frontier areas of biological sciences
CO2 - Expand basic informatics skills and attitudes relevant to the emerging knowledge of
society and also to equip the students to effectively utilize the digital knowledge resources in
learning.
CO3 - Equip the students with the knowledge of modern developments and recent trends in
biological sciences

ZOO6NCHS - NUTRITION, COMMUNITY HEALTH AND SANITATION
CO1 - Develop critical thinking skill and research aptitude among students, by introducing the
frontier areas of the biological science.
CO2 - Emphasize the central role that biological sciences plays in the life of all organisms.
CO3 - Introduce the student to some of the present and future applications of bio-sciences
COMPLEMENTARY ZOOLOGY COURSES

SEMESTER I
ZOO1ADNC - ANIMAL DIVERSITY – NON-CHORDATA
ZOO2AD (P) - ANIMAL DIVERSITY – NON-CHORDATA
CO1 - Acquire knowledge on the taxonomic status of various Invertebrate animals and animal
groups.
CO2 - Familiarize the students with the diverse group of organisms around us.
CO3 - Develop an aptitude for understanding nature and its rich bio-diversity
SEMESTER II
ZOO2ADC - ANIMAL DIVERSITY –CHORDATA
ZOO2AD (P) - ANIMAL DIVERSITY –CHORDATA
CO1 - Acquire knowledge on the taxonomic status of the various vertebrate animals and animal
groups.
CO2 - Familiarise the students with the diverse groups of organisms around us.
CO3 - Develop an aptitude for understanding nature and its rich biodiversity
SEMESTER III
ZOO3HPI - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
ZOO4HIAZ (P) - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY
CO1 - Inspire the students in learning the frontier areas of biological sciences

CO2 - Appreciate the correlation between structure and function of organisms
CO3 - Make them aware of the health related problems, their origin and treatment.
SEMESTER IV
ZOO4AZ - APPLIED ZOOLOGY
ZOO4HIAZ (P) - APPLIED ZOOLOGY
CO1 - Equip the students interested in the applied branches of zoology with skills and
knowledge which can lead to self employment opportunities

B.Sc. APPAREL AND FASHION DESIGN
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Equip with latest updates in Fashion field.
PSO2 - Develop Technical skill in the field of Pattern making and Garment construction.
PSO3 - Attain proficiency in the field of illustration and stylization.
PSO4 - Acquaint with knowledge on Traditional Indian Embroideries and Textiles.
PSO5 - Understand the aesthetics aspects of Texture, color and color combinations
PSO6 - Thorough understanding of the society, environment or technologies around them.
PSO7 - Acquire required skills to become successful fashion designer and an Entrepreneur
PSO8 - Understanding the problems of the Indigenous artisans and provide innovative solutions
PSO9 - Makes them experts in identifying and selecting the fabrics for various themes
PSO10 - Expertise them in creating their own prints and motif in the field of designing.
PSO11 - Inculcate interest in designing and making of Jewelry.
PSO12 - Efficiency in communication skills and grooming for their career development.
PSO13 - Competent enough to hold various positions in Garment Industry.
PSO14 - Acquaint with knowledge on Styling and Ad making in various Medias.
PSO15 - Perceive knowledge on basic computer application.
PSO16 - Specialized in designing soft wares
PSO17 - Make them equip from designing to selling the fashion products in the market
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
CORE
FT1FA - FOUNDATION ART (P)
CO1 - Understand the basics of sketching techniques
CO2 - Learn the different perspectives of an object and its application in designing
process
CO3 - Improves Imaginations and Visualization skills
CO4 - Understand the basics of fashion figure sketching
CO5 - Acquire knowledge to manipulate the designs based on the proportions of the figure
CO6 - Improve the creativity
CO7 - Understand the basic properties of all mediums used for sketching
CO8 - Able to select suitable colours and its combinations
CO9 - Enables to understand how a medium affects the beauty of a design
FT1BPDS - BASIC PATTERN DRAFTING AND SEWING TECHNIQUES (P)
CO1 - Understand the basic sewing machine and parts

CO2 - Attain an insight on the application seam and seam finishes
CO3 - Knowing to apply the basic finishing techniques
FT1SA - SURFACE ADORNMENT (P)
CO1 - Study the basic stitches and traditional embroideries
CO2 - Unfold the various embellishment techniques
CO3 - Perceive knowledge on the application of various surface ornamentations in
various products
COMPLEMENTARY
FT1SF - SOCIOLOGY OF FASHION (T)
CO1 - Gain knowledge on fashion terminologies
CO2 - Attain awareness on the concept of fashion cycle and identification with fashion life cycle
CO3 - Understand the relationship between consumerism and fashion
CO4 - Learning the various international and Indian fashion centre and fashion designers
CO5 - Know about the various clothing sizes
CO6 - Acquire knowledge on product sample and design development
FT1FS - FABRIC SCIENCE (T)
CO1 - Identify the various textile fibers and its manufacturing process
CO2 - Attain knowledge on various fabrication methods
CO3 - Learn and explore modern fibers and fabrics
CO4 - Extrapolate on the various dyeing and printing methods.
SEMESTER-II
CORE
FT2FII - FASHION INTERPRETATION AND ILLUSTRATION (P)
CO1 - Acquire knowledge to create different postures with the help of photographs
Improve fashion photography skills
CO2 - Creates a clear idea about create designs according to the posture of the fashion figure
CO3 - Equip to sketch the portraits of human beings
CO4 - Able to design hairstyle and make-up according to the facial features and theme
CO5 - Able to visualize different postures of fashion figures and its effects in the designs
CO6 - Enable them to learn the different figure shapes and how to design garments for
thesame
CO7 - Understand better about the basic shapes and silhouette in fashion drawing
CO8 - Improve their skill in designing silhouettes from the basic shape

FT2FPM- FLAT PATTERN MAKING (P)
CO1 - Learn how to take body measurements and understand its importance
CO2 - Learn to draft basic pattern set
CO3 - Expertise to analyze and develop the patterns by manipulating the basics using pattern
making technique
CO4 - The students are able to develop sleeve variation from the basic sleeves
FT2SDD - SEWING OF DESIGN DETAILS (P)
CO1 - Study the methods of stitching necklines and its applications on various garments
CO2 - Gain knowledge on the application of pockets and sleeves
CO3 - Knowing the assembling of basic bodice and basic skirt
FT2FDC - FASHION DESIGNING CONCEPTS (T)
CO1 - Study the concept of colour theory and colour wheel
CO2 - Understand the elements of design
CO3 - Learn the designing principles
CO4 - Grasp the sense of fashion aesthetics and designing
COMPLEMENTARY
FT2EF - ENVIRONMENT AND FASHION (T)
CO1 – Understandutilization of waste of textile industry
CO2 – Understand the Importance of trashion in the contemporary fashion
CO3 - Knowing of occupational hazards in clothing industry due to the processing
techniques
CO4 - Create a responsible designer who will serve the country and society

SEMESTER –III
CORE
FD3FIS - FASHION ILLUSTRATION AND STYLIZATION (P)
CO1 - Equip to create their own style in illustration of fashion figures
CO2 - Improve the imagination and creative skills through the usage of different mediums and
materials
CO3 - Improve skills in colour combination
CO4 - Learn to design and sketch different styles of footwear and hairstyle based on themes
CO5 - Attained creative skills in designing footwear
CO6 - Understand about Flat sketches or specification drawing
CO7 - Know about the importance of specification sheet in Fashion Industry

CO8 - Understand the difference between a tech pack and a specification sheet, and its creation
CO9 - Acquire knowledge in creating detailed specification sheets of International Standards
CO10 - Understand the basic proportions of men’s croquies
CO11 - Learn about the kids croquis of different age groups and its various
poses
CO12 - Enabled to stylize of men’s and kid’s croquie
FD3ICC - INDIAN CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION (P)
CO1 - Learn to lay the draft according to the design of the fabric
CO2 - Learn the techniques of marker planning
CO3 - Learn to do the proper layout of paper drafts on the fabric and to make maximum usage
of fabric with minimum wastage
FD3HWC - HISTORY OF WESTERN COSTUME (T)
CO1 - Learn the costumes, head dress and accessories of various civilization
CO2 - Understand the evolution of costumes from early to modern period
CO3 - Implement the knowledge of the historical costumes into the contemporary fashion
COMPLEMENTARY
FD3TD - TEXTILE DESIGN (P)
CO1 - Explore the traditional and contemporary prints
CO2 - Identify and analyze the textile prints in the market
CO3 - Execute the application of different print on various products
FD3FT - FASHION THEORY (T)
CO1 - Learn the terminologies of Fashion merchandising
CO2 - Enable them to understand the changes occurring in the fashion industry
CO3 - Acquire the awareness about operation of fashion business
CO4 - Gain knowledge about the International fashion centres
CO5 - Knowledge gain in international styling, sizing and pricing methods
FD3TIHI - TRADITIONAL INDIAN TEXTILES AND HISTORY OF INDIAN
COSTUME (T)
CO1 - Acquire knowledge on the various textiles of India
CO2 - Identify the traditional woven and embroidered textiles of northern, southern, eastern and
western India
CO3 - Lean about the historical costumes of India
CO4 - Learn about the costumes and accessories of various civilization

CO5 - Learn about the evolution of costumes from early to modern period
CO6 - Implement the knowledge of the historical costumes into the contemporary fashion

SEMESTER - IV
CORE
FD4FIRT - FASHION ILLUSTRATION AND RENDERING TECHNIQUES (P)
CO1 - Improve the draping of garment in the stylized fashion figure
CO2 - Understand the techniques in draping garments on the croquie
CO3 - Learn to drape on the human body
CO4 - Acquire knowledge on the colour combinations and creating visual effects
CO5 - Learn the techniques of colour rendering
CO6 - Acquire knowledge on the techniques of material rendering and texture development
CO7 - Enable to use innovative mediums and techniques in rendering fabrics
CO8 - Able to design garments according to the customers specification considering the age,
profession, and status
FD4WCC - WESTERN CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION (P)
CO1 - Learn to construct trouser
CO2 - Able to construct variations of skirts
CO3 - Acquire knowledge on the construction of bodice with fullness
CO4 - Learn to stitch the garments with concealed seam allowance
CO5 - Able to assemble a shirt with collar and pocket
FD4FDT - FUNDAMENTALS OF DESIGN THINKING (T)
CO1 - Innovative ideas generated through brain storming sessions
CO2 - Innovative ideas can be presented in different perspective to overcome the problems
CO3 - Feed back is obtained on completion of the product
FD4FMM - FASHION MARKETING AND MERCHANDISING (T)
CO1 - Acquire knowledge on fashion marketing mix and fashion research methods
CO2 - Gain insight on customer segmentation
CO3 - Apprehend on brands and branding methods
CO4 - Perceive the concept of fashion promotion
FD4APQC - APPAREL PRODUCTION AND QUALITY CONTROL (T)
CO1 - Identify the various machines in the garment production industry
CO2 - Understand the applications of stitch types and seam

CO3 - Attain knowledge on various garment finishing operations and importance of care
labeling
CO4 - Focus on quality control and quality parameters
CO5 - Learn the importance of certification in apparel industry
FD4EE - ESSENTIALS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP (T)
CO1 - Know the influence of entrepreneur in the economic development of the country
CO2 - Learn the various entrepreneurial development schemes
CO3 - Aware of the entrepreneurial institutions providing assistance to a beginner
CO4 - Acquire knowledge on the rules and regulations to start as independent entrepreneurs

SEMESTER V
CORE
FD5CSF - CONSTRUCTION OF SOFT FURNISHING (P)
CO1 - Acquire knowledge about the furnishing fabrics
CO2 - Learn about the construction techniques applied for soft furnishing
CO3 - Learn about the development of patterns for various home furnishings
CO4 - Gain knowledge on the accessories used and its application in the home furnishing
FD5CAFD - COMPUTER AIDED FASHION DESIGN (P)
CO1 - Understand the software which lead to a good Fashion illustrator in Industry
CO2 - Utilize the software for communicating with the customers
CO3 - Improve Illustration skills
CO4 - Enabled to create the spec sheets of international standards
CO5 - Acquire knowledge for editing the fashion photographs
CO6 - Understand how to save time in photo shoots with the proper usage of this software
CO7 - Understand the technique of visual effects in magazine editing
CO8 - Know how to create a portfolio using the software
CO9 - Attain knowledge in creating theme board, colour board etc
CO10 - Learn to arrange the textile prints
CO11 - Understand the layout planning while create portfolio
FD5CC - CHILDREN’S CLOTHING (P)
CO1 - Learn to take kids measurement
CO2 - Learn to draft patterns based on the designs developed
CO3 - Acquire knowledge about the fabric used for the kids garments
CO4 - Gain knowledge about the finishing and application of suitable accessories on the Kids
wear

CO5 - Expertise in selecting suitable fabric for the designs
FD5HA - HISTORY OF ART (T)
CO1 - Study on the historical paintings of India
CO2 - Conceive the knowledge of Indian culture through traditional paintings
CO3 - Gain insight into the classical, medieval, renaissance paintings
CO4 - Unfold the evolution classical to modern painting
CO5 - Understand the post modern and contemporary paintings
CO6 - Learn correlation between art and fashion
FD5D - DRAPING(P)
Choice Based Course
CO1 –Understand the basic skills of draping
CO2 –Gain knowledge about draping basic bodice and dart manipulation
CO3 –Learn the method of draping basic bodice and skirt variations
FD5EPD(O) - ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN (T)
Open Course
CO1 - Gain knowledge about basic elements and principles of design.
CO2 - Help students to implement the knowledge gained in day to day life.
SEMESTER - VI
CORE
FD6TLD - THEMATIC LINE DEVELOPMENT (P)
CO1 - Expertise in designing a collection based on a theme
CO2 - Learn to create mood and story board
CO3 - Acquire knowledge on choosing the suitable colour combinations for the thematic
collection
CO4 - Learn to develop paper draft for the designs
CO5 - Learn to drape and develop patterns for development of garment
CO6 - Able to construct the garments and ornament the surface according to the theme
CO7 - Able to accessorize the collection to create the mood of the theme
FD6TF - THEMATIC FURNISHING (P)
CO1 - Expertise in developing designs according to the requirement of the client
CO2 - Able to select colour combinations suitable for the theme and situation

CO3 - Learn to develop draft for the construction of the thematic furnishing
CO4 - Able to apply different sewing techniques to provide the aesthetic feel to the collection
CO5 -Acquire knowledge on the application of different accessories on the furnishing
FD6PP - PORTFOLIO PRESENTATION (P)
CO1 - Able to prepare portfolio by compiling the best works
CO2 - Able to recognize the strong area and to exhibit it through the portfolio
CO3 - Able to present the various practical skills acquired during the course period through the
portfolio

B.COM
PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Ability to analyse and solve business problems using statistical techniques
PSO2 - Skill in practical applicability of banking transactions
PSO3 - Ability to develop e-commerce business and websites
PSO4 - Skills in inculcating electronic transactions in conducting a business activity
PSO5 - Commitment to society as in the role of skilled entrepreneurs, with efficiency in accounting
and management
PSO6 - Proficiency in the administration and management of an organisation
PSO7 - Skills in effective business communication and management
PSO8 - Efficiency in accounting business transactions and preparing financial statements
PSO9 - Confidence in undertaking business activities
PSO10 - Knowledge in statistical tools and techniques, insurance principles and policies
PSO11 - Knowledge in undertaking capital market operations
PSO12 - Identify the nature and importance of advertising, marketing and logistics management
and its practical implementation
PSO13 - Knowledge in Income Tax Act and ability to prepare Income Tax Returns and assessment
PSO14 - Ability to ascertain cost of products
PSO15 - Ability to ascertain profit on contract works.
PSO16 - Skill in preparing cost sheet
PSO17 - Skill in making rational decisions
PSO18 - Knowledge in audit of business units
PSO19 - Proficiency in Contract Act and Sale of Goods Act.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
COM1BS - BUSINESS STATISTICS

CO1 - Understand theconcept ofbusiness statistics and its importance.
CO2 - Identifyimportance, limitations anddistrust ofstatistics.
CO3 - Understand themeasuresof central tendency, merits and demerits of eachofthem.
CO4 - Understand theconcept ofmeasures ofdispersion.
CO5 - Describethemerits and demerits ofmeasures ofcentral tendency.
CO6 - Recognisethe relevanceand applications ofmeasures ofdispersion.
CO7 - Understand theconceptsofskewness, kurtosis and moments.
CO8 - Describethemeaning, importance, characteristics and uses ofindexnumbers.
CO9 - Describethemethods ofconstructingindexnumbers.
CO10 - Identifytheproblems inconstruction ofindexnumbers.
CO11 - Describethemeaning, definition and components oftimeseries analysis.
CO12 - Identifythemethods ofdetermination oftrend.
CO13 - Understand themethodsofmovingaverage and methods ofleast squares.

COM1MB -MODERN BANKING
CO1 - Understand theevolution and meaningofbanks.
CO2 - IdentifythemeaningofNationalisation ofbanks.
CO3 - Recognisethepowers ofReserveBank ofIndia.
CO4 - Describethevarious products ofRetail banking.
CO5 - Gives an ideaonchangingscenarioofbankingsector.
CO6 - Identifytheinnovations and reforms in Bankingsector.
CO7 - Recognisethe relation between banker andcutomer.
CO8 - Describethevarious modes of crossingofcheques.
CO9 - Distinguish between crossing&endorsement.
CO10 - IdentifytheimportanceofRural banking.
CO11 - Giveabriefideaon Agicultural Debt relief.
CO12 - Recognisetheimportanceofmicrofinance&prioritysector advances.
COM1BRF -BUSINESSREGULATORYFRAMEWORK
CO1 - Create awareness on thenature and importanceofoffers andacceptances.
CO2 - Familiarizethestudents about the contract act.
CO3- Understandingtheduties and powers ofbailor and bailee.
CO4 - Creatingan insight into thesaleofgoods act.
CO5 - Develop adequateknowledge about contract ofindemnityandguarantee.

SEMESTERII
COM2QTBR - QUANTITATIVETECHNIQUESFORBUSINESS RESEARCH
CO1 - Understand themeaning ofbusiness research.
CO2 - Describethetypes of research.
CO3 - Identifythesources ofdata and methods ofdata collection.
CO4 - Understand theanalysis ofdata.
CO5 - Understand correlation and different types of correlation.
CO6 - Understand thedifferent methods of calculatingcorrelation. CO7
- Understand theconcept of regression analysis.
CO8 - Develop regression equation under algebraicmethod.
CO9 - Understand thetheoryofprobability.
CO10 - Describethetechniquesoftestingofhypothesis.
CO11 - Distinguish between nullhypothesis andalternativehypothesis.
CO12 - Understand level ofsignificance anddegreeof freedom
CO13 - Understand typeIand typeIIerrors.
CO14 - Describechi-squaretest.
CO15 - Recognisethe conditions forvalidityofchi-squaretest.
CO16 - Understandgoodness offit.
CO17Identifyf-test asatest fordifferencebetween samplestandard deviation.
CO18 - Describe thesteps in report writing.
CO19 - Understand thecharacteristics ofagoodreport.
CO20 - Identifythe contents ofareport.

COM2PI - PRINCIPLESOFINSURANCE
CO1-Familiarizestudents about theterms, and concepts of insurance
CO2 - Awareness about lifeinsurancepolicyand its types
CO3 - FamiliarizePolicyconditions and clauses offireinsurance.
CO4 - Understandingtheperils which are covered undermarineinsurance..
CO5- Identifythetypes ofinsurancesuitable forasmall business.
CO6 - AwarenessaboutIRDA rules foraccountingin insurance

COM2CRG -CORPORATE REGULATIONSAND GOVERNANCE
CO1- Creatingan overall idea about Companies Act 1956.
CO2- Understand requisites ofavalidmeeting.
CO3- Creatingan idea about appointment and qualifications ofdirectors.
CO4 - Enablethem to acquireknowledgeabout different types of
companies
CO5- Understandingthedifferent grounds and procedures ofwindingup ofcompanies.
SEMESTERIII
COM3MM -MARKETINGMANAGEMENT
CO1- To analyses theTraditional and modern concepts ofmarketing
CO2 - Explains themeaningofmarketingmix and thevarious elements ofMarketingmix
CO3 - Develops interest in marketingmanagememt
CO4 - Get adetailed idea relatingto objectives ofpricing,approaches andpricingstrategies.
CO5 - Examinethemeaning, features, needand importanceofofmarket segmentation
CO6 - Analysetheconcepts Target market, Targetmarketing and market targeting
CO7 - Identifythemarket targetingprocess and approaches ofmarket targeting
CO8 - Collect relevant information regarding advertisingthrough observation and discussion
CO9 - Identifiesconsumerbehavior andconsumption pattern
CO10 - Analysethevariousfactors influencingconsumerbuyingbehavior
CO11 - Explains themeaning ofproduct lifecycle,advantagesand disadvantages ofPLC
CO12 - Recalls the meaning of branding and explain the objectives, advantages and
disadvantages ofbranding
CO13 - States and evaluatethemeaning ,Need and importanceoftrademark
CO14 - Acquireknowledgeaboutthemeaningof Logisticsmanagement,Elementsoflogistics and
phases in it.
CO15 - DevelopsinterestinSupplychainmanagementandcompareslogisticsandsupplychain
management

COM3FA - FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

CO1 - Understand importanceof accountingprinciples and conventions
CO2 - Create anawarenessabout theaccountingstandards to bekept as perGAAP.
CO3 - Understandaccountingterms like expenditure,receipts classifythem intorevenueand
capital nature.
CO4 - Detect accountingerrorsand rectifythem
CO5 - Prepareclosing entries
CO6 - Learn to prepare final accounts
CO7 - Preparetrial balance, tradingand profit and lossaccount and balancesheet
CO8 - Passadjustingentriesincludingovercastandundercastofbothopeningandclosing Stock.
CO9 - Prepareaccounts from incomplete records
CO10 - Distinguish between singleentryand doubleentry
CO11 - Determineprofit undersingle entry
CO12 - Convert asingleentryinto adouble entry
CO13 - Preparetradingand profit and loss under conversion method.
CO14 - Prepareroyaltyaccounts
CO15 - Understand themeaning ofminimum rent, short workingsetc
CO16 - Understand adjustingentries ofminimum rent duringstrikesand lock outs
CO17 - Prepareentries in thebooks oflessor and lessee
CO18 - Prepareaccounts ofminimum rent
CO19 - Prepareshort workingaccounts
CO20 - Prepareroyaltyaccounts.
CO21 - PrepareBranch Accounts UnderVarious AccountingSystem.
CO22 - PrepareAccountsForIndependentBranches AndForeignBranches.
CO23 - Pass Adjustment Entries WhileGoods OrCashIsIn Transit
CO24 - PrepareHeadOfficeAccounts By Incorporating Branch TrialBalance.
CO25 - PrepareA Consolidated BalanceSheet
CO26 - Prepareconsignment accounts
CO27 - Understand thedifferencebetween sale andconsignment
CO28 - Understand treatment ofnormal loss and abnormal loss
CO29 - Understand thetreatment ofbad debts in consignment
CO30 - Understand thereason whyloadingpriceis included in accounts
CO31 - Understand theadjustingentries required forarrivingat trueprofits
CO32 - To prepareaccounts in thebooks ofboth consignor and consignee.
COM3BM -BUSINESSMANAGEMENT
CO1 - Acquireknowledgeabout thevarious functions ofmanagement
CO2 - Understand thevarious concepts ofmanagement
CO3 - Analysetheimportanceofplanning
CO4 - Identifies theprinciples oforganising
CO5 - Gain idea about theprocess ofselection and recruitment
CO6 - Ensureabettercontrol overthebusiness

COM3BM -BUSINESSMANAGEMENT
CO1 - Familiarisingstudents with thebasicobjectives ofFinancialmanagement.

CO2 - Properunderstandingofprofit maximization and wealth maximizationconcepts
CO3 - Application oftimevalueofmoneyin financial management.
CO4 - Identifies thesources of finance.
CO5 - Introducingtheconcept of cost ofcapital andits application in business
CO6 - Identifyingtheoptimal capital structureofafirm
CO7 - Distinguishingcapital structure and financial structure
CO8 - Understand differenttheories ofcapitalstructure
CO9 - Clearunderstanding ofworkingcapital management ofabusiness enterprise
CO10 - Introducingthemechanics and practices ofdividend payment.
CO11 - Identifyingan optimal dividend policy.
CO12 - Develops skill in propermanagement of finance
SEMESTERIV
COM4CM - CAPITAL MARKET
CO1: Creatinganawareness on SEBI, it’sobjectives,powers, management&functions
CO2: Familiarizes thestudents with themechanism of capital market operations.
CO3: Understandingthepracticalaspects ofprimarymarket operations &book building
process
CO4: Creatingan insight into the functions ofstockexchange and theirworking.
CO5: Develops an adequateworkingknowledgeofDEMAT Accounts, depositorysystem,
NSDL&CDSL.
COM4CA -CORPORATE ACCOUNTING
CO1- Acquireknowledge regardingredemption ofpreferenceshares
CO2 - Developsunderstandingabouttheaccountingproceduretobefollowed inredemptionof
preferenceshares.
CO3- appliestheacquiredknowledge andunderstanding in analysingthedifferencebetween
bonus shares and stock split
CO4 - Getadetailedidea relatingto Underwriting ofshares, typesofunderwriting,
preparation ofunderwritingaccount
CO5 - Examinethe conditions ofbuyback ofsharesand analysethemethods ofbuyback.
CO6 - Developsskillinpreparingfinalaccountsofcompanies,recallsthemeaningofreserve, types
ofreserves, differencebetween reserve andprovision etc.
CO7 - Identifiesthe treatmentof some specialitemslike depreciation,interest ondebentures,
income tax, Divisible profit, dividend, calls in arrear, security premium, preliminary
expenses, contingent liability, managerial remuneration etc
CO8 - Collectrelevantinformationregarding themeaning ofprofit priortoincorporation and
develops interest in theaccountingtreatment ofprofit priorto incorporation
CO9 - Helpstoidentifythesituationofamalgamationandinternalreconstruction&develops skill in
thepreparation ofaccounts in the abovesituations.
CO11 -Emphasizes theimportanceofhuman resource accounting
COM4FS -FINANCIAL SERVICES
CO1 - Acquireknowledgeabout the recent trends offinancial services
CO2 - Understand the concept ofventurecapital

CO3 - Studythedifferent mutual fund schemes
CO4 - Gain knowledge about leasingandfactoringservices

COM4VATCP -VALUE ADDED TAX
CO1 - Understand thebasic concepts ofvalueadded tax
CO2 - Deals with Concept likeassesses, dealer, reversetax, TIN,PIN, Taxableturnover
CO3 - IdentifyAppellateauthorities and commercial taxauthorities
CO4 - Understand who is liableto paytax
CO5 - How adealercanget himself registered undertheAct.
CO6 - How dealers areliabletoget registered underVAT Act
CO7 - The application procedure forregisteringunderVAT`
CO8 - How to obtain the certificateofRegistration
CO9 -ProceduresforFillingofreturns underVAT
CO10 - Understand howassessment takes place
CO11 - UnderstandBest judgement assessment
CO12 - Penaltiesand offences regarding VAT
CO13 -Penaltyfordefault in tax payment
CO14 - Penaltyforsubmittinguntrue returns
CO15 - Penaltyforobstructingsurvey/inspection.
CO16 - Understand how thegovtcollects tax
CO17 - Understand theprovisions forinput taxcredit
CO18 - Provisions underKVATAct 20O3
CO19 - Roundingoffturnover
CO20 - ProvisionsregardingRefunds

SEMESTERV
COM5CA - COST ACCOUNTING
CO1- Understand theconcept ofCostAccounting
CO2 - DistinguishbetweenCostAccounting andFinancialAccountingandalsoidentifythe
methods and techniquesofCost Accounting.
CO3 - Recognisetheimportanceofmaterialcostand theprocedureslaiddowninthe
purchaseofmaterials.
CO4 -Identifytheimportance of controllinglabourcost and distinguish thedifferent
methods that ulilise forlabour cost control
CO5 - Distinguish the classification ofOverheads.
CO6 - Desribethedifferent methods that areusedforAbsorption ofOverhead
CO7 - Understand thepreparation ofCost Sheet.
CO8 - IdentifythePreparationofReconciliation Statement.
COM5SA - SPECIAL ACCOUNTING
CO1 - Understand thepreparation of accounts ofbankingcompanies.
CO2 - Identifythe assetclassification and otherprovisions.
CO3 - Describethe concept ofnon performingassets.
CO4 - Understand thepreparation of finalaccounts ofinsurancecompanies.
CO5 - Recognisethemeaningof ex-interest and cum-interest quotations ofsecurities.
CO6 - Understand thetreatmentof right sharesand bonus shares in thepreparation of
investment accounts.
CO7 - Understand different types of claims in insurancecontracts.
CO8 - Describethe ascertainment of actual amount ofclaim to belodged.
CO9 - Understand thegrounds on which apartnership firm can bedissolved.
CO1O - Understand thepreparation of cash account, capital accountand realisation
account when a firm is dissolved.
CO11 - Understand thepreparation ofstatement for piecemeal distribution of cash.
COM5ITLP - INCOME TAX-LAW&PRACTICE
CO1 - Understand thehistoryofIncomeTax
CO2 - DescribetheDefinitions ofvarious terms ofIncomeTaxlike assessee,Assessmentyear,
Gross TotalIncome, etc
CO3 - IdentifythemeaningofagriculturalIncome andclubbingofAgriculturalIncomewith Non
AgriculturalIncome
CO4 - Understand how to determinetheResidential status ofIndividual, HUF,AOP, BOI&Joint
stock companies.
CO5 - RecognisethevariousIncomes exempted fromIncomeTax
CO6 - Understand the Computation ofIncomefrom salary,Profit in lieu ofsalary,
Deductionsallowable from salary
CO7 - Describethe Computation ofIncomefrom Houseproperty,Income exempted from
House property.

CO8 - Recognisethedetermination ofAnnual ValueunderIncome from House Property.
CO9 - Computation ofIncome from Profits & gains ofBusiness orprofession
CO10 - Recognisethevarious deductions permissibleunderthehead Profits & Gains ofBusiness
&profession
SEMESTERVI
COM6ACA - APPLIED COST ACCOUNTING
CO1 - Decision makingin production process is simplified.
CO2 - Incontract works profitcan becalculated.
CO3 - Helps in pricingdecisions.
CO4 - Generates capabilityinBudgeting.
CO5 - Explain theCalculation ofNotional Profit to betaken to Profit &Loss A/c
CO6 - DescribethetreatmentofNormalLoss and AbnormalLoss inProcess Acccounting.
CO7 - AccountingTreatments ofJointProducts and ByProducts.
CO8 - DescribeP/V Ratio, BEPand Margin ofSafety&Break Even Charts.
CO9 - Preparation ofSalesBudget, CashBudget&FlexibleBudget.
CPM6PA - PRACTICAL AUDITING
CO1 - Introduces audit processto students.
CO2 - Recognisethe considerations before commencing an audit work. CO3
- Identifythequalifications and liabilities of an auditor.
CO4 - Familiarisethestudentswith concept ofinternal control system in organisations.
CO5 - Emphasises theimportanceofvouching.
CO6 - Understand vouchingprocedurefollowed for cashsales, receipts from debtors, cash
purchases, payment to creditors, payment ofwages, purchaseoflandand buildingetc.
CO7 - Understand theduties ofan auditor.
CO8 - Describethemethods ofverification ofassets andliabilities.
CO9 - Understand thequalifications, disqualification, appointment, rights, duties and
liabilities ofa companyauditor.
CO10 - Describesharetransferaudit.
CO11 - Preparation ofaudit report, contents and types ofaudit report.
CO12 - Distinguish betweenaudit and investigation.
CO13 - Understand different types ofinvestigation.
CO14 - Describethenatureand significanceof cost audit.
CO15 - Understand theconcept oftaxaudit, management audit, social audit, government audit,
performanceaudit etc.
CO16 - Explain how auditingis conducted in electronicdataprocessingenvironment.
CO17 - Understand themeaning and scopeofAudit AssuranceStandards.

COM6AMD - ACCOUNTINGFOR MANAGERIALDECISIONS
CO1 - Understand theconcept of Financial Statement.
CO2 -Identifythe analysis and interpretation ofFinancial Statements.
CO3 - Recognisethemethodsand Techniques used in financial analysis.
CO4 - Identifythedifferent types of ratio Analysis.
CO5 - Understand and interpret the classification ofRatios.
CO6 - Distinguish thepreparation of Fund flowand Cash Flow StatementofBusiness Concerns.
CO7 -IdentifytheScheduleof changes in WorkingCapital.
CO8 - RecognisetheimportanceofResponsibilityAccounting
CO9 - Distinguish thedifferent types ofResponsibilityCentre.
COM6ITAP - INCOME TAX-ASSESSMENT AND PROCEDURE
CO1 - Understand thecomputation oftaxableIncomeunderthehead Capital Gains
CO2 -IdentifythecomputationoftaxableIncomeundertheheadIncomefromothersourcesfor
computingtaxliability.
CO3 -Recognizethevariousdeductionswhichareallowed&notallowedfromtheseheadsofIncome.
CO4 - Getanideaonthevariousauthoritiesworkingforthepurposeof IncomeTaxActand also the
functions performed bythem.
CO5 -Describetheprocedures &rules for clubbing&aggregation ofIncome
CO6 - Identifytheprocess ofset off&carryforward oflosses
CO7 - Recognisethevariousdeductions undersection 80 C to 80 U.
CO8 -UnderstandhowthetotalIncomeiscomputedafterthedeductionundersection80Cto80U.
CO9 - Understand howassessment is made, theprocedure&thedifferent types ofAssessment
CO10 - Identifyhow to file anIncomeTaxreturn, return through TRP PAN
CO11 - A briefstudyon TDS
CO12 - Describethemeaning ofAdvancepayment ofTax,Refund ofTax&RecoveryofTax.
SYLLABIFOR COMMON COURSES
SEMESTERI
COM1PMBS - PERSPECTIVES &METHODOLOGY OFBUSINESS STUDIES
CO1 - Understand business theoryand otherrelatedknowledge
CO2 -Usetheexistingknowledgeofbusinesstheoryandotherrelatedknowledgetosolve problems
and makedecisions
CO3 - Be creative and innovativewithin abusiness context
CO4 - criticallyanalyseabusiness situation

SEMESTERII

COM2BCMIS - BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS ANDMANAGEMENTINFORMATION
SYSTEM
CO1 -Understand theconcept ofCommunication.
CO2 -Recognisethedifferenttypesofcommunicationandhowithelpsforcommunicating
Effectively.
CO3 - Identifytheimportanceof PresentationSkillsandhoweffectivelypresentationskillscanbe
used as medium of communication
CO4 - Understand theimportanceofListeningSkills.
CO5 - Distinguish between job applicationLetters andBusiness CommunicationLetters.
CO6 -Recognisetheimportanceofletterwritingforjobapplicationandalsoforthedifferent purposes
in Business.
CO7 - DescribetheBenefitsand Functions ofManagementInformation System.
CO8 - Distinguish the relationship between Decision Makingand ManagementInformation
System.
SEMESTERIII
COM3ECGI -E-COMMERCE ANDGENERAL INFORMATICS
CO1 - Creatingan overall idea about theconcepts, infrastructure andapplication ofe-commerce
CO2 - Introducedifferent types ofbusinessmodels ofe-commerce.
CO3 - Developmentoftheskillsandhabitsamongstudentsformakingpaymentsthrough
electronicmedia.
CO4 - Acquireknowledgeabout different securityfeatures ofe-payment system.
CO5 - Enablingstudents to develop e-commercebusinessand websites.
SEMESTERIV
COM4EDPM -ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Explain the facts andconcepts regardingentrepreneurship
CO2 - Identifyand developthe entrepreneurial talents ofstudents
CO3 - Generateinnovativebusiness ideas in emergingindustrial scenario
CO4 - Understandingthe need fortraining.
CO5 - DescribeEntrepreneurship Development Programme(EDP)
CO6 - Identifytheinstitutions which offerEntrepreneurshipDevelopment Programme
CO7 - Develop interest in thestudents to attend entrepreneurship development
programme.,
CO8 - Identification, appraisal and execution ofprojects
CO9 - Develop skillin preparing aProject report.
CO10 - How to set up an enterprise.
CO11 - Identifytheimportanceofwomenentrepreneurship.
CO12 -Identifymajorproblems faced bywomen entrepreneurs
CO13 - Awarenessabout MSME (Micro Small and Medium enterprises)
CO14 - Identifytheinstitutions which offerfinancial assistance forsettingupan enterprise.

SYLLABI FOR COMPLEMENTARYCOURSES
SEMESTER V
COM5ASP - ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION
CO1 - Understand themeaning of advertising.
CO2 - Understand themethods to develop an advertising programme.
CO3 - D e s c r i b e advertisement appeal, mediaplanningand strategy.
CO4 - Identifythemethods ofselectingadvertisement media.
CO5 -Describethemeaningofadvertising research.
CO6 - Understand themethodsofmeasuringtheeffectiveness of advertisement.
CO7 - Identifythesocial, economic and legal aspects ofadvertisement.
CO8 - Understand themeaning and scopeofsales promotion.
CO9 - Understand thedevelopingofsales promotion campaign.
CO10 - Describesales promotion budgetand its preparation.
CO11 - Understand theeffect ofsales promotion on brandequity.
CO12 - Identifythenature and importanceofpersonal selling. C O 1 3
- Identifythemethods to managesalesforce.
CO14 - Describehow sales objectives can be established.
CO15 - Recognisethemethods ofrecruitment and trainingofsales force.
CO16 - Understand themethodsof evaluatingsalesforce.

SEMESTERVI
COM6PBD - PRINCIPLESOF BUSINESSDECISIONS
CO1 -Identifythemeaningofdecision, types ofdecisions and principles ofdecisions.
CO2 - Understand how theeconomictheories are applied formakingbusiness decision making.
CO3 -Identifythedemandanalysis, various laws ofdemand &elasticityofdemand
CO4 - Recognizetheimportanceofdemand in decision making.
CO5- Describetheterm Demand forecasting and how it is useful fordecisionmakingespecially
fordeterminingthepriceofnew products.
CO6 -Understand theproduction analysis and thevarious laws ofproduction
CO7 - Recognizetheimportanceproduction function in decision making.

CO8 -Studythevarious typesof cost &roleof cost inpricing
CO9- Understand theimportanceofcost analysis in decision making.
CO10 - Identifythedetermination ofpricingundervarious market conditions
CO11 - Recognizetheimportanceofpricingtheoryindecision making.
CO12 -Studytheimpact ofBusiness cycles onIndustry.
CO13 -Describethevarious theories ofdecision making
CO14 - Analyze theroleofbusiness cyclein decisionmaking.
OPEN COURSE
SEMESTERV
COM5FA - FUNDAMENTALSOF ACCOUNTING
CO1 - Understand thebasicsofAccounting.
CO2 - Distinguish thedifferent concepts and Conventions ofAccounting
CO3 -Provide KnowledgeonDoubleEntrySystem ofBook Keeping.
CO4- Identifythe rules ofDebit and Credit
CO5 - Understand thepreparation ofJournal.
CO6 - Distinguish thePostingofjournal entries to theLedger.
CO7 - Preparation ofLedgerand its Subdivisions
CO8 - RecognisetheSummaryofAccountingEntries.
CO9 - Developingskill forthepreparation ofFinal Accounts ofBusiness concerns.

POST GRADUATE PROGRAMME OUTCOMES
PO1 - Knowledge for Practical life: Apply the acquired knowledge in practical life so
as to make our country self reliant.
PO2 - Prepare for higher level research:Investigate the potential applications of
learning in the discipline and become meticulous and systematic in scientific enquiry.

PO3 - Conduct statistical analyses: Find data for better interpretations and problem
solving.
.PO4 - Suggest innovative methods: Find out new methods and technologies to care
for nature and life for sustainable development.
PO5 - Practice ethical principles in research: Learn the ethical principles and be
committed to the professional ethics
PO6 - Lifelong Learners: Become Confident, responsible, autonomous and critically
reflective lifelong learners
PO7 - Skilled in communication:Communicate effectively, and appropriately in all
modes of communicationwritten, oral, and electronic-in all settings-formal as well as
informal and with different types of people across profession, gender or nationality
PO8 - Critical thinking: Think logically and critically to make well-reasoned
decisions using advanced problem-solving skills
PO9 - Leadership and Teamwork: Demonstrate leadership while working
constructively, cooperatively and respectfully with others
PO10 - Globally mobile and globally effective cross –cultural educators:Apply
new theoretical and intercultural knowledge for classroom management / academic
practice to become globally mobile and globally effective cross –cultural educators ,
employable in a very wide range of contexts , as befits a fast- moving and expanding
profession
PO11 - Skilled in the use of IT: Use conventional printed sources of information and
contemporary information technology effectively and independently.
PO12 - Locate, analyse, evaluate and synthesize information from a wide variety
of sources in a planned and timely manner

M.A. PROGRAMMES
M.A. BHARATNATYAM
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Students will demonstrate competency in technique and performance of
Bharatanatyam.
PSO2 - Develop the dancing as well as musical skills in students and they are exposed to a
wider area of dance and culture across the country.
PSO3 - Students will demonstrate proficiency in choreographic principles and concepts to
enable them to pursue a career as a professional dancer.
PSO4 - Develop an awareness of individual and ensemble physicality in order to
communicate emotion, thought and aesthetic intention.

PSO5 - Recognize, through rehearsal, final performance and evaluation, the benefits and
consequences of this creative and aesthetic field.
PSO6 - Encourage women to make a positive impact on society through synergies within
and outside the student community across the college/region/national boundaries.
PSO7 - Students can perform a Bharathanatyam recital,Choreography with nattuvangam.

SEMESTER I
PA01MBTC1 - DANCE LEGENDS AND INSTITUTIONS OF MODERN INDIA
CO1 -Students will acquire thorough knowledge about the Legends in dance.
CO2 -Students will be able to write reports on various dance institutions prevailing in the
country.
CO3 -Students will acquire knowledge about the exponents behind it.
CO4 -Students will perceive knowledge life history of dance legends.
CO5 - Students will get information about the higher studies facility in dance prevailing in
the country.
CO6 - Students will achieve knowledge in the contribution of dance institution towards
dance in the country.
PA01MBTC2 - FOLK AND RITUAL TRADITIONS OF TAMIL NADU
CO1 - Students will be able to select a tradition based on folk or ritual of Tamil Nadu and
discuss or write a report.
CO2 - Students will be able to demonstrate the arts and culture of Tamil Nadu.
CO3 - Students will achieve knowledge in folk traditions of Tamil Nadu.
CO4 - Students will acquire knowledge about the culture of Tamil Nadu.
CO5 - Students will get information about several arts forms of Tamil Nadu.
CO6 - Students will be able to conduct a seminar and discuss about the cultural history of
Tamil Nadu.
PRACTICAL OUTCOME:PA01MBPC1 - KEERTHANAMPA01MBPC2 - PADAM-I
PA01MBPC3 - JETHISWARAM
CO1 - Students will be able to demonstrate alarippu.
CO2 - Students will be able to perform thodayam.
CO3 - Students will be able to demonstrate keerthanam.
CO4 - Students will be able to perform thillana.
CO5 - Students will be able to perform as individual on ashtapadi
CO6 - Students will gain knowledge to perform javali and the recital items.

SEMESTER II
PA02MBTC3 - SANSKRIT DANCE TREATIES AND DANCE NOTATIONS
CO1 - Students will acquire knowledge on the Sanskrit dance treaties Abhinaya Darpanam
etc.
CO2 - Students will be able to detail about abhinaya darpana and can conduct a seminar
on it.

CO3 - Students will be thorough with the several Sanskrit dance treaties and their
influences.
CO4 - Students will achieve the ethical principles and will learn to become a professional
dancer.
CO5 - Students could easily identify the dance notations.
CO6 - Students will get an idea about the various dance notations in several dances
prevailing in India.

PA02MBTC4 - TRADITIONS OF SOUTH INDIAN DANCES
CO1 - Students will be able to demonstrate various traditions in South Indian dances.
CO2 - Students will be able to research and do a research paper on one of them.
CO3 - Students will acquire knowledge about traditions in kuchipudi.
CO4 - Students will perceive knowledge about traditions in Bharatanatyam.
CO5 - Students will get theoretical knowledge in Mohiniyattam.
CO6 - Students will be able to detail about the changes that had happened to the traditions
in recent time.
PRACTICAL OUTCOME:PA02MBPC4 - Alarippu
PA02MBPC5 –Padavarnam
PA02MBPC6 - Padam-II
CO1 -Students can choreograph and develop their talent in performing alarippu.
CO2 - Students can individually perform varnam.
CO3 - Students will be able to demonstrate jathiswaram.
CO4 - Students will be able to perform keerthanam.
CO5 - Students can choreograph padam and perform it.
CO6 - Students will be able to demonstrate padavarnam.

SEMESTER III
PA03MBTC5 - CHILAPATHIKATARAM AND BHARATANATYAM

CO1 - Students will be familiar with the Mahakavya Chilapathikaram.
CO2 - Students will get theoretical knowledge about Chilapathikaram.
CO3 - Students will acquire knowledge about the origin of Bharatanatyam.
CO4 - Students will be confident about the advanced topics in the evolution of
Bharatanatyam.
CO5 - Students can identify the significance of chilapathikaram with Bharatanatyam.
CO6 - Students will be able to perceive knowledge and can create a platform for research
topics.

PRACTICAL OUTCOME:CODE :- (PA03MBPC7, PA03MBPC8, PA03MBPC9, AND PA03MBPC10)

CO1 - Students will gain practical knowledge in alarippu.
CO2 - Students will be able to perform sabdam.
CO3 - Students will be able to demonstrate swarajathi.
CO4 - Students will be able to perform and choreograph ashtapadi.
CO5 - Students will gain knowledge about Nattuvanar tradition.
CO6 - Students can play with Naatuvangam and with its song respectively.
SEMESTER IV
PA04MBTC6 - AESTHETICS OF BHARATANATYAM
CO1 - Students will be given the details in dealt about the aesthetic theory of exponents.
CO2 - Students will be able to detail about the aestheticians of India.
CO3 - Students will acquire knowledge about technique used in Bharathanatyam.
CO4 - Students will be able to demonstrate expressions and beauty of Bharatanatyam.
CO5 - Students will be able to identify the history and heritage of this dance form.
CO6 - Students will be able to prepare a research paper on the topic.

PRACTICAL OUTCOME:PA04MBPE1 -PADAVARNAM
PA04MBPE2 - NATTUVANGAM WITH SONG
PA04MBPE3 - CHOREOGRAPHY
CO1 - Students can be practically informed with Nattuvangam.
CO2 - Students get knowledge about Nattuvanar.
CO3 - Students can individually become a choreographer.
CO4 - Students can perform Bharatanatyam repertoire.

M.A. ECONOMICS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1. Understand the deeper meaning or significance of current economic issues and
come up with solutions and responses
PSO2. Develop tasks and work processes in accordance with the latest economic
analytical techniques
PSO3. Abstract concepts and understand data-based reasoning
PSO4. Include socio- technological changes into empirical and theoretical analysis
PSO5. Critically assess economic problems and make effective presentations even in
multidisciplinary and multicultural settings.
PSO 6. Acquire knowledge on international and national developments.
PSO7. Develop critical knowledge about current development scenario leading to critical
and analytical publications
PSO8. Understand the impact of technology and business practices in societal and
environmental contexts, and demonstrate knowledge of, and need for sustainable
development.
PSO9. Obtain proficiency in identifying local economic/environment issues and
organizing primary surveys to explore them in detail.
PSO10. Develop familiarity with major secondary sources of economic data such as
Economic survey, central and state budget ( Kerala), RBI bulletin , Kerala Economic
Review etc
PSO11. Frame hypothesis and relate it to relevant theories, methods and evidence.

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
ECO1MICRO - MICROECONOMICS: THEORY OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR
& FIRM
CO1 - Equiped the students to understand the traditional Microeconomic theory as well as
the latest developments in this field and the applications of theories in analyzing current
economic problems and to develop the ability to synthesize knowledge.
CO2 - Equipped the students withtheknowledgeandskillineffectivedecisionmakingunder
uncertain market situations
CO3 - Students understoodthe importanceof time allocation and household management.
CO4 - Students acquired skills in allocatingscarce resources among alternativeuses.
CO5 - Developed theskillin analyzingbusiness phenomenain terms oftransaction cost
saving.
ECO1MACRO - MACROECONOMIC THEORY AND POLICY
CO1 - Students learned to integrate theoretical knowledge to evaluate policy measures and
analyse trade-off in the deployment of resources to alternative ends and the implications
of those trade-offs for the different strata of the society
CO2 - Students developed good understandingof macroeconomicprinciples, concepts, and
theories.

CO3 - Students understoodt h e macroeconomicimplicationsofdecisionsmadebydiverse
economic entitiesand theabilitytoform informedopinions about macroeconomicpolicies
pursued bythem.
CO4 - Learnedtointegratetheoreticalknowledgetoevaluatepolicy
measuresandanalysetrade-offinthe deployment of resources to alternative ends and the
implications of those trade-offs for the different strata ofthe society
ECO1IEIP - INDIAN ECONOMY: ISSUES AND POLICIES-I
CO1 - Students developed a critical understanding of the indian economy
CO2 - Helped students contribute to the formulation ofits policies in order to achievethis.
CO3 - Students got introducedtobroadcontourslikethestatus,issuesandpoliciesofthe indian
economyat theaggregated(macro) as wellas sectoral levels.
CO4
Helped
studentstounderstandtheexperiencesinthepreaswellaspostreformyears,keepingthe colonial
experienceat thebackground.
ECO1EDG - ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH-I
CO1 - Students developed conceptual clarity on the various dimensions of development
and to identify the strategic factors in the development of the less developed countries.
CO2
Enabledthestudenttoevolvenewstrategiesforachievingsustainabledevelopmentandinclusive
growth
CO3
Equipedthestudentcommunitywiththetheoreticalandempiricalmaterialforenhancingtheir
capabilityto address thebasic problems confronted bythe society.
CO4 - Helped students to adapt to thespecificsocio-economicsettingsofthese countries.
ECO1QMEA - QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS- I
CO1 - Provided statistical tools for quantitatively analyzing economic problems
CO2 - Helped students to apply statistical measures to economic analysis
CO3 - Students developed understanding about statistical measures
CO4 - Students learned to combine economics and statistics.
SEMESTERII
ECO2MICRO - MICROECONOMICS: MARKETS, INFORMATION AND
WELFARE
CO1 - Prepared the student in decision making in the context of market interdependence,
complexity, uncertainty and informational asymmetry; give insights into developments in
the areas of general equilibrium and welfare economics; and to equip the student to apply
microeconomic principles in the areas of exchange and welfare.
CO2 - Developed skill in using game theorymodels in decision making
CO3 - studentdevelopstheunderstandingoftheeconomiclevelofinformationsearch possible
under different situations and the conceptof bounded rationality
CO4 - Theskilltounderstandtheinterdependenceandcomplexityoftheeconomic system.
ECO2MACRO - ADVANCED MACROECONOMIC THEORY AND POLICY

CO1 - Students learned to integrate theoretical knowledge to evaluate policy measures and
analyse trade-off in the deployment of resources to alternative ends and the implications
of those trade-offs for the different strata of the society
CO2 - Students demonstrated an understanding of the macroeconomic implications of
decisions made by diverse economic entities and the ability to form informed opinions
about macroeconomic policies pursued by them.
CO3 - Students analysed the impact of trade cycles on the economic environment of an
economy and understand the major trade cycle theories.
CO4 - Students demonstrated a good understanding of macroeconomic principles,
concepts, and theories
ECO2IEIP - INDIAN ECONOMY: ISSUES AND POLICIES-II
CO1 - Students learned to integrate theoretical knowledge to evaluate policy measures
and analyse trade-off in the deployment of resources to alternative ends and the
implications of those trade-offs for the different strata of the society.
CO2 - Provided the students with a critical understanding of the Indian economy
CO3 - Equipped the students with the theoretical, empirical and policy issues relating to
the society, polity and economy of India.
CO4 - Sharpened the analytical faculty of the student, by highlighting an integrated
approach to the functioning aspects of the Indian economy, keeping in view the scope for
alternative approaches.
ECO2EDG - ECONOMICS OF DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH- II

CO1 - Developed conceptual clarity on various dimensions of development and to
identify the strategic factors in the development of less developed countries.
CO2 - Imparted knowledge on theories and strategies of growth and development. It
makes students understand the importance of human resource development.
CO3 - Developed a broader outlook towards the subject matter of the term, development.
CO4 - Equipped with the processes of development implied in various development
theories.
ECO2QME - QUANTITATIVE METHODSFOR ECONOMIC ANALYSIS– II
CO1 - Developed strong quantitative background.
CO2 - Use tools for scientific research work.
CO3 - Related theoretical concepts in economic theory with modern business practices.
CO4 - Predicted the demand, cost, price and profit variables for a firm in future.
SEMESTERIII
ECO3ITP- INTERNATIONAL TRADETHEORYAND POLICY
CO1 - Students developed theoretical grounding of trade generation and trade patternsboth inter industry and intra industry trade.
CO2 - Students understood the basic components of trade policies adopted by different
countries, particularly with respect to tariffs, quotas and other Non tariff barriers.
CO3 - Students analysed the inter- relation between technical progress, growth and gains
from trade for developing countries

CO4 - Students understood the rationale for global economic re-organisation such as
formation of European Union, SAARC, ASEAN
ECO3PE - PUBLICECONOMICS
CO1 - Students understood the role of Government in the changing era.
CO2 - Students appreciated the nature and theories of Public Goods.
CO3 - Students understood various aspects of the theory of Public Choice.
CO4 - Students assessed recent trends in taxation and budgetary policy.
ECO3RME - RESEARCH METHODSIN ECONOMICS
CO1 - Students understood research and its relevance in dealing with various issues of
the economy.
CO2 - Students defined research problem and develop research design.
CO3 - Students understood various methods of data collection.
CO4 - Students acquired the ability to write research report.
ECO3ES - ECONOMICS OFENVIRONMENT ANDSOCIAL SECTOR
CO1 - Students understood the philosophical and historical roots of environment and
development.
CO2 - Students developed critical and creative thinking through the study of theory and
practice of Sustainable development.
CO3 -Students developed solutions to the issues of the impacts of environment on health.
CO4 - Students got familiarised with different international treaties and conventions for
protecting the environment.
ECO3BE - BASIC ECONOMETRICS
CO1 - Students understood the methodology of Econometrics.
CO2 - Students analysed the Problems of OLS estimation.
CO3 - Students analysed qualitative regression in econometrics.
CO4 - Students reviewed dynamic econometric models.
SEMESTERIV
ECO4GMS - GLOBAL TRADING AND MONETARY SYSTEM
CO1 - Students explored different theories in foreign exchange market.
CO2 - Students reviewed trading in foreign currency.
CO3 - Students understood the rudiments of open macro economics.
CO4 - Students evaluated different international trade organisations and their relations
with India.
ECO4IPF - INDIAN PUBLIC FINANCE
CO1 - Students became aware of the emerging trends in public expenditure and the
criteria for Public Investment.
CO2 - Students understood various processes involved in the preparation and execution
of the Budget and the problems and trends in Public Debt in India.
CO3 - Students appreciated economics of Public Enterprises and the current concepts
like Public Private Participation (PPP).

CO4 - Students developed thorough understanding of the Key Issues centering around
Fiscal, Federal relations in India.
ECO4FEE - FUNDAMENTALS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS (
ELECTIVE FROM BUNCH B)
CO1 - Helped the students to understand the basic theories and tools of analysis in
environmental economics along with a broad understanding of the policy instruments.
CO2 - Helped students to relate economics and environment.
CO3 - Helped students to analyse the effects of economic growth on development
CO4 - Students analysed measures of economic development
ECO4CM - CAPITALMARKET
(ELECTIVE FROM BUNCH B)
CO1 - Students examined the savings and investment environment.
CO2 - Students made an in-depth study of capital markets.
CO3 - Students understood the simple and compound interest and its application.
CO4 - Students developed an idea of how the financial statement, ratios and equity
valuation of a company is interpreted in economic terms.
ECO4EA- ECONOMICS OFAGRICULTURE( ELECTIVE FROM BUNCH B)

CO1 - Students understood importance of research in dealing with various issues of the
economy.
CO2 - Students developed an understanding about the institutional aspects of Indian
agriculture.
CO3 - Students became aware of farm management policies.
CO4 - Students extended economic theory to policy problems of agricultural sector;

M.A. ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
On completion of the M.A. Programme in English Language and Literature, students :PSO1 - Have developed appropriately post graduate level intellectual skills , particularly
with reference to critical thinking , reading and the application of the discourse of
interculturality to their own national situation
PSO2 – Are able to effectively apply appropriate theory to the understanding their own,
enabling them to engage with , critically evaluate and potentially contribute to new
knowledge production PSO3 - Have developed the ability and the confidence to carry out
independent and collaborative (scholarly )research in area of professional interest to them
, including the selection and review of relevant literature , the collection of data , its
sustained and detailed analysis and then drawing substantiated conclusions
PSO4 - Producing intellectually adventurous, well –rounded thinkers and practitioners
with strong intercultural awareness and a global outlook
PSO5 - The skills provided by the course such as critical analysis, effective argument and
and excellent oral and written communication skills, equip the students for a wide range of
careers – teaching, publishing, journalism and in the field of mass communication , Print
and Visual Media
PSO6 - The learners application of new theoretical and intercultural knowledge to their
classroom management / academic practice make them globally mobile and globally
effective cross –cultural educators , employable in a very wide range of contexts , as befits
a fast- moving and expanding profession
PSO7 - Acquire a comprehensive understanding of English literature, its scope and variety
PSO8 - Become proactive reader who understands the politics of narration
PSO9 - Able to think creatively

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
ENG1CRE- CHAUCER AND THE ROOTS OF ENGLISH
CO1 - Gained adequate knowledge of the growth and development of English language
and literature up to the age of Chaucer.
CO2 - Familiarized with the social, cultural and intellectual background of the late
Medieval period in English Literature and the major literary works of the period.

ENG1WR - WRITINGS OF THE RENAISSANCE
CO1 - Got introduced to the English Renaissance period and the texts that shaped it/were
shaped by it.
CO2 - Familiarized with theoretical/critical reading of the era and the texts in the light of
theoretical interventions like New Historicism

ENG1RE - REVOLUTION AND THE ENLIGHTENMENT

CO1 - Familiarized with the English literature of the Seventeenth Century
CO2 - Gained analytical/critical perspectives on the social, cultural and intellectual
climate of the period
ENG1LCAW —LITERARY CRITICISM AND ACADEMIC WRITING
CO1 - Familiarized with the key concepts and texts of literary criticism since its
emergence.
CO2 - Gathered practical and theoretical familiarity with the range, approaches, and
mechanics of academic writing
ENG1IEL - INDIAN ENGLISH LITERATURE
CO1 - Familiarized with one of the most significant literatures produced in the English
language from the non English speaking cultures.
CO2 - Gained knowledge of the critical perspectives regarding diverse languages, nations
and aesthetics

SEMESTER II
ENG2LNC - LITERATURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
CO1 - Familiarized with the two prominent eras in English literature, namely the latter
half of the 18th century, first half of the 19th century and the latter half of the 19th
century.
CO2 - Gained knowledge of the romantic sensibility that reigned supreme for more than
half a century and the changed outlook of the writers in the wake of industrialism.
ENG2MC– MODERNISM IN CONTEXT
CO1 - Understood the literary trends of the early twentieth century in the context of the
sensibility of literary modernism in the wake of the World War.

ENG2DPM -DIMENSIONS OF THE POSTMODERN
CO1 - Gained knowledge about the developments in literature written in English since the
1960s. including representative works from experimental and metropolitan literature
ENG2LL — LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS
CO1 - Gained awareness about the basic concepts of linguistics, the scientific study of
language.
CO2 - Examined the major conceptual frameworks of literary theory from structuralism to
spectral theory.
CO3 - Familiarized with the major developments in linguistic theory from 1960s to the
present.
ENG2TK — THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE

CO1 - Gained in depth knowledge of literary theory and its latest developments.
SEMESTER III
ENG3AL– AMERICAN LITERATURE
CO1 - Gained adequate knowledge of the important branch of English literature of the
non British tradition.
CO2 - Familiarized with processes and texts that led to the evolution of American
literature as an independent branch or school of literature.
ENG3CS – CULTURAL STUDIES
CO1 - Understood the terms, analytical techniques, and interpretive strategies commonly
employed in Cultural Studies.
CO2 - Familiarized with the interdisciplinary approaches to exploring how cultural
processes and artefacts which are produced, shaped, distributed, consumed, and
responded to in diverse ways.

ENG3GS– GENDER STUDIES
CO1 - Familiarized with the emergence and growth of the notion of gender as a concept
central to the reading of literature.
CO2 - Gained an understanding of a wide variety of theoretical, critical and creative
works that define and redefine the concept as it is understood in contemporary society.
CO3 - Understood gender as a complex concept that is influenced and (re) shaped by
history, the current moment, culture, and society and engage with gender as a concept that
is not fixed but fluid.
CO4 - Attained proficiency to cite and use important theories and methodologies to
analyze texts.

ENG3MF- MODES OF FICTION
CO1 - Familiarzed with the various modes of narrative fiction attempted across centuries,
continents and languages.
CO2 - Understood the various schools, influences and narrative devices that shaped
narrative fiction

ENG3TP– TEXTS AND PERFORMANCE
CO1 - Gained an understanding of the basic structural and thematic patterns that govern
the poetic process, especially in its relation to the performative or the theatrical
SEMESTER IV
ENG4LE– LITERATURE AND THE EMPIRE
CO1 - Understood the discursive nature of colonialism, and the counter-discursive
impulses of postcolonial theory, narratives and performance texts.

CO2 - Studied the representative texts the writing, reading and critical-theoretical
practices based on the colonial experience.
CO3 - Understood the consequences of European expansion and the “internal
colonisations” of diverse kinds, including the double colonization of women of colour.

ELECTIVE COURSE : PE 01
ENG4MED– MODERN EUROPEAN DRAMA
CO1 - Gained awareness of modern European Drama in terms of topics, perspectives, and
dramatic literature.
CO2 - Studied representative works which would have acquainted the student with the
social and cultural contexts that inform modern European Drama.
CO3 - Acquainted with how the diversified movements in post-modernist theatre are
informed by the theatre’s increasing propensity to self-consciousness besides discussing
poststructuralist theories and feminist theatre, environmental theatre, multicultural theatre,
performance theories, threat from the cinema and the future of theatre.
ELECTIVE COURSE
ENG4SAC– SHAKESPEARE ACROSS CULTURES
CO1 - Understood the impact of Shakespeare at the theoretical and textual levels-the
transfigurations of Shakespeare’s plays as they were received in diverse cultures and the
resonances and responses they evoked.
CO2 - Gained knowledge of the theoretical analyses and creative interrogations of the
conspicuous absences, racial prejudices, and ethnic intolerances in Shakespearean drama
revealing the power structures, and delineates the modes in which diverse cultures reacted
to the Eurocentric representations and imperial overtones in Shakespearean drama.

ELECTIVE COURSE
ENG4STAC – STUDYING TRANSLATIONS: ASPECTS AND CONTEXTS
CO1 - Familiarized with the contextual diversity of Translations, and introduced to the
theoretical/political positions related to the field
CO2 - Discussed the global issues at stake in this emergent field with the main thrust on
postcoloniality

ELECTIVE COURSE
ENG4UCFT - UNDERSTANDING CINEMA : FILM THEORY
CO1 - Familiarized with the broad contours of the way films have been the object of
academic scrutiny.
CO2 - Understood both the aspects – the making and the reception – of the film process

M.A. HISTORY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - The ability to conduct oneself with dignity in the workplace and in society
reflecting ethical and moral values.
PSO2 - The ability to engage in life learning in the discipline.
PSO3 - The ability to communicate effectively and appropriately in all modes of
communication written, oral and electronic –in all settings –formal as well as informal and
with different types of people across profession, gender or nationality.
PSO4 - The ability to demonstrate knowledge of the discipline in professional situations
and the ability to use it in task fulfillment and problem solving
PSO5 - A positive attitude towards criticism and the capacity for reflection and self
assessment.
PSO6 - The ability to use conventional printed sources information and contemporary
information technology effectively and independently.
PSO7 - The ability to collect, organize and interpret data for surveys and investigation.
PSO8 - Sensitivity to the needs of peers.
PSO9 - The willingness to share good qualities practice and values with other members in
the society.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
HISIAH - APPROACHES TO HISTORY

CO1 - Gainknowledge about the perspectives of past that evolved and the
CO2 - Student can grasp why history came to be rewritten differently from time to time
and under what conceptual presuppositions.
HISITIH - TRANSITION FROM PRE - STATE TO STATE SOCIETIES IN
INDIAN HISTORY
CO1 - Be knowledgeable about theprocesses of social transition from one formation to
another and the characteristic features of each formation. This necessitates acquaintance
with the relevant social theories.
CO2 - Provides the students conceptual insights into the transitional processes of early
societies in the Indian subcontinent.

HISISFKP - SOCIAL FORMATION IN KERALA TILL THE END OF
THEPERUMAL RULE
CO1 – Gain knowledge in the methodological perspectives enabling conceptualization of
society in terms of formations or systems
CO2 - Acquire knowledge about the ancient and early social formations of Kerala.

CO3 - Enable the students to grasp the interconnectedness of social aspects and develop
holistic perspective
HISIRAI -REVENUE ADMINISTRATION IN INDIA FROM C.A.D. 1000 TO
1800
CO1 - provides specific focus on Revenue Administrationwith a view to enabling the

students to learn the nature of resources and modes of their management in enabling the
students to learn the nature of resource and the past. It is intended to be an ‘in-depth study
of the various aspects of theme.
CO2 - Help the students develop insights in to the art of management of resource and their
allocative efficiency in historical perspective.
HISIHSRW - HISTORY OF SOCIAL REVOLUTIONS IN THE WORLD
CO1 - Provides good awareness about themajor social revolutions of the modern world.
The focus is on the linkage between the socio-economic revolutions of the modern world.
CO2 - Seeks to provide the students insights into the factors that make a revolution
possible in time and space.
SEMESTER II
HIS2HSISE - HISTORY OF SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS ANDSTRUCTURES OF
EARLY INDIA
CO1 – The course seeks to have a specific focus on the history of institutions and
structures of early societies in the subcontinent. It is intended to provide the students with
knowledge about what the institutions mean and how they evolved and worked in the past
societies.
CO2 - Enable the students to gain insights into the historical roots of social institutions
and structures that persist in our times.
HIS2SFK - SOCIAL FORMATIONS OF KERALA FROM C. A.D.1200 TO 1800
CO1 - enable the students to grasp the interconnectedness of social aspects and develop
holistic perspective.
HIS2ACPEI- Agriculture, Crafts Production and Exchange in India fromc. A.D.
1000 to 1800
CO1 - students get an in depth study of themajor economic processes of the Indian
subcontinent in the 11 th to 19th centuries.
CO2 - It involves study of coinage and currency in the context of means of payment and
measure of value.
CO3 - provide the students insights into the interconnectedness of agriculture, crafts
production, exchange and urban growth.
HIS2PWHG - PERSPECTIVES OF WOMEN’S HISTORY AND THE HISTORY
OF GENDER IN INDIA

CO1 - Familiarize the students with the conceptualand methodological innovations
brought into the discipline of history by Women’s History, and expansion and reframing
of the issues at its core, that this intervention has entailed.
CO2 - conveys the fact that Gender History raises a whole set of new questions that enter
into the conceptual and political domains of the mainstream historical scholarship.
HIS2MIM - MAKING OF THE INDIAN NATION:HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS
CO1 - Put emphasis on the study of the historicalprocess of the nation building,
CO2 - Gain knowledge about the Historical process of the making of the Indian Nation.
This necessitates access to recent studies that are eminently noted for their
representational riches and level of conceptualization,
SEMESTER III
HIS3HST - HISTORY AND SOCIAL THEORY
CO1 -Emphasizes the fact that theory is indispensablefor reading history seriously.
CO2 - Develop and encourage critical consciousness among the students.
HIS3HPC - HISTORY OF REVOLTS AND PROTEST MOVEMENTS IN
COLONIAL KERALA
CO1 - Keepthestudentknowledgeable in the history of the major Social revolts of modern
Kerala.
CO2 - Focus is on the linkage between the Socio Economic and Political milieu of the
colonial period that engendered revolts and protests.
HIS3SSI - STATE AND SOCIETY IN INDIA C. A.D. 1000 -1800
CO1 – Provides an in-depth study of the structure, compositionand pattern of power
relations that the state under the Sultanate of Delhi and Mughal Empire presented.
CO2 - Enable the students to learn the correspondence as well as interface between the
social relations of Power and the state’s power structure.
CO3 - emphasises a holistic appreciation of political Power against its social milieu in
contra-distinction from the conventional treatment of polity as an autonomous facet. It
underlines the social process behind state power.
HIS3MTR - METHODS OR TECHNIQUES OF RESEARCH
CO1 - provide the students the methods of researchie, the basic tools and techniques of
research as distinguished from methodology ie, science of the construction of knowledge.
HIS3KPI - KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS IN PRE-MODERN INDIA
CO1 – Purpose is to acquaint the students with the traditional knowledge form of Indian
subcontinent in the most demystified manner.
SEMESTER IV
HIS4AS - ANCIENT SOCIETY

CO1 - Enablethestudents to gain in-depthknowledge about very ancient societies in terms
of their formations.
HIS4HME - HISTORY OF DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS AND MOVEMENTS
IN ENGLAND
CO1 - Provide good knowledge aboutthe history of the rise of democratic institutions and
the major social movements in England. The focus is on the history of the democratization
process.
HIS4LEI - LANDMARKS IN ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF INDIA
CO1 -addresses various Issues related to the theme.
CO2 - Make the student to look into the historical perspective of environmentalism and
its influence in the global and Indian scenario
HIS4DHU - DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE USA SINCE 1914
CO1 - Give the students knowledgeabout the diplomatic history of USA since the First
World War.
CO2 - Purpose is to equip the students to be insightful in today’s World Order Politics
HIS4HAS - SOCIAL HISTORY OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN INDIA:
SELECTREGIONS AND PERIODS
CO1 - Provides in-depth knowledge in aselect area or theme under social history of art
and architecture. It is concerned with the relation between the structure of society and the
nature of art and architecture, highlighting the latter’s functions, values and assumptions
inseparable from the former.

M.A. SOCIOLOGY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Acquireacomprehensiveknowledgein Sociologyandits theoretical understanding.
PSO2 - getanin-depthknowledgeaboutthesocial issuesinrelationwithwomen‟sviolence,
population,poverty,environmentaldegradation,impactofglobalization,Kerala
modelof
development, displacement etc .
PSO3
getathoroughunderstandingonclassicalandcontemporarytheories,researchmethods,
statistical methods, Sociologyof urban andruralsocieties, media, gender, industryetc.
PSO4 - Develop skill in SPSSsoas to enable them to analyzethe data forthe project.
PSO5
Comeacrosspeopleofvariousstratainthesociety
whiledoing
theirprojectwork.Thestudents willbe acquainted with the ethical principlesandmoral
values.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
SOC1FS-F O U N D A T I O N S OF SOCIOLOGY
CO1 UnderstandtheearlydevelopmentofSociologyasanacademicdisciplines,andbasicconcepts
used in sociology.
CO2 - Outlinethe major contributions of thepioneers inSociology
CO3 - Identifythe major theoretical perspectives in Sociology.
CO4 - Learn theconcepts used in the field ofSociology.
CO5 – Understand the problems of objectivityandethical issues that arises in
sociological research.
CO6 - Encouragereflection about and application ofsociologicalresearch methods and
how itmight be used to solvereal-world problems andeven help to understand situation
we actuallyencounter in everydaylife.
CO7 - Applythis acquired knowledge in SociologicalResearch.
SOC1CT -CONTEMPORARY THEORY I
CO1 - Provide basic understanding aboutsociological theory and its relevance.
CO2 - Provide insight regarding emergingtheoretical paradigms within sociological
theory.
CO3 - Provide thestudents the abilityto examinethesocial world usingtheoretical concepts.
CO4 - Develop in students the capacityforabstract
thinkingandgeneralization.
SOC1SIS - SOCIOLOGY OFINDIANSOCIETY
CO1 - Thestudent will getagood knowledge aboutIndian society.

CO2 - It will makethem understand contemporaryissues ofIndian society.
CO3 - Encourages them to takeup solutions to solvetheexistingissues .
SOC1SRM - SOCIAL RESEARCH METHODS
CO1 - Familiarizestudents with the basic knowledgeon the Research
methods in Sociology.
CO2 - Helps thestudents to understand the different types ofresearch that can
beapplied whendoingresearch on social issues.
SOC1SRS -SOCIOLOGY OFRURAL SOCIETY
CO1 - Getan overallunderstanding aboutIndian Agrarian social structure.
CO2 - Thetheoretical knowledge aboutIndians rural social setup.
CO3 - The role of‘development‟ in theIndian rural social setup.
CO4 - now about theupcomingcrisis and its impact on the rural people
CO5 - The role ofpower structurein the emancipation ofrural developmental programmes.
CO6 - The changes in the rural settings dueto theglobalization and liberalizationpolicies.
SEMESTER II
SOC2CT - CONTEMPORARY THEORY II
CO1 - Explainaspectsofthesocialworldandenablepredictionabout future events, while
others function as broad perspectives which guide furthersociologicalanalyses.
CO2 - Encourages providing an explanation for human society.
CO3 - quipsthestudentstoexplainhumanbehaviorandhumansocietybyexaminingthe ways
in whichpeopleinterpret theactions of others, developaself-conceptor self-image, and act
in terms of meanings
CO4 - akes the studentspotential formakingsignificant contributions to the
sociological literature,as evidenced bythesatisfactorycompletion ofmajor research
papers, masteryof knowledgein specialized fieldsbyapplyingtheories to their studies
SOC2SM -SOCIOLOGY OF MEDIA
CO1 - Provide thestudents the awarenessabout theinfluenceof media on individual
and society
CO2 - Understand the roleofmediain thesocial issues
CO3 - Knowthe ethics andrules and regulation regardingthe useof media
CO4 - Become awareof the impact of media on social structures
SOC2PC - PERSONALITYANDCOUNSELLING
CO1 - Provide basic understanding about thescienceofpsychologyand its relevancein the
postmodern world
CO2 - Provideageneralawarenessregardingbasicpsychologicalprocessesandprinciples that
underlie psychology.
CO3 - Provideanunderstandingintotheconceptofpersonalityusingvarioustheoriesand
assessment tools.
CO4 - Provide insights into different psychological disorders and intervening measures
whichwouldhelp
thestudentsforacomprehensiveunderstandingofmentalhealth which
would aid them in their everydaylife

SOC2SUS - SOCIOLOGY OFURBANSOCIETY
CO1 - Introducestudents about urban sociologyanddifferentconcepts
CO2 - Explain different theoretical perspectives related with urban studies
CO3 - Provide awareness about various urban issuesand to criticallyanalyseit
CO4 - Developtheunderstandingofstudentsregardingthelinkagesbetweenurbanreality and
globalization
SOC2SS - STATISTICS FOR SOCIOLOGY
CO1 - Understandthe procedure of findingoutvarious statistical techniques
CO2 - Acquire skills fordealing with figures
CO3 - Equipthe studentsto choose the appropriatemethods during research analysis.
CO4 - Apply knowledge for drawing statistical inferences about accepting or rejecting
statistical hypotheses.
CO5 - Appreciate the relevance of statistics as a toolforabstract thinking.
SEMESTER III
SOC3CT - CONTEMPORARYTHEORY III
CO1 - Bythe end of this coursestudents should be able to understand
Current Sociological
theories
CO2 - Understand Modernityand Post modernity
SOC3ARS - APPLICATION OF RESEARCH SKILLS
CO1 - Introducethe sociological perspectives on health.
CO2 - Introduce approachesto examiningthe subjective aspects of illness experience.
CO3 - Embed health and illness in social context.
CO4 - Examinethe importanceof Sociologyof health inIndiancontext
SOC3ES - ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY
CO1- Beawareof theimportanceof societal factors in theimprovements of
ecosystem
CO2 - The role ofenvironmental education in the safeguardingofecology
CO3 – Know About the role ofeco-feminismand its relevancein the current scenario
CO4 - Know About the theoreticalarguments regardingenvironment from asociological
perspective
CO5 - Knowabout sustainabledevelopmentanditsimportancetounraveling thecurrent
ecological crisis
SOC3SG -SOCIOLOGY OF GLOBALISATION
CO1 - Provide aknowledgeon the globalisation
CO2 - Understand theglobalisation and its implications
CO3 - Knowthe challenges faced the societyduetoglobalisation
CO4 - Be awareof the changes and effects inIndian societyduetoglobalisation

SOC3SD - SOCIAL CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT
CO1 - Impartbasicknowledgeofthetheories,dimensions, sourcesandimpactof socialchange
anddevelopment,toaddressinparticular theIndianexperience of
socialchangeanddevelopmentand,
CO2 - Provide insightsintothe concernsandchallengesof developmental changes
occurringnow.
SEMESTER IV - ELECTIVES
SOC4CA - CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
CO1 - Get an awareness aboutculture
CO2 - Know about the role of culturein thesocietyand its importance
CO3 - Understand the theoretical knowledge aboutculture
CO4 - Learntheeffectsofglobalizationuponculturebothmaterialandnon-material aspects
CO5 - Understand problemsrelated with culture.
SOC4GS - GENDER ANDSOCIETY
CO1 - Familiarizestudentswithkey issues,questions anddebatesinGender Studies.CO2 Offersanexposureontheimplication ofgender insociety,majorissuesrelating
towomenanddisclosesimportantindicators of women‟sdevelopment.
SOC4IS - INDUSTRYAND SOCIETY
CO1 - Help thestudents with an understandingof theways in which the process of
industrialization has shaped societies.
CO2 - Providewith an understandingofsome ofthe salient factors that influencejob
satisfaction.
CO3 - Review thenatureof relations amongworkers, and between workersand
management.
SOC4PS - POPULATION AND SOCIETY
CO1 - Understand and distinguish amongthe threepopulation processes.
CO2 - Relatethe ideas ofThomas Malthus to Demographic transition.
CO3 - Predict world population trends.
CO4 - Compare and contrast theworld population trends in different countries
SOC4SKS - SOCIOLOGY OF KERALASOCIETY
CO1 - Gives an understandingabout thehistorical background ofKerala and
the structural changes that have come to Kerala Society
CO2 - a thorough knowledge about thedevelopment experienceandKerala
model of development
CO3 –Learn the issues related with development and the factors which
brought about the development in Kerala

M.Sc. PROGRAMMES
M.Sc. BOTANY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME
PSO1 - Comprehensive and advanced mastery in the field of Botany.
PSO2 -Understand the advanced areas of biological sciences with special reference to Botany
and its applied branches.
PSO3 - Skill in practical work, experiments, use of biological tool and techniques
PSO4 - Expertise in statistical analyses of data for better interpretations and problem solving.
PSO5 - Confidence to apply the acquired knowledge in practical life so as to make our country
self reliant.
PSO6 - Ability to suggest innovative programs to care for nature and life for sustainable
development.
PSO7 - Awareness to explore the intricacies of life forms at cellular, molecular and nano level.
PSO8 - Motivation and enthusiasm to appreciate the beauty of different life forms.
PSO9- Inspiration to disseminate the concept of biodiversity conservation.
PSO10 - Problem solving skills in students to carry out innovative research projects thereby
enkindling in them the spirit of knowledge creation.
PSO11 - Proficiency in the use of recent and advanced biological technologies
PSO12 - Ability to appreciate and practice ethical principles in research and studies in the field
of biological science

COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
BOT1MP - MICROBIOLOGY AND PHYCOLOGY
CO1 - The learner is able to describe in detail the morphology, the culture, spread,
biochemicalactivities and pathogenesis of the major groups of bacteria.
CO2 - Differentiates between the different classes of bacteria like Spirochetes,
Rickettsia’s,Chlamydomonas, Mycoplasmas, Actinomycetes, Myxobacteria and Archaebacteria.
CO3 - Gains advanced knowledge and understanding on human pathogenic viruses,
theirtransmission and epidemiology.
CO4 - Demonstrates practical skills for isolation of bacteria in appropriate media.
CO5 - Identifies the major classes of algae and is able to analyze their life cycle patterns.

BOT1MCP

- MYCOLOGY AND CROP PATHOLOGY

CO1 - Students learn about general characters of Fungi and their significance, Principles of
classification of fungi.
CO2 - Is familiarized with mycelial structure and reproduction of different classes of Fungi.
CO3 - Studies about Symbionts, Parasites, Saprophytes and Agricultural significance of Fungi.
CO4 - Knows about classification of plant disease, process of infection and pathogenesis,defense
mechanisms in plants, and transmission of plant diseases.
CO5 - Learns major diseases in crops and is able to adopt suitable measures for
diseasemanagement.

BOT1BP

- BRYOLOGY AND PTERIDOLOGY

CO1 - The course will make the students acquire knowledge regarding the general features
ofbryophytes and pteridophytes that enable their survival in terrestrial conditions
CO2 - It will make students proficient in identifying the different types mentioned in thesyllabus
based on their unique features
CO3 - The course will give them awareness regarding the features of various fossil types
CO4 - The anatomical features of the types mentioned will help to get a clear idea of
bryophytesand pteridophytes in an evolutionary perspective
CO5 - Learn about the economic importance ecological significance of the lower forms ofplants
which will be helpful in conserving them

BOT1EB - ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY
CO1 - The students will be made more aware regarding the importance of population, its
variouscharacters like density, natatity, mortality, population growth,factors affectingpopulation
growth and the consequence of overpopulation
CO2 - The dynamic nature of ecosystem and the processes of formation of climax
communitiesand various features of the ecosystems such as habitat, ecological niche, trophic
level,primary and secondary productivity, food chains, food webs, ecological pyramids,
energyflow and nutrient cycles will be understood by them
CO3 - By learning about environmental pollution and global climatic change they will
becomeaware of the anthropogenic impacts and consequences of environmental pollution,
ourresponsibilities regarding the curbing of pollution and the effective management ofpollution
employing plants and microbes in an ecofriendly manner
CO4 - The course will enable them to know about the rich biodiversity of India,importance of its
conservation and hot spots of Indian Biodiversity.
CO5 - Through this course, they will develop an awareness regarding the concept of
ecotourism,its important features, the state of ecotourism in India and its positive and
negativeimpacts.

SEMESTER II
BOT2GEDB - GYMNOSPERMS AND EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENTAL
BIOLOGY
CO1 - Students gain knowledge about the distribution and classification of Gymnosperms.
CO2 - Understanding on the developmental stages and economic importance.
CO3 - The learner gains an insight into the various evidences for evolution.
CO4 - Understands speciation and the various mechanisms contributing to speciation.
CO5 - Gains knowledge regarding the modern concepts of evolution.
CO6 - Understands development in flowering plants
BOT2CMB

- CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

CO1 - Students are able to relate the structure of cellular components to their specific
functionalrole in living systems.
CO2 - Enables the understanding of basic chemical and molecular structures of selected
majormolecular components of cells like nucleic acids and proteins
CO3 - Distinguishes the way these molecules interact and function in cellular system.
CO4 - Students learn the various levels of gene regulation and protein function including
signaltransduction and cell cycle control.
CO5 - The students gain knowledge to compare and contrast the mechanisms of bacterial
andeukaryotic DNA replication, DNA repair, gene expression and regulation.

BOT2PAPAS - PLANT ANATOMY AND PRINCIPLES OF ANGIOSPERM
SYSTEMATICS
CO1 -Interpret the basic pattern of plant growth from different kinds of meristems and
understand the relationships between primary growth and secondary growth.
CO2 - Appreciate the complexity of the seed plant life cycle and understand the structure of the
parts that are involved in the various stages of reproduction.
CO3 - Develops understanding on the various tools of taxonomy.
CO4 - Develops skill in understanding the various sources of taxonomic characters.
CO5 - Provides an insight into the methodology of naming plants.
CO6 - Enables to understand the diversity of tropical flora.

BOT2GB

- GENETICS AND BIOCHEMISTRY

CO1 - The learner will understand the structure of various aspects of transmission genetics.
CO2 - The learner compares proto oncogenes and oncogenes and comprehends the process
ofoncogenesis.

CO3 - The learner will apply the principles of genetics to solve problems.
CO4 - The learner will understand the various aspects of physiological processes related to plant
life.
CO5 - The learner compares the various theories underlying absorption and comprehends the
process of absorption of water and ascent of sap.
CO6 - The learner will apply the principles of chromatography to separate plant pigments.
CO7 - The learner will familiarise with the basic skills in experiments related to photosynthesis
and respiration.

SEMESTER III
BOT3RBBM - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, BIOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTATION,
BIOSTATISTICS AND MICROTECHNIQUE
CO1 - Students gain knowledge about methodologies adopted in research.
CO2 - Understands the method for submitting research projects.
CO3 - Understands the principles and applications of microscopy and instrumentation in
biological research.
CO4 - Understands various statistical tools and analysis of biological data
CO5 - Interpret the basic pattern of plant growth from different kinds of meristems
andunderstand the relationships between primary growth and secondary growth.
CO6 - Develop awareness about killing, fixing, staining, dehydration, clearing, embeddingand
sectioning; whole mounts, and specimen preparation for electron microscopy.

BOT3PP

- PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND PLANT BREEDING

CO1 - The learner will understand the various aspects of physiological processes related to
plantlife.
CO2 - The learner compares the various theories underlying absorption and comprehends
theprocess of absorption of water and ascent of sap.
CO3 - The learner will apply the principles of chromatography to separate plant pigments.
CO4 - The learner will familiarise with the basic skills in experiments related to
photosynthesisand respiration.
CO5 - The learner will understand the role of plant growth regulators and their significance.
CO6 - The learner will apply the modern breeding methods in improving agricultural crop
varieties

BOT3BT - BIOTECHNOLOGY
CO1 - Students gain knowledge and develop skill in plant tissue culture techniques which finds
application in the agricultural and environmental fields.
CO2 - They are able to demonstrate the techniques involved in cloning desired genes into
competent cells and screening for the expression of these genes in the progeny.
CO3 - Develops understanding on the various applications of genetic engineering in medical,
environmental and agricultural fields.
CO4 - They are trained on the theoretical aspects of construction of molecular libraries,
genomics, proteomics, and recent molecular techniques that find applications in biotechnology.
CO5 - The learner gains an insight into the judicious use of biotechnology for environmental and
medical applications and is aware of the ethical principles and issues pertaining to the use of
genetic engineering.

BOT3TA

- TAXONOMY OF ANGIOSPERMS

CO1. Develops understanding on the various tools of taxonomy.
CO2. Develops skill in understanding the various sources of taxonomic characters.
CO3. Provides an insight into the methodology of naming plants.
CO4. Enables to understand the diversity of tropical flora.
CO5. Creates awareness on scope and importance of ethnic knowledge.

SEMESTER IV
BOT4FAE - FOOD, AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTALMICROBIOLOGY
CO1- Students will be familiar with the concept of food microbiology relating to microbial
ecology offood and common microbe-food interactions, both beneficial and deleterious.
CO2 - Capable of developing methods to control the growth of microorganisms in food by
analyses ofappropriate food processing techniques
CO3- Enable students to appreciate the need for safe procedures at all points along the
foodproduction and the best practice of storing, handling and distribution of food
CO4- Gains knowledge on the microbes in soil and Identifies the significance of biofertilizers
andbiopesticides in agriculture production
CO5 - Stimulates interest in the learner to identify methods for effective integration of
biotechnologicalmethods for environment management

BOT4CM

- CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY

CO1- The learner will list out the events of antigens and antibodies reactions.
CO2 - The learner compares the epidemiology of common viral with the bacterial diseases
inhumans and comprehends the various host defense mechanisms during infections.

CO3- The learner will apply the principles and methods of antigen antibodyinteractionin vitro.
CO4 - The learner will familiarize with the basic skills in bacterial staining andidentification
related to diseases in humans.
CO5 - The learner will get acquainted with the fungal and protozoan diseases in humansand their
significance in pathogenesis.

BOT4(PE)

- INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY

CO1 - The course will introduce the learners to the application of industrial microbiology inlarge
scale industrial fermentation processes
CO2 - The significance of the selection of bioreactor for the production of each type
offermentation product will be taught
CO3 - They will understand that media selection is one of the key factors deciding thequality of
the final product
CO4 - The course will create awareness regarding the range of industrially importantproducts
produced through industrial fermentation
CO5 - They will learn about the types and application of immobilization of cells and enzymes in
industrial microbiology.

M.Sc. CHEMISTRY
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Students should have attained basic knowledge in Organo metallics and Nuclear
Chemistry
PSO2 - Obtained a secure foundation in Organic Chemistry
PSO3 - Developed fundamental understanding of quantum Chemistry and Group Theory
PSO4 - Familiarized with Basic Principles of Classical and Statistical Thermodynamics
PSO5 - Students should have familiarized with Co-ordination Chemistry.
PSO6 - Learned Basic principles of Synthetic Organic Chemistry.
PSO7 - Developed their experimental skills in Computational Chemistry.
PSO8 - Familiarized with basic Molecular Spectroscopic Techniques.
PSO9 - Should have advanced knowledge in Inorganic Chemistry.
PSO10 - Familiarized with Advanced Synthetic Organic Chemistry.
PSO11 - Developed fundamental as well as detailed knowledge of Chemical Kinetics, Surface
Chemistry and Photochemistry.
PSO12 - Well versed in Spectroscopic techniques.
PSO13 - Acquired advanced knowledge in Analytical Chemistry.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER – I
CHE1OMNC - ORGANOMETALLICS AND NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY
CO1 -The Course seeks to provide a deep insight into Inorganic Chemistry, toemphasise the
concepts of organanometallic chemistry like synthesis, structure, bonding, reactions, catalysis
and a brief introduction to organometallic polymers
CO2 - The course also aims to give a detailed study of bioinorganic compounds and nuclear
chemistry.
CHE1SMOC - STRUCTURAL AND MOLECULAR ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CO1 - The course seeks to provide a deep insight into Organic Chemistry byintroducing the
basic concepts in organic and physical organic chemistry.
CO2 - Students are allowed to exemplify in the areas of stereochemistry and conformational
analyses.
CHE1QCGT - QUANTUM CHEMISTRY AND GROUP THEORY
CO1 -Aims to introduce students to the basics of quantum mechanics.

CO2 - Intends to enable the students to apply the principles of quantum mechanics to simple
molecular systems
CO3 - Enable the students to identify the various symmetry elements and point groups of
molecules.
CO4 - Aims to help the students to construct character table of molecules
CO5 - Course imparts the students the necesarry competancies to apply the principles of
group theory in various spectroscopic techniques.
CHE1CSTD - CLASSICAL AND STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS
CO1 - Seeks to provide a deep insight into various aspects ofclassical and statistical
thermodynmics.
CO2 - Enable the students to understand the concepts of phase equilibrium and non
equilibrium thermodynamics.
SEMESTER II
CHE2CC - COORDINATION CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Give the students an idea of structure, bonding, reactions,stereochemistry, spectral and
magnetic properties of coordination compounds and the general characteristics of lanthanide
and actinides.
CO2 - Provide a deep insight into various aspects ofbonding, reactions, spectral and
magnetic properties of metal complexes.
CO3 - Provides an indepth knowledge about stereochemistry of coordination compounds.
CHE2ORM - ORGANIC REACTION MECHANISMS
CO1 - Give the students a thorough knowledge about different reactionintermediates, reaction
mechanisms and concerted reactions.
CO2 -Intends to explore organic reaction mechanism in detail.
CO3 - Enables the students to learn about different types of reaction intermediates and their
role in organic reactions. Chemistry of carbonyl compounds is discussed in detail.
CO3 - Allows the students to explore the role of pericyclic reactions in organic synthesis.
CHE2MS - MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY -I
CO1 - Give an introductive picture of theoretical aspects of spectroscopictechniques by
focussing on the fundamentals.
CO2 - Fundamentals of spectroscopic techniques are discussedin detail.
CO3 - The various aspects of resonance spectroscopy – NMR, EPR and MB spectra are
ellaborated.

CO4 - Students are allowed to familiarize with the applications of various spectroscopic
techniques.
CHE2CBCC - CHEMICAL BONDING AND COMPUTATIONAL CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Give the students an idea about the approximation methods inquantum mechanics and
fundamental knowledge about computational chemistry
CO2 - Intends to introduce the basic concepts in QuantumMechanics.
CO3 - Enables the students to learn about chemical bonding as well as the application of
Group theory in chemicl bonding.
CO4 - Explores Computational chemistry in detail with focus on computational chemistry
calculations.
CHE2IC(P) - INORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL-I
CO1 - Give the students a practical training on seperation and identification of a mixture of
metal ions, colorimetric estimation of some metal ions and prepartaion and characterization
of certain metal complexes using different spectroscopic techniques.
CO2 - Students will learn to seperate and identify cations in a mixture. The basics of
colorimetric estimation will be discussed in detail. Spectral analysis of complexes will be
done.
SEMESTER - III
CHE3SIC - STRUCTURAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Master the students in solid state chemistry , study electrical ,magneticand optical
properties of solids and to understand various inorganic compounds.
CO2 - Discusses in detail solid state chemistry with focus on electric,magnetic and optical
properties.
CO3 - Inorganic chains, rings, cages and clusters are discussed in detail. It also discusses
about chemistry of materials.
CHE3OS - ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
CO1 - Master the students in various aspects of synthetic organic chemistry
CO2 - discusses in detail organic synthesis with modern organicreagents and synthetic methods.
CO3 - helps the students to understand the construction of carbocyclic and heterocyclic ring
systems and the principles of reterosynthesis.
CO4 - focus on the protection and deprotection methods in organic synthesis as well as the
biosynthesis of various natural products

CHECSCP - CHEMICAL KINETICS, SURFACE CHEMISTRY AND
PHOTOCHEMISTRY
CO1 - Familiarizes the students with various theories and mechanisms ofChemical Kinetics,
surface chemistry and photochemistry
CO2 - Discusses in detail the various theories and mechanism of chemical kinetics
CO4 - Deals with the various thoeries of adsorption as well as characterization techniques in
surface studies
CO5 - Deals with the concepts, kinetics and applications of photochemistry
CHE3SMC - SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS IN CHEMISTRY
CO1 -Introduce the students to the theories (extended knowledge of fundamentals in semester II)
and applications of various spectroscopic techniques in structure elucidation and interpretations.
CO2 - Focusses on the theories of UV-Vis, IR, NMR and Mass Spectroscopy. It
CO3 - introduces the fundamental as well as advanced problem solving techniques for
structure elucidation through spectral interpretation.
CO4 - enables the students to elucidate the structure of compounds using these spectroscopic
techniques.
ELECTIVE COURSE- 1
CHE4AIC - ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CO1 - Familiarizes the students with the advanced methods and theories inInorganic
Chemistry
CO2 - Discusses applications of group theory in various molecules/complexes.The inorganic
spectroscopic techniques like IR, Raman, EPR and Mossbeaur techniques on various
molecules are discussed in detail.
CO3 - Focusses on the advanced concepts in inorganic photochemistry.
CO4 - Elaborates on nanomaterials, their characterization and applications. The concept of
acids and bases in non-aqueous media is discussed in detail.
ELECTIVE COURSE- II
CHE4AOC - ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CO1 - master the students in various fields of advanced organic chemistry.
CO2 - enables the students to learn molecular recognition in supramolecular chemistry.
CO3 - discusses in detail the principles of green chemistry and green alternatives of organic
synthesis .
CO4 - The stereochemistry of various organic transformations are discussed in detail.

CO5 - This paper deals with the chemistry of natural products, biomolecules, different
aspects of medicinal chemistry and advances in polymer chemistry.
CO6 - Students are allowed to explore various research methodologies in chemistry.
ELECTIVE COURSE-III
CHE4AC - ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

CO1 - familiarizes the students with the advanced methods and theories inAnalytical
Chemistry
CO2 - helps the students to understand the various instrumental methods in analytical chemistry.
CO3 - enables the students to understand Capillary Electrophoresis , Capillary Electro
Chromatography and process instrumentation.
CO4 - Students are allowed to learn about aquatic resources and various methods of desalination.
CHE4IC(P) - INORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL-II
CO1 - Give the students a practical training on estimation of a binarymixtures of metal ions
using volumetric and gravimetric methods.
CO2 - Give the students a practical training in analysis of alloys.
CO3 - Provide a practical experience to estimate metal ions in a binary mixture using
volumetric and gravimetric methods
CHE4OC(P) - ORGANIC CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL-II
CO1 - Give the students a practical training on preparation involving two step
synthetic sequences by chemical methods.
CO2 - Give the students a practical training on preparation involving multistep
synthetic sequences by the green alternatives of chemical methods.
CO3 - Give the students a hands-on training on microwave assisted organic synthesis
CO4 - Help the students to develop a skill in predicting FTIR, UV-Visible, 1H and 13C
NMR spectra of the substrates and products at each stage of the products synthesized by the
above methods.
CO5 - Aimed to provide a practical experience on preparation involving two step synthetic
sequences by chemical methods.
CO6 - Seeks to provide a practical training preparation involving multistep synthetic
sequences by the green alternatives of chemical meth
CO7 - Provides hands-on training on microwave assisted organic synthesis. The course is
aimed to provide a skill in predicting spectra spectra of the substrates and products at each
stage of the products synthesized by the above methods.

CHE4PC(P) - PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY PRACTICAL-II
CO1 - give the students a practical training on different physical chemistry experiments
based on chemical kinetics, polarimetry, refractometry, viscosity, conductiviy measurements
and potentiometry.
CO2 - learn to conduct experiments based on chemical kinetics, polarimetry, refractometry,
viscosity, conductiviy measurements and potentiometry.

M.Sc. CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Demonstrate a sound research based knowledge of physical, socio-emotional
intellectual, and language development of normal children and children with special needs.
PSO2 - Aware of the recent trends in research in child development with development of affinity
for research and carry out research in the area of child and adolescent development
PSO3 - Acquaint on the theories of child development from different perspectivesand application
of theories to face challenges faced in educational and care settings.
PSO4 - Have the capacity to provide awareness to all stake holders on all matters related to child
development, utilising sound communication skills to ensure appropriate interaction and
outcome.
PSO5 -To be an empathetic and reflective listener, especially within a counselling setting.
PSO6 - Demonstrate the capacity to develop, implement and evaluate programmes and
interventions for the development of children and adolescents.
PSO7 - Ability to work with children at risks, children with development delays, children with
special needs.
PSO8 - Have knowledge on the mental health needs at different stages of child development,
with special reference to adolescent issues and the strategies to promote.
PSO9 -An accomplished communicator, independent learner, flexible team worker, skilled in the
use of IT.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER – I
HCD1ACD -ADVANCED STUDY IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CO1 - Describe the major developmental milestones in physical, cognitive, social and emotional
development from conception through to adolescence.
CO2 - Aware of the recent trends in research in all domains of child development
CO3 - Develop an interest in specific areas in child development.
CO4 - Examine the role of environmental factors in prenatal development
CO5 - Identify the teratogens affecting prenatal development in the Kerala context.
CO6 - Discuss the infant screening and assessment tests available in Kerala.
CO7 - List the environmental factors affecting behaviour in children.
HCD1ECC - EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND EDUCATION

CO1 - Be sensitive and reflect on the perspectives, priorities and problems of early childhood
and early primary education
CO2 - Develop insight into the process of child development and learning
CO3 - Plan and implement such tasks as shall meet children’s need for education and
development
CO4 - Implement the methodology of ECCE for transacting different curricular areas in classes
CO5 - Network with parents, community and other organizations to generate awareness and seek
their involvement in ECCE programmes
CO6 - Provide appropriate interventions to meet requirements of an inclusive classroom
CO7 - Appreciate the language and cultural diversity that comprises the Indian social fabric and
many co-existing social realities
CO8 - Develop skill sets appropriate for transacting Activity Based Learning
CO9 - Use local talents and skills along with contemporary use of computers in the classroom
HCD1ADO -ADOLESCENCE: DEVELOPMENT AND CHALLENGES
CO1 - Develop an understanding of adolescent development.
CO2 - Explore the factors influencing adolescents
CO3 - Understand the interdependency of factors and adolescents.
CO4 - Appreciate the importance of adolescence.
HCD1NLC - NUTRITION THROUGH LIFE CYCLE
CO1 -Understand the human nutrient requirements of both macro and micronutrients.
CO2 - Comprehend the basis of computation of the ICMR Recommended Dietary Allowances of
the various nutrients for Indians for adults.
CO3 - Learn the additional nutritional requirements and associated dietary modifications to be
made to meet the physiological demands during pregnancy and lactation.
CO4 - Familiarise with the recent concerns in the field of nutrition such as foetal programming,
pregnancy and lactation in the age of AIDS, adolescent pregnancy, mother and Baby friendly
initiatives
CO5 - Study the care and nutritional requirements of infants, pre-schoolers, giving emphasis to
feeding practices of infants, preterm and low birth weight infants, importance of good weaning
and supplementary feeding practices for all round development of children.
HCD1ECCE -EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE AND EDUCATION – INTERNSHIP AND
PRACTICALS
CO1 - Acquire skills in planning, organizing and implementing programme in a pre-school (rural
and urban)
CO2 - Familiarize students with community and parents regarding ECCE.
CO3 - Develop skills in organizing community and parental awareness programmes in rural and
urban areas relating to early childhood.

SEMESTER – II
HCD2ECSN -EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS I
CO1 - Develop an understanding of how learning takes place in an individual’s mind.
CO2 - Develop a keen awareness of eight major neurodevelopmental functions.
CO3 - Understand how dysfunctions in any of these neurodevelopmental systems can obstruct
roads to success.
CO4 - Explore the multiple forces determining a child’s neurodevelopmental profile.
CO5 - Learn to correlate how lifestyles may affect learning styles.
CO6 - Describe how each of the neurodevelopmental constructs are organized.
HCD2CRW -CHILD RIGHTS AND WELFARE
CO1 - Explore the current status of girl children in India.
CO2 - Learn the definition and evolution of child rights
CO3 - Examine the current issues concerning child rights.
CO4 - Learn to correlate child sex ratio and gender issues.
CO5 - Understand the existing issues and problems faced by slum children, children of migrant
workers and other children belonging to the lower sections of our country.
HCD2MHDP - MENTAL HEALTH IN DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE
CO1 - Understand the concept and significance of mental health of children and adolescents and
its the relevance in the present scenario.
CO2 - Examine the status of mental health of children and adolescents in India.
CO3 - Investigate the programmes developed by governmental and non-governmental agencies
to promote mental health in children.
CO4 - Critically evaluate the risk factors to mental health of children in infancy, toddlerhood,
early childhood, middle childhood and adolescence.
CO5 - Analyse the contribution of attachment and bonding in early years for promoting mental
health.
CO6 - Understand the mental health needs at different stages of development and the strategies
to promote.
CO7 - Develop skills in organizing mental health programmes for the community
HCD2RMS -RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICS
CO1 -Understand and apply the appropriate statistical techniques to analyse numerical data and
draw inferences.
CO2 - Develop an understanding on descriptive statistical analysis

CO3 - Understand sampling distribution of means and various applications of parametric tests
CO4 - Familiarize the fundamentals of SPSS and its applications
CO5 - Explore the use of computers in statistical analysis
CO6 - Apply computers in documenting text related to research and statistics
CO7 - Equip with the skill of presenting results obtained pictorially
HCD2CRWP - CHILD RIGHTS AND WELFARE - PRACTICAL
CO1 - Explore the current status of girl children in India.
CO2 - Learn the definition and evolution of child rights
CO3 - Examine the current issues concerning child rights.
CO4 - Learn to correlate child sex ratio and gender issues.
CO5 - Understand the existing issues and problems faced by slum children, children of migrant
workers and other children belonging to the lower sections of our country.
SEMESTER – III
HCD3TCB - THEORIES OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND BEHAVIOUR
CO1 - Predict/understand the basis of child development and behaviour
CO2 - Examine theories of child development from different perspectives: psychoanalytic,
learning, cognitive, ethological, contextual system perspective etc.
CO3- Describe the contributions of each theory in explaining child development
CO4 - Apply theoretical knowledge in promoting research in child development. Call for further
theoretical and research enquiry.
CO5 - Plan intervention programmes based on theoretical knowledge in child and adolescent
development.
CO6 - Compare the major theories of child development and critically evaluate the major
developmental theories for strengths and weaknesses.
CO7 - Application of theories to face challenges faced in educational and care settings.
HCD3MTC- METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF CHILD STUDY
CO1 - Demonstrate the ability to identify and formulate issues critically.
CO2 - Autonomously and creatively plan and use appropriate methods of studying children.
CO3 - Undertake tasks within predetermined time frames.
CO4 - Demonstrate ability to writing report clearly and discuss his or her conclusions.
CO5 - Explore the skills required for participation in research.
CO6 - Demonstrate awareness of ethical aspects of research work.
CO7 - Identify the personal need for further knowledge.
CO8 - Learn the possibilities and limitations of research.
CO9 - Explore the different standardized tests used for studying the various domains of
Development.

HCD3ECS - EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS II
CO1 - Describe how each of the neurodevelopmental constructs are organized.
CO2 - Discuss the importance of focusing on strengths of a child.
CO3 - Explore ways to identify the breakdown points of a child.
CO4 - Develop an understanding about co-morbid conditions associated with learning Disability.
CO5 - Explore the different methods of remediation.
CO6 - Identify the actionable steps like Individualised Educational Program to deal with
deficiencies in learning process.
HCD3SWP - SCIENTIIC WRITING AND PROJECT FORMULATION
CO1 - Understand and apply the appropriate statistical techniques to analyse numerical data and
draw inferences.
CO2 - Develop an understanding on descriptive statistical analysis
CO3 - Understand sampling distribution of means and various applications of parametric tests
CO4 - Familiarize the fundamentals of SPSS and its applications
CO5 - Explore the use of computers in statistical analysis
CO6 - Apply computers in documenting text related to research and statistics
CO7 - Equip with the skill of presenting results obtained pictorially
HCD3SERP -SPECIAL EDUCATION AND REHABILITATION STRATEGIES
CO1 -Develop an IEP based study skill strategy on a topic in science and social science and
record the academic progress of the child.
CO2 - Observe lessons delivered by experienced teachers and staff of institutions rendering
remedial education for the learning disabled.
SEMESTER – IV
HCD4GCE - GERONTOLOGY AND CARE OF THE ELDERLY
CO1 - Make the students aware of the issues facing the elderly in India
CO2 - Know the theoretical frame work in the study of ageing
CO3 - Impart necessary skills for making effective interventions for care of elderly.
HCD4GC -GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING
CO1 - Equip the students with the knowledge on meaning and goals of counselling .
CO2 - Examine the scope of counselling for children with reference to Indian scenario.
CO3 - Critically analyse the concepts, scope and theories that govern the process of guidance and
counselling.

CO4 - Describe the fundamental principles of guidance and counselling.
CO5 - Become Aware on the different perspectives/theories of counselling
CO6 - Coordinate and communicate with various stakeholders in the process of guidance and
counselling.
HCD4WS - WOMEN’S STUDIES
CO1 - Create awareness among the students about the status of women in India.
CO2 - Familiarize with the issues and problems of women
CO3 - Motivate students towork for the betterment of women
HCD4EM -ENTREPRENEURSHIIP MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Gain an understanding of the various aspects and types of business organizations
CO2 - Impart information on the various sources of finance and also on the process of setting up
small enterprise.
CO3 - Enable students to understand the relevance of entrepreneurship and to develop effective
entrepreneurship skills among students.
HCD4GC(P) -GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING /REMEDIAL
CO1 - Gain an understanding of the emotional problems confronting children and adults.
CO2 - Develop the skills of the students in offering guidance and counselling for children and
parents/adults.
CO3 - Develop skills in organizing programmes related to preventive / facilitative /
developmental counselling.

M.Sc. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND INTERIOR DESIGNING
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 -Develop knowledge and competency in interior and exterior space designing.
PSO2 - Acquire teaching and research in academic and other institutions.
PSO3 - Develop entrepreneurial skills and self employment potential in specific areas of
resource management and Interior Designing.
PSO4 - Acquire skill in planning, organising and evaluating of various events.
PSO5 - Inculcate eco concerns in resource management among the students
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER – I
HRM1ARM - ADVANCED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Understand the significance of management in the micro and macro level organization.
CO2 - Identify the managerial skills and leadership qualities for management.
CO3 - Ability to locate, analyze, implement synthesis and evaluate resources
CO4 - Assess the concept and functions of management.
CO5 - Provide an overview of philosophy, values, goals, standards, polices and strategies in
management.
CO6 - Understand the strategies for integrating human resources.
CO7 - Study the basics of financial management
CO8 - Monitor resource control and apply emerging trends in resource management
HRM1ECR - ECO CONCERNS IN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Enable students to understand the relevance of environment to resource management
CO2 - Enable students to know various community resources and their management.
CO3 - Develop Eco concerns in students
CO4 - Students will be empowered to think and act theologically as well as ethically about
environmental issues
CO5 - Develops them into good resource managers such as energy, water, waste etc.
CO6 - Develop the students into environmentally committed citizen
HR1HA - HOUSING AND ARCHITECTURE
CO1 - Well informed in the history of housing and ancient Architecture
CO2 - Familiar with factors affecting housing design and construction

CO3 - Expert evaluators of house buildings and house plans
CO4 - Acquainted with the designing of residences
CO5 - Well informed of present housing conditions in India
CO6 - Knowledgeable on the fundamentals of building construction and materials
CO7 - Competent designers and exponents of low cost housing
CO8 - Sensitive and responsive of sustainable and eco friendly housing
CO9 - Up to date regarding global trends in housing

HRM1ERG–ERGONOMICS
CO1 - Make the students aware of the role of ergonomics in work effectiveness and efficiency
CO2 - Understand the Ergonomical factors contributing to productivity, safety, control and wellbeing of individual performing the work
CO3 - Identify the ill effects wrong work postures
CO4 - realize the importance of anthropometry and its application in ergonomics
CO5 - Obtain knowledge in environmental parameters and its application in ergonomic work
space design.
CO6 - Discover how the work environment can be improved using occupational safety
CO7 - Learn how to create safer and more comfortable work environments and
CO8 - Assess design consideration for tools/equipments in various work stations
HRM1EM(P) - EVENT MANAGEMENT (PRACTICAL)
CO1 - Awareness of the role and purpose(s) of special events in organization and in general.
CO2 - Understand the techniques and strategies required to plan successful event management.
CO3 - Develop knowledge and competencies required to promote, implement and conduct
various events.
CO4 - Ability to assess the quality and success of special events using management evaluation
techniques.
CO5 - Multitasking and networking strategies.
CO6 - Capable of Budgeting and cost analyses of different events
CO7 - Direct purposeful experiences- first hand of handling different events.
SEMESTER II
HRM2HE - HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
CO1 - Make the students aware of various household equipment
CO2 - Understand the factors contributing to productivity, safety, control and well- being of
household equipment
CO3 - Identify the ill- effects of wrong equipment, poor work space design and space shortage

CO4 - Realize the importance of labour saving equipments in households
CO5 - Obtain knowledge in the care and maintenance of household equipments
CO6 - Discover how the work environment can be improved using equipments
CO7 - Learn how to create safer and more comfortable work environment for homemakers
CO8 - Assess design consideration for tools/equipments
HRM2IDCA - INTERIOR DECORATION AND CREATIVE ARTS
CO1 - Make students aware of the design fundamentals
CO2 - Gain the basic knowledge of furnishing the residential space
CO3 - Gain better understanding as regard to selection and care of furniture, furnishings and
accessories.
HRM2FSOM - FOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Develop knowledge about different types of food service units and its evolution.
CO2 - Develop awareness on the procedures necessary to start and plan new ventures
CO3 - Equip learners to understand and manage human resources in terms of leadership, staff
recruitment procedures, employee appraisal.
CO4 - Impart necessary expertise to standardize recipes, stepping up recipes, quantity food
production and service involving principles of cost control, purchasing policies, menu planning,
portion control and ensuring quality control in food preparation.
CO5 - Able to plan and design layout of work centres in the various functional areas of a food
service establishment
CO6 - Understand types and factors affecting selection and purchase of equipments.
CO7 - Familiarize with the food laws, standards and regulations governing the food service
industry.
CO8 - Appraise learners of the need for sanitation and safety in the food industry
CO9 - Understand the need for efficient personnel management in the food industry
HRM2RMS - RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICS
CO1 - Understand and apply the appropriate statistical techniques to analyse numerical data and
draw inferences.
CO2 - Develop an understanding on descriptive statistical analysis
CO3 - Understand sampling distribution of means and various applications of parametric tests
CO4 - Familiarize the fundamentals of SPSS and its applications
CO5 - Explore the use of computers in statistical analysis
CO6 - Apply computers in documenting text related to research and statistics
CO7 - Equip with the skill of presenting results obtained pictorially
CO8 - Understand the significance of research methods.
CO9 - Explore the types, tools and methods of research

CO10 - Develop the ability to construct data gathering instruments appropriate to the research
design.
CO11 - Appreciate and understand importance of writing scientifically.
CO12 - Develop competence in writing and abstracting skills.
CO13 - Explain the concept of population, sample and other concepts linked with sampling.
CO14 - Familiarize with the procedures for classification, tabulation and graphical representation
of data.
CO15 - Understand the types and characteristics of research design
CO16 - Know the characteristics and steps involved in the conduct of research design
CO17 - Familiarize with the concepts of reliability and validity in research
HRM2HF(P) - HOME FURNISHINGS(Practical)
CO1 - Understand the various types of fabrics suitable for different interiors.
CO2 - Developing theme based interiors
CO3 - Execute current styles of surface ornamentation on fabric.
CO4 - Print fabric with different techniques.
CO5 - Ascertain fabric requirement for interiors
SEMESTER III
HRM3CS - CONSUMER STUDIES
CO1 - Make students aware of the economic system in India.
CO2 - Explain various marketing strategies , product management , pricing and promotion
CO3 - Familiarize students with changing trends in consumer world.
CO4 - Equip and impart knowledge on consumer related facts and issues.
CO5 - Make students aware of consumer rights and responsibilities
CO6 - Impart knowledge on consumer acts and regulations
CO7 - Discuss the purpose and scope of consumer research.
CO8 - Make students enlightened empowered and smart consumers.
HRM3CMC - CRISIS MANAGEMENT AND COUNSELING
CO1 - Identify crisis situations- personal and community.
CO2 - Determine protective and risk factors which can reduce the impact of crises.
CO3 - Predict and evolve techniques to reduce the effect of crisis in community.
CO4 - Interpret the intervention strategies required for different types of crises.
CO5 - Examine various conflict resolution techniques.
CO6 - Understand stress management techniques.
CO7 - Interpret and attain good counselling skills to resolve crisis situations.
HRM3HA - HOSPITALITY ADMINISTRATION

CO1 - Conversant of the functions of various departments of Hospitality Industry
CO2 - Informed on the various records and registers for control in the different departments
CO3 - Proficient in organising and executing staff duties, training and appraisals
CO4 - Competent in Linen room and Laundry management
CO5 - Familiar with Upkeep, Sanitation and Safety Aspects of hospitality institutions
CO6 - Resourceful in aesthetic treatments of Interior environment
CO7 - Efficient supervisors of service staff of various departments
CO8 - Adept in teaching at hotel management institutes
CO9 - Able managers of various hospitality organisations
CO10 - Experts in module preparation for training housekeeping attendants
HRM3SPF - SCIENTIFIC WRITING AND PROJECT FORMULATION
CO1 -Familiarize the fundamentals of scientific writing
CO2 - Explore the scopeof project formulation and its management
CO3 - Application of computer based strategies in scientific writing
CO4 - Equip with the skill of project formulation
CO5 - Understand the significance of project formulation
HRM3IDCA(P) - INTERIOR DECORATION AND CREATIVE ARTS (PRACTICAL)
CO1 - Develop skills in various art processes
CO2 - Appreciate the aesthetic elements involved in the art process
CO3 -Develop colour scheme for various rooms
CO4 -Develop skill in decorating home
SEMESTER 1V
HRM4LF - LANDSCAPING AND FLORICULTURE
CO1 - Enable students to gain knowledge on landscape gardening and its appropriate application
CO2 - Acquire skills in cultivation of different garden plants.
CO3 - Instill entrepreneurial skill in floriculture and nursery management
HRM4WS - WOMEN STUDIES
CO1 - Develop awarenesson gender discrimination
CO2 - Enable students to acquire various women empowerment strategies.
CO3 - Instill entrepreneurial skills in students
CO4 - Educate studentsabout various law and legal protection that are favouring to women
HRM4CRI - COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR SPACE DESIGNING
CO1 - Knowledgeable of the general influence of architecture in interior space design

CO2 - Informed on the purposes and characteristics of spaces
CO3 - Capable of planning residential and commercial spaces
CO4 - Capacity to develop and execute Space saving techniques and Multipurpose spaces
CO5 - Competent on the creative use of Illusions
CO6 - Skilled in remodelling, alteration and repairs based on aesthetics and suitability
CO7 - Familiar with applied Ergonomics in Interior work space designing
CO8 - Informed of Specialized services in interiors
CO9 - Qualified to be Professional Interior designers
CO10 - Trained on basics of Computer Aided Design and drafting
CO11 - Experts in current trends in interior design and decoration
CO12 - Connoisseurs of design and decoration articles of good taste.
HRM4EM - ENTREPRENEURSHIP MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Understanding on the concept of entrepreneurship.
CO2 - Identification of prospective entrepreneurial opportunities
CO3 - Awareness on procedures and documents to start an enterprise.
CO4 - Know how of the subsidy and benefits for women entrepreneur.
CO5 - Ability to do market analysis.
CO6 - Development of a project proposal for funding.
CO7 - Knowledge on selection of product, implementation and manpower selection.
CO8 - Develop marketing strategies.
CO9 - Maintain the accounts and manage the finance
HRM4SPD(P) - SPACE PLANNING AND DESIGNING (PRACTICAL)
CO1 - Skill development in Graphic Design and Technical Drawing
CO2 - Expertise in Historical Designs and Sources
CO3 - Proficient in Design communication and representational techniques
CO4 - Compassionate designers on environmental and sustainable issues
CO5 - Skillful Event coordinators and design consultants
CO6 - Innovative developers of shop and window displays
CO7 - Sensitive designers of planning inclusive spaces for differently abled
CO8 - Interior designers with competence in Residential and commercial space planning
CO9 - Creative and dexterous entrepreneurs in the field of Interior design and decoration

M.Sc. FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME
PSO1 - Impart knowledge and develop capacities of the students through higher education in the
areas of human nutrition viz. food science, food safety quality control and food product
development.
PSO2 - Enable the students to become professionals who can effectively play a role in academics
PSO3 - Provide a critical approach to understanding of diet and health issues, the implications
for public health and dietetics
PSO4 - Gain insight into National Nutrition Programmes and develop skills in organizing and
evaluating nutrition projects in the community.
PSO5 - Develop capacity to undertake research in nutrition
PSO6 - Create understanding of food constituents in the context of their manufacture and
storage, particularly from the standpoints of food processing ,safety and nutritional attributes
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
HFN1HP - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
CO1 - Understand the anatomy and physiology of the circulatory system.
CO2 -Comprehend the role of the digestive system in the human body.
CO3 - Obtain understanding regarding the role of the kidneys in homeostasis
CO4 - Discuss the role of the respiratory system and list respiratory disorders.
CO5 - Summarize structure of the nervous system
CO6 - Comprehend the role of hormones in the human body.
CO7 - Describe the structural and functional aspects of the human reproductive system.
HFN1AN - ADVANCED NUTRITION –I
CO1 - Know the different components of total energy expenditure
CO2 - Explain the different laboratory methods to assess energy expenditure
CO3 - Learn the central nervous system (CNS) regions involved in the regulation of energy
intake
CO4 - Learn the neurotransmitters and cells involved in appetite regulation
CO5 - Expand the knowledge of how carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins are digested, absorbed,
transported in the blood, and metabolized in human body

CO6 - Compare and contrast the classes of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins macro minerals in
addition to their respective functions in the body.
CO7 - Know the definition and classification of fiber, know the food sources of fiber
CO8 - Understand the physiological effects of fiber in cardiovascular disease, insulin resistance,
and colon cancer
CO9 - Interpret the process of how the digestion and absorption of the macronutrients:
carbohydrates, fats and proteins occur.
CO10 - Recommend amounts and types of carbohydrates, fats and proteins and macro minerals
for wellness
CO11 - Recognize the signs and symptoms associated with macronutrient imbalances and make
clinical recommendations to restore optimal metabolic function on a well defined time scale.
CO12 - Know the different transporters involved in carbohydrate absorption and cellular uptake
CO13 - Learn how to assess glucose homeostasis
CO14 - Compare the several methods by which protein quality is measured
CO15 - Recognize the signs and symptoms of macro mineral deficiency and toxicity and suggest
preventive and curative interventions
CO16 - Integrate information of macronutrients in health and disease, with particular emphasis
on the most prevalent nutrition related diseases in India: cardiovascular disease, obesity,
diabetes, and cancer.
CO17 - Learn to critically evaluate nutrition information available from a variety of sources.
CO18 - Have an in depth knowledge of the physiological role of macronutrients how they act
and interact to maintain positive health and ward off diseases.
CO19 - Familiarise with the recent advances in nutrition and apply this knowledge in planning
for public Health Programmes
HFN1NB - NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY
CO1 - Review basic concepts of Carbohydrates, Protein, Lipids, Nucleic acids and related
metabolic pathways
CO2 - Understand energy release mechanisms involved in nutrient metabolism
CO3 - Comprehend inborn errors of metabolism of carbohydrates, protein, lipids and nucleic
acids
CO4 - Learn about regulation of metabolism in the human body
CO5 - Gain understanding on coenzyme functions of vitamins and antioxidant mechanisms.
HFN1NLC - NUTRITION THROUGH LIFE CYCLE
CO1 - Understand the human nutrient requirements of both macro and micronutrients.
CO2 - Comprehend the basis of computation of the ICMR Recommended Dietary Allowances of
the various nutrients for Indians for adults.
CO3 - Learn the additional nutritional requirements and associated dietary modifications to be
made to meet the physiological demands during pregnancy and lactation

CO4 - Familiarise with the recent concerns in the field of nutrition such as foetal programming,
pregnancy and lactation, adolescent pregnancy, mother and Baby friendly initiatives
CO5 - Study the care and nutritional requirements of infants, pre-schoolers, giving emphasis to
feeding practices of infants, preterm and low birth weight infants, importance of good weaning
and supplementary feeding practices for all round development of children.
CO6 - Understand the growth spurt and development in school going children and adolescents
and their dietary habits and eating disorders.
CO7 - Enable learners to discern the changes in elderly, their diet modifications in relation to the
physical, physiological, social and emotional changes and incidence of NCD’s.
CO8 - Create a knowledge on the basics of special feeding events such as space flights, low
temperature etc.
HFN1ANFA - ADVANCED NUTRITION AND FOOD ANALYSIS – PRACTICALS
CO1 - Gain knowledge in practical application of concepts in Advanced Nutrition
CO2 - Enable students develop skill in Food Analysis
CO3 - Establish a solid foundation and acquire scientific knowledge of the states of energy
balance
CO4 - Acquire skills to measure basal metabolic rate by predictive and kymographic methods \
CO5 - Appreciate relationship between energy contribution an carbohydrate content of diets
CO6 - Enable students’ acquisition of practical laboratory and field analytical skills and
competencies relevant to theory and practice of nutrition
CO7 - Demonstrate understanding of the types of fiber and acquire first hand information of the
fiber products available in the market
CO8 - Demonstrate in-depth understanding and knowledge of the evaluation of protein quality of
different foods in terms of various methods
CO9 - Develop practical skills in planning nutritious recipes for community programmes and
evaluate protein quality
CO10 -Provide students with ample opportunity to gain both laboratory and theoretical skills in
a ‘hands-on’ approach that allows the development of intellectual, practical and social skills
relevant to the work of a nutritionist.
CO11 - Develop, design and carry out an independent piece of research
SEMESTER II
HFN2CND - CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
CO1 - Understand the relevance of Nutrition Care in the hospital setting.
CO2 - Comprehend the role of Nutrition support in critically ill patients
CO3 - List the etiological factors for the development of disease conditions
CO4 - Understand the principles of dietary management for different disease conditions
CO5 - Describe the role of diet in the prevention of cardiovascular diseases and cancer.

CO6 - Illustrate the role of diet in the maintenance of optimal body weight.
HFN2AN - ADVANCED NUTRITION - II
CO1 - Relate biochemical and physiological roles of nutrients to manifestations of deficiency
and excess
CO2 - Summarize mechanisms of digestion and absorption, recognise sources , risk factors for
deficiency / toxicity
CO3 - Explain oxidative stress and the cellular mechanisms involved in controlling/handling
production of radicals
CO4 - Design study to assess iron bioavailability
CO5 - Explain organification of iodine and role of goitrogens
CO6 - Understand the biosynthesis of retinoids from provitamin A carotneoids via both central
and excentric cleavage pathways
CO7 - Apply the knowledge of nutrition to a variety of situations such as selection of foods to
provide appropriate nutrition during all phases of development and selection of foods to help in
the prevention of chronic disease.
CO8 - Lay the groundwork for subsequent courses which involve the application of this
knowledge to a variety of situations including design of diet therapies or diet prescriptions
CO9 - Explain how metabolic pathways are regulated during different dietary conditions.
HFN2FSOM - FOOD SERVICE ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Develop knowledge about different types of food service units and its evolution.
CO2 - Develop awareness on the procedures necessary to start and plan new ventures
CO3 - Equip learners to understand and manage human resources in terms of leadership, staff
recruitment procedures, employee appraisal
CO4 - Impart necessary expertise to standardise recipes, stepping up recipes, quantity food
production and service involving principles of cost control, purchasing policies, menu
planning,portion control and ensuring quality control in food preparation.
CO5 - Able to plan and design layout of work centres in the various functional areas of a food
service establishment
CO6 - Understand types and factors affecting selection and purchase of equipments.
CO7 - Familiarize with the foodlaws, standards and regulations governing the food service
industry.
CO8 - Appraise learners of the need for sanitation and safety in the food industry
CO9 - Understand the need for efficient personnel management in the food industry
HFN2RMS - RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICS
CO1 - Understand and apply the appropriate statistical techniques to analyse numerical data and
draw inferences.

CO2 - Develop an understanding on descriptive statistical analysis
CO3 - Understand sampling distribution of means and various applications of parametric tests
CO4 - Familiarize the fundamentals of SPSS and its applications
CO5 - Explore the use of computers in statistical analysis
CO6 - Apply computers in documenting text related to research and statistics
CO7 - Equip with the skill of presenting results obtained pictorially
CO8 - Understand the significance of research methods.
CO9 - Explore the types, tools and methods of research
CO10 - Develop the ability to construct data gathering instruments appropriate to the research
design.
CO11 - Appreciate and understand importance of writing scientifically.
CO12 - Develop competence in writing and abstracting skills.
CO13 - Explain the concept of population, sample and other concepts linked with sampling.
CO14 - Familiarize with the procedures for classification, tabulation and graphical representation
of data.
CO15 -Understand the types and characteristics of research design
CO16 - Know the characteristics and steps involved in the conduct of research design
CO17 - Familiarize with the concepts of reliability and validity in research
HFN2DFSM - DIETETICS AND FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Gain an understanding of nutritional supplements available in the market
CO2 - Plan and prepare therapeutic diets suitable for different disease conditions
CO3 - Comprehend diagnostic tests for different disease conditions
CO4 - Develop diet counselling tools for different disease conditions
SEMESTER III
HFN3FT - FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
CO1 - Gain an understanding of nutritional supplements available in the market
CO2 - Plan and prepare therapeutic diets suitable for different disease conditions
CO3 - Comprehend diagnostic tests for different disease conditions
CO4 - Develop diet counselling tools for different disease conditions
HFN3FB - FOOD BIOTECHNOLOGY
CO1 - Know the application of genetics in food production
CO2 - Understand molecular aspects of nutrition like GM food technology
CO3 - Learn the industrial applications of food biotechnology
CO4 - Expand the knowledge of Single Cell Proteins and Xenobiotics

CO5 - Comprehend techniques of Plant and Animal Culture
CO6 - Understand the regulatory aspects of Biotechnology
HFN3FMQ - FOOD MICROBIOLOGY AND QUALITY CONTROL
CO1 - Comprehend the role of microorganisms in food spoilage
CO2 - Summarize the techniques for microbiological examination of foods
CO3 - Understand the factors affecting microbial growth in foods
CO4 - List contaminants and toxicants in foods
CO5 - Understand the importance of food safety and laws governing the same.
CO6 - Comprehend the HACCP system for food safety
HFN3SPF - SCIENTIFIC WRITING AND PROJECT FORMULATION
CO1 - Familiarize the fundamentals of scientific writing
CO2 - Explore the scope of project formulation and its management
CO3 - Application of computer based strategies in scientific writing
CO4 - Equip with the skill of project formulation
CO5 - Understand the significance of project formulation
HFN3FM - FOOD SCIENCE AND MICROBIOLOGY - PRACTICALS
CO1 - Perform practicals determining gelatinisation temperature and gluten content of flours.
CO2 - Determination of acid value, iodine number, peroxide value and saponification number of
fats and oils
CO3 - Composition and quality evaluation of milk
CO4 - Comprehend procedure for sensory profiling of new products
CO5 - Comprehension of colloidal chemistry
CO6 - Preparation of common lab media and bacteriological assay of processed and unprocessed
foods
CO7 - Staining and identification of bacteria
SEMESTER IV
HFN4PHN - PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION
CO1 - Develop a holistic knowledge base and understanding of the aetiology, nature of
nutritional problems, their prevention and control
CO2 - Gain understanding of tools and techniques for nutritional surveillance in the community
CO3 - Familiarise various public health initiatives and organisations in fields related to human
health and nutrition

CO4 - Gain understanding of public health issues global and national level.
CO5 - Communicate Nutrition Information effectively to educate the community.
CO6 - Lead and participate in groups to address specific nutritional issues
CO7 - Develop mechanisms to monitor and evaluate programmes for their effectiveness and
quality. Defining, assessing and understanding the determinants of health and illness as well as
factors contributing to health promotion and disease prevention influencing the use of health
services.
CO8 - Provide a biological description for the major causes of nutritional deficiency disorders
and their pathology.
CO9 - Understand the role of public health organisations epidemiological principles to describe
and analyze causes of disease and illness.
HFN4BT - BIOPHYSICAL TECHNIQUES
CO1 - Introduce students to various modern instrumental techniques in nutrition research.
CO2 - Understand the applications, strengths and limitations of biophysical methods.
CO3 - Understand the principles of chromatographic separation of compounds
CO4 - Comprehend the principles of electrophoresis
CO5 - Describe the role of enzymes in the human body.
CO6 - Discuss the basics of instrumentation for biophysical assays.
CO7 - Illustrate the role of radioactive isotopes in bioassays.
HFN4NSF - NUTRITION IN SPORTS AND FITNESS
CO1 - Understand the components of health and fitness and the role of nutrition in these.
CO2 - Enable students to make nutritional, dietary and physical activity recommendations to
achieve fitness and well-being.
CO3 - Develop ability to evaluate fitness and well-being
CO4 - Understand physiological changes and nutritional requirements during sports events.
CO5 - Knowledge of human body composition pattern and prescribe ways to regulate body
composition level required for various sports performance
CO6 - Formulate and apply appropriate strategies for the measurement and monitoring of the
nutritional status of athletes
HFN4EM - ENTREPRENEURSHIP MANAGEMENT
CO1 - Understanding on the concept of entrepreneurship.
CO2 - Identification of prospective entrepreneurial opportunities
CO3 - Awareness on procedures and documents to start an enterprise.
CO4 - Know how of the subsidy and benefits for women entrepreneur.
CO5 - Ability to do market analysis.
CO6 - Development of a project proposal for funding.
CO7 - Knowledge on selection of product, implementation and manpower selection.

CO8 - Develop marketing strategies.
CO9 - Maintain the accounts and manage the finance
HFN4PN - PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION
CO1 -Gain understanding of tools and techniques for nutritional surveillance in the community
CO2 - Familiarise various public health initiatives and organisations in fields related to human
health and nutrition
CO3 - Gain understanding of public health issues global and national level.
CO4 - Communicate Nutrition Information effectively to educate the community.
CO5 - Lead and participate in groups to address specific nutritional issues

M.Sc. PHYSICS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Provided high quality education as well as a supportive learning environment for the
students to reach their full academic potential.
PSO2 - Instilled in students the spirit of hard work and research aptitude to pursue further studies
in the nationally/internationally reputed institutions and laboratories as well as prepare them for a
wider range of career opportunities in industry and commerce.
PSO3 – Enabled the students to acquire real insight into physics and become self-confident,
committed and adaptable graduates.
PSO4 -Provided a firm foundation in every aspect of Physics and explained a broad spectrum of
modern trends in Physics and developed analytical, experimental, computational and
mathematical skills of students.
PSO5 - Attains a common level understanding in mathematical methods employed in Physics
PSO6 - Gets a secure foundation in fundamentals of classical, quantum and statistical mechanics
PSO7 – Gets a clear understanding of principles and techniques of condensed matter physics,
thermodynamics, electronics and electrodynamics.
PSO8 - Developed their experimental and data analysis skills through a wide range of lab
experiments.
PSO9 - Introduced to a broad spectrum of topics in Computational Physics and familiarised with
additional relevant quantum mechanical techniques.
PSO10 - The students are equipped with the knowledge of atomic, molecular, nuclear and
particle physics.
PSO11 - Developed their experimental skills through a series of experiments supplementing
major themes of the lecture courses.
PSO12 - Specialised in one of the frontier area of Physics via Choice Based learning of topics in
one of elective bunches.
PSO13 - The student is familiarized with one of the open elective course Optoelectronics,
Software Engineering or Nanophotonics.
PSO14 - Undergone through the experience of independent work such as projects; seminars and
assignments.
PSO15 - Obtained effective communication skills.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER – I
PHY1MMP- MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN PHYSICS – I
CO1 - Provided students with a firm grounding in mathematical concepts, tools and
techniques that are essential to the solution of problems they encounter in advanced courses

of Physics.
PHY1CM - CLASSICAL MECHANICS
CO1 - Introduced the techniques of classical mechanics to students so that they are
familiarized with Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation, Rigid body dynamics, Non linear
systems and General theory of relativity.
PHY1ED - ELECTRODYNAMICS
CO1 - Provided a comprehensive introduction to the subject of Electrodynamics
CO2 - Catered the needs of students who intend to go for further studies and research.
PHY1ELE - ELECTRONICS
CO1 - Provided a link to the practical aspect of various electronic components
CO2 - Enables students to cope with the changing technologies
SEMESTER – II
PHY2MMP - MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN PHYSICS – II
CO1 - Enabled students to learn Mathematical Physics in the advanced level.
PHY2QM- QUANTUM MECHANICS – I
CO1 - Familiarized the student with the physical concepts and the mathematical basis of
quantum mechanics.
CO2 - Cultivated the learner’s skill at formulating and solving Physicsproblems.
CO3 - Quantum physics provided the framework for understanding light and matter from the
subatomic to macroscopic domains, and makes possible the most precise measurements ever
made.
CO4 - Offered a way of looking at the world that grows richer withexperience and practice.
CO5 - This course initiated the student into the quantum world.
PHY2TSM - THERMODYNAMICS AND STATISTICAL MECHANICS
CO1 - The complex systems, comprising of numerous number of such particles, are introduced
through Statistical Physics which concentrated on bulk properties taking into consideration
the average distribution of these particles.
CO2 - A strong foundation in Thermodynamics andStatistical Mechanics is attained by post
graduate students
CO3 - The course presented a solid foundation in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics in
analyzing complex systems.

CO4 - These basic concepts could be applied in the context ofunderstanding various kinds of
ensembles and hence the system of identical particles.
CO5 - The different aspects of phase transition is dealt with.
PHY2CMP - CONDENSED MATTER PHYSICS
CO1 - learnt the basics and possibilities of condensed matter physics
CO2 – Understood about the discovery and use of several thin film technology devices,
nanodevices andcomposite materials.
PHY2ELE(P) - ELECTRONICS PRACTICALS
CO1 - Students got hands on training in electronic experiments for amplifiers, oscillators, filters
andother op amp experiments and microprocessors
SEMESTER – III
PHY3QM - QUANTUM MECHANICS – II
CO1 - Provided the knowledge of how to deal with time dependent problems in quantum
mechanics.
CO2 - Introduced the students to quantum field theory and to the techniques
of quantum mechanics underlining the scattering problem.
CO3 - Familiarized them with the concepts of relativistic quantum mechanics
PHY3CP - COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS
CO1 - Introduced the concept of numerical computing to students.
CO2 - Helped the student in choosing the correct method for solving a numerical problem and in
understanding its limitations where Mathematical computations are an essential component of
modern research in every field of science. Large-scale numerical computations have become
necessary whenever the complexity of the physical systems investigated does not allow the
derivation of an analytical solution.
PHY3CP(P) - COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS PRACTICALS
CO1 - The students got a comprehensive experience in computation physics, methods in C plus
and in graphics which enabled them to do analysis of project works
SEMESTER – IV
PHY4AMP -ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
CO1 – Provides a strong foundation in Spectroscopy which plays most important tool in the
understanding of atomic structure which lead to quantum theory. In present day, the technique of

spectroscopy remains important for thestudy of atoms and molecules, and has become a basic
technique in many other fields such as plasma physics.
PHY4NPP - NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS
CO1 - Nuclear physics course gave the student an in depth knowledge about the structure and
properties of nuclei and about the various models that describe the properties. Nuclear physics is
the field of physics that studies the constituents and interactions of atomic nuclei. The most
commonly known applications of nuclear physics are nuclear power generation but the research
has provided application in many fields, including those in nuclear medicine, magnetic resonance
imaging and nuclear weapons.
CO2 - The course covered fundamental topics in Nuclear Physics such as nuclear
properties, decay, reactions, models, fission and fusion.
CO3 - Particle physics course gave a coherent description of the basic building blocks of matter
such as quarks and leptons.
3.3 ELECTIVES
3.3.1 BUNCH – A: ELECTRONICS
PHY3IED - INTEGRATED ELECTRONICS AND DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
CO1 - The student got familiarized with integrated circuit fabrication and its characterization.
CO2 – This course envisaged covering different display devices, different types of lasers,
generation of high power laser pulse through Q switching, non linear optics, photo detectors,
modulators and digital signal processing.
PHY3MES - MICROELECTRONICS AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
CO1 - The course on “Microelectronics and Semiconductor devices” imparted knowledge on the
fundamental architecture and system design concept of microelectronics as
well as an overview of semiconductor devices.
CO2 - The course introduced the hardware and software aspects of typical 8 bit and 16 bit
microprocessors.
CO3 - The course also imparted an overview of characteristics, operations and limitations of
various semiconductor devices and a comparison of microprocessor and microcontroller and the
awareness of the role of microcontroller in real time applications and embedded systems.
PHY4ICE - INSTRUMENTATION AND COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS
CO1 - This course made the students get introduced to electronic instrumentation and
communication.
3.3.2 BUNCH – B: INFORMATICS

PHY3DCI -DATA COMMUNICATION AND INTERNET WORKING
CO1 - The students get a knowledge of data communication through internet.
PHY4CAP- COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICS
The computer oriented techniques are got introduced to the students so thatthey got the
understanding of the applications of Computer science in physics.
PHY4IE(P) - INFORMATICS ELECTIVE
CO1 - Students got introduced to Java programming which is helpful in
computations,interfacing, HTML MATLAB, and web design which enabled them more
competent and confident in job market.
3.3.3 BUNCH - C: MATERIAL SCIENCE
PHY3SSP - SOLID STATE PHYSICS
CO1 - This course provides a sound foundation of basic and some of the advanced topics in
solid state physics.
CO2 - It shows how the study of solid state plays a vital role in many branches such as material
Science and engineering.
PHY3CGT - CRYSTAL GROWTH TECHNIQUES
CO1 - The course provides experimental and theoretical aspects of crystal growth.
CO2 – Introduced to the significance of single crystals, the science of growing the crystals and
the moderncrystal growth techniques
PHY4NC -NANOSTRUCTURES AND CHARACTERIZATION
CO1 - The course introduces on nanostructures and their characterization. Nanoscience and
nanotechnology is an example of a truly interdisciplinary field ofresearch which has
revolutionized human life. Because of the tremendousimportance and funding that is given to
nanoscience, it is slowly occupying theposition of one of the core subjects in several divisions of
science and technology.
PHY4MS(P) - MATERIAL SCIENCE PRACTICALS
CO1 - The course introduces the techniques of material characterization
3.3.4 BUNCH - D: THEORETICAL PHYSICS
PHY3AP - ASTROPHYSICS
CO1 - The course imparts the knowledge of origin of Universe, and Physics related to stars
to students.

CO2 - This course provides a basis in Astrophysics which will be useful in inculcating interest
towards research on this topic
PHY3ND - NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
CO1 – This course provides a theoretical basis for the analysis of nonlinear systems.Most of the
Physical phenomena are governed by Nonlinear dynamics
PHY4QFT - QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
CO1 - Introduced to learn the basics and possibilities of he quantum field theory which is one of
the emerging branch of Physics. Extensive studies are being conducted to develop new models in
quantum filed theory and to explain the intricacy of quantum world.
PHY4SC(P) - SPECIAL COMPTATIONAL PRACTICALS
CO1 - Students got introduced into analytical methods which are useful in the research of
Theoretical Physics
3.4 OPTIONAL ELECTIVE BUNCH
PHY4OE - OPTOELECTRONICS
CO1 - This course provided a sound foundation in Optoelectronics . Optoelectronics is based on
the quantum mechanical effects of light on electronic materials, especially semiconductors,
sometimes in the presence of electric fields. This field is a growth area, and is strongly dependent
on the science underpinning the topics.
PHY4SEW- SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND WEB DESIGN
CO1 - This course provides the learner the fundamentals of web design and software
engineering.
CO2 - It is a basic course in designing of web pages and development of software modules.
PHY4TFN - THIN FILM AND NANO SCIENCE
CO1 – Becomes aware of the scope and significance of Nanophotonics. Thin film and
Nanoscience is an example of a truly interdisciplinary field of research which has revolutionized
human life. One of the most beautiful manifestations of nanostructures is their optical behavior
that imparts size dependent optical reflection and transmission to nanostructures. This comes
under Nanophotonics. Because of the tremendous importance and funding that is given to
nanoscience, it is slowly occupying the position of one of the core subjects in several divisions of
science and technology.
PHY4GRC - GENERAL RELATIVITY AND COSMOLOGY

CO1 - The course provides a fundamental knowledge which provides a student to get into the
research in Cosomology
M.COM
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Proficiency in new skills expected for future accountants in this changing business
environment.
PSO2 - Proficiency in general analysis of current tax system.
PSO3 - Ability to think logically and critically and to make well reasoned decisions using
advanced problem solving skills.
PSO4 - Understand the cultural, legal, social and environmental factors that affect, and are
affected by business operations.
PSO5 - Ability to demonstrate leadership while working constructively, cooperatively and
respectfully with each other.
PSO6 - Use research based ideas and insights to address complex business and professional
problems.
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
COM1AFA - ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 1
CO1 - Acquires knowledge about the methods of valuing goodwill
CO2 - Develop skill in the preparation of Insolvency accounts
CO3 - Recalls the distinction between Amalgamation in the nature of Merger and in the
Nature of purchase
CO4 - Develops interest in International Financial Reporting.
CO5 - Analyses the situation where the Alteration of share capital and internal reconstruction is
required.
CO6 - Develops interest in the topic HRA
COM1PMOB - PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL
BEHAVIOUR
CO1 - Acquire knowledge regarding principles of management.
CO2 - Develops understanding about the structure of organization.
CO3 - Examine the conditions of modern techniques in management.
CO4 - Emphasizes the importance of delegation of authority and responsibility.
CO5 - Get a detailed idea relating to schools of management thought.
COM1FMP -FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES

CO1 - Familiarize the students with the major objectives of financial management.
CO2 - Provide appropriate knowledge about the concept cost of capital and its relevance
in capital structure decisions
CO3 - Explain the time value concept in financial management.
CO4 - Create awareness about capital budgeting techniques.
CO5 - Analysis of different types of risks
COM1RM - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
CO1 - Study the process of research.
CO2 -Understand the various methods of sampling.
CO3 - Study the various techniques of measurement and scaling.
CO4 - Familiarize with the various tools of data collection.
CO5- Understand the process of documentation and research report writing.
COM1QT - QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES
CO1- Understand the importance of quantitative techniques
CO2 - Clear understanding of its applications in various fields.
CO3 - Understand different QT Techniques.
CO4 - Understand the applications of QT in business and industry
CO5- Understand the properties of normal distribution
CO6 - Solve a sample frequency distribution.
CO7 - Understand merits and demerits of normal distribution curve
CO8 - Determine standard normal distribution
CO9 - Understand essential qualities of a good sample.
CO10 - Understand different techniques of sampling
SEMESTER II
COM2AFA - ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 11
CO1 - Acquires knowledge about accounts of Holding companies.
CO2- Develops skill in the preparation of consolidated Balance sheet
CO3- Recalls the terms, facts, and concepts of underwriting.
CO4 - Develops interest in Green accounting.
CO5 - Analyses the situation where computation of reasonable return and clear profit
is required.
CO6 - Applies the acquired knowledge and understanding in the preparation of
Statement of affairs, deficiency Account and Liquidators final statement of affairs
CO7 - Introduces the use of accounting in Agricultural Farm.
COM2SM - STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

CO1 - Understand strategic environment
CO2 - Acquire knowledge about strategic planning
CO3 - Get an idea about the components of micro and macro environment.
CO4 - Familiarize different techniques used in strategic forecasting
CO5- Understand SWOT Analysis
COM2FMS - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
CO1- Familiarize the students with the major objectives of financial management
CO2- Provide appropriate knowledge about the concept cost of capital and its relevance
in capital structure decisions
CO3- Explain the time value concept in financial management.
CO4 - Create awareness about capital budgeting techniques.
CO5- Analysis of different types of risks
COM2HRM - HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CO1- Familiarize the students with the human resource management processes
CO2- Sensitize them to the training process and techniques
CO3 - Provide appropriate knowledge and skills required for selecting, developing and
managing human resources.
CO4 - Create awareness regarding the different motivational techniques.
CO5 - Identify the different styles of leadership.
COM2OR - OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CO1- To have a clear understanding the applications of OR in various fields
CO2 - To detect management problems and solve them
CO3- Understand different OR Models.
CO4 - Understand applications of OR Models in business and industry
CO5- Calculate minimum cost or maximum profit using LLP
CO6- Solve LLP using Simplex method.
CO7- Understand slacks and artificial variables and their importance
CO8- Understand Big –M method
CO9- Determine Two- Phase method
CO10- How to construct a Simplex table
CO11- To solve LPP using Duality
CO12- To understand the term sensitivity analysis
CO13- Understand the meaning of transportation problems
CO14- Finding initial feasible solution using North West Corner Rule
CO15- The initial feasible solution using Lowest Cost Entry Method
CO16- Find the initial feasible solution using Vogels Approximation Method

CO17- Find the initial feasible solution using MODI Method
CO18- Maximise a transportation problem
CO19- Unbalanced transportation problems
CO20- Degeneracy in transportation problem
CO21- To learn to solve maximisation problems using assignment technique
CO22 - To know arrears where assignment techniques can be used.
CO23- To understand the difference between assignment and transportation
problems.
CO24- Understand the travelling salesman problems
SEMESTER III
COM3MA - MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
CO1- Understand accounting methods and techniques used for decision making.
CO2- Creating a knowhow regarding tools, techniques and conversion of management
accounting.
CO3- Provides appropriate knowledge for making comparative statements, trend analysis
and common size statements.
CO4- Creating an awareness regarding the calculation of various ratios.
CO5- Making them to prepare cash flow and fund flow statements.
COM3DLP -DIRECT TAXES – LAW AND PRACTICE
CO1- Learn to compute income and tax liability
CO2- Understand the deductions and exemptions of income under the Income Tax Act
CO3- Impart basic knowledge and equip them with application of principles and
provisions of Income - tax Act, 1961
CO4- Study the computation of income under different heads.
COM3IB - INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
CO1- Acquires knowledge about the nature and importance of international Business
CO2- States and evaluate the finance of global business
CO3- Examine the changing pattern of multinationals
CO4- Develops interest in the topic FDI
CO5- Analyses the importance of Global regulatory environment
CO6- Evaluate the difference between domestic business and international business
CO7- Identifies the characteristics of foreign investment promotion board
CO8- Explains the challenges of international business
CO9- Understand the motives of firm internationalization
COM3CG - CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

CO1- Familiarize students about the benefits of corporate governance
CO2- Understanding organizational culture
CO3- How to manage cultural diversity?
CO4- Knowledge about business ethics.
CO5- How to build good corporate image?
CO6- Finding out quality work life.
COM3BE - BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
CO1- Understand the scope of business environment
CO2- Identify the objectives of business
CO3- Understand relationships between business and environment
CO4- Understand different uses of the environmental studies
CO5- Familiarize economic environment systems and its features
CO6- Understand the political and legal environment
CO7- Understand the responsibilities of the government towards the business
CO8- Different kinds of legal systems
CO9- Overview on the social and cultural environment
CO10- Social responsibilities of business
CO11- Corporate social responsibilities
CO12- Understand the different types of legal systems
CO13- Understand environmental management
CO14- Understand environmental accounting
CO15- Importance of sustainable development
CO16 - Assess the Components of environmental costs
SEMESTER IV
COM4ACA - ADVANCED COST ACCOUNTING
CO1- Understand cost accounting methods and techniques used in an organization.
CO2- Creating a knowhow regarding fixed cost, variable cost and break even analysis.
CO3- Provides appropriate knowledge for preparing different types of budgets.
CO4- Creating an awareness regarding standard costing and variance analysis.
CO5- Prepare reconciliation statements
COM4DAP - DIRECT TAXES – ASSESSMENT & PROCEDURE
CO1- Understand the concept of residence and incidence of income tax
CO2- Study the various provisions relating to assessment
CO3- Gain a basic idea about the theoretical aspects of income tax in India
COM4IF - INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

CO1- Develops understanding about recent trends in international finance and trade
CO2- Acquire knowledge regarding Management of short term overseas financing
resources
CO3- Analyze various techniques of covering foreign exchange risk by MNCs.
CO4- Collect relevant information regarding monetary and banking institutions in International
markets
CO4- Explains the importance of IMF and World Bank
CO5- Identifies inflation risk and its impact on financial market-currency forecasting
COM4FMD - FINANCIAL MARKETS AND DERIVATIVES
CO1- Understand functions and components of Indian financial system
CO2- Acquire knowledge about non-banking institutions
CO3- Get an idea about the components of money market.
CO4- Familiar with growth and developments of new issues market.
CO5- Understand the factors influencing prices on stock exchanges.
COM4SAPM - SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
CO1- Acquire knowledge about APT
CO2- Understand the process of portfolio analysis
CO3- Familiar with industrial product life cycle

P.G. DIPLOMA IN FASHION DESIGNING AND APPAREL MERCHANDISING
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Equip with latest updates in Fashion field.
PSO2 - Develop Technical skill in the field of Pattern making and Garment construction.
PSO3 - Attain proficiency in the field of illustration and stylization.
PSO4 - Acquaint with knowledge on Traditional Indian Embroideries and Textiles.
PSO5 - Understand the aesthetics aspects of Texture, color and color combinations
PSO6 - Thorough understanding of the society, environment or technologies around them.
PSO7 - Acquire required skills to become successful fashion designer and an
Entrepreneur
PSO8 - Understanding the problems of the Indigenous artisans and provide innovative
solutions
PSO9 - Makes them experts in identifying and selecting the fabrics for various themes
PSO10 - Expertise them in creating their own prints and motif in the field of designing.
PSO11 - Inculcate interest in designing and making of Jewelry.
PSO12 - Efficiency in communication skills and grooming for their career development.
PSO13 - Competent enough to hold various positions in Garment Industry.
PSO14 - Acquaint with knowledge on Styling and Ad making in various Medias.
PSO15 - Perceive knowledge on basic computer application
PSO16 - Make them equip from designing to selling the fashion products in the market
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
FD1C01TPGD-PATTERN MAKING & GRADING -I
CO1 - Learn to take body measurements
CO2 - Learn to draft basic pattern set (Basic bodice front and back, Basic skirt front and back
and a Basic sleeve)
CO3 - Expertise in developing the patterns for bodice and sleeve variations using Slash/spread
technique and Pivotal transfer technique
FD1C02TPGD - FASHION MERCHANDISING -I
CO1 - Understand the role of buyer and merchandiser
CO2 - Learn the terminologies of fashion merchandising
CO3 - Acquire knowledge on fashion marketing mix and fashion research methods
CO4 - Gain insight on customer segmentation
CO5 - Apprehend on brands and branding methods

CO6 - Perceive the concept of fashion promotion

FD1C03TPGD - TEXTILE SCIENCE-I
CO1 - Identify the various textile fibers and its manufacturing process
CO2 - Attain knowledge on various fabrication methods
CO3 - Learn and explore modern fibers and fabrics
CO4 - Extrapolate on the various dyeing and printing methods
FD1C04TPGD - FASHION DESIGNING CONCEPTS-I
CO1 - Study the concept of color theory and color wheel
CO2 - Understand the elements of design
CO3 - Learn the designing principles
CO4 - Grasp the sense of fashion aesthetics and designing
FD1C05PPGD - FASHION INTERPRETATION & ILLUSTRATION-I
CO1 - Understand the different techniques used in shading and the effects created through each.
CO2 - Distinguish between 1D, 2D and 3D images.
CO3 - Visualize the garments in 2D and 3D forms.
CO4 - Visualize the different perspectives around them, and get knowledge on different areas
where perspectives can be applied.
CO5 - Understand the human anatomy, the body proportions, and different types of body
structures.
CO6 - Anticipate body into blocks and understand of blocked figure of croquis
CO7 - Convert pictures or poses of any size into a fashion croquis.

FD1C06PPGD - BASIC GARMENT CONSTRUCTION-I
CO1 - Understand the basic sewing machine and parts
CO2 - Attain an insight on the application seam and seam finishes
CO3 - Knowing to apply the basic finishing techniques

FD1C07PPGD - BASIC GARMENT CONSTRUCTION-II (SURFACE
ORNAMENTATION)
CO1 - Study the basic stitches and traditional embroideries
CO2 - Unfold the various embellishment techniques
CO3 - Perceive knowledge on the application of various surface ornamentations in various
products

SEMESTER II
FD2C08TPGD - PATTERN MAKING AND GRADING-II
CO1 - Learn to lay the draft according to the design of the fabric
CO2 - Learn the techniques of marker planning
CO3 - Learn to do the proper layout of paper drafts on the fabric and to make maximum usage
of fabric with minimum wastage

FD2C09TPGD - TEXTILE SCIENCE-II
CO1 - Attain knowledge on various fabrication methods
CO3 - Learn and explore finishing techniques
CO4 - Extrapolate on the various dyeing and printing methods.
FD2C10TPGD - FASHION MERCHANDISING -II
CO1 – Give awareness regarding merchandising of garments
CO2 – learn about predicting changes in the garment industry
CO3 – Know about the different departments in a fashion industry

FD2C11TPGD - HISTORIC TEXTILES AND COSTUMES
CO1 - Learn the costumes, head dress and accessories of various civilization
CO2 - Understand the evolution of costumes from early to modern period
CO3 - Know various subcultures
CO4 - Implement the knowledge of the historical costumes into the contemporary fashion

FD2C12TPGD - APPAREL MACHINERY & QUALITY CONTROL
CO1 - Identify the various machines in the garment production industry
CO2 - Understand the applications of stitch types and seam
CO3 - Attain knowledge on various garment finishing operations and importance of care
labeling
CO4 - Focus on quality control and quality parameters
FD2C13PPGD - FASHION INTERPRETATION &ILLUSTRATION –II
CO1 - Understand the proportion of the face
CO2 - Recognize the different shapes of face, eyes and lips.
CO3 - Create own style of feature and face.
CO4 - Manipulate the basic croquis into different style maintaining the proper proportions.
CO5 - Understand the drapes, the body curves, the visual appearance of a garment

CO6 - Equip the students to manipulate basic fabric into different materials and textures through
rendering.
CO7 - Understand the garment in detail, the stitch line, the fold when laid straight on the
ground.
CO8 - Attain larger perspective of the different types of silhouettes.
CO9 - Perceive techniques that can be used to enhance the look of the garment.
FD2C14PPGD - ADVANCED GARMENT CONSTRUCTION –I
CO1 - Learn to construct trouser
CO2 - Able to construct variations of skirts
CO3 - Acquire knowledge on the construction of bodice with fullness
CO4 - Learn to stitch the garments with concealed seam allowance

FD2C15PPGD - FASHION DESIGNING CONCEPTS-II
CO1 - Explore the traditional and contemporary prints
CO2 - Identify and analyze the textile prints in the market
CO3 - Execute the application of different print on various products
FD2C16PPGD - ADVANCED GARMENT CONSTRUCTION –II (SURFACE
ORNAMENTATION)
CO1 - Study the basic stitches and traditional embroideries
CO2 - Unfold the various embellishment techniques
CO3 - Perceive knowledge on the application of various surface ornamentations in
various products

FD2C17PPGD - COMPUTER AIDED FASHION DESIGN
CO1 - Helps to create fashion figures and designs
CO2 - Create many patterns using color option tools
CO3 - Improved Illustration skills.
CO4 - Enables them to create the Spec Sheets of International Standards.
CO5 - Attain fashion photography technical skills.
CO6 - Create visual effects and photo editing with no time.
CO7 - Know to save time in photo shoots with the proper usage of this software.
CO8 - Perceive the techniques of visual effects in magazine editing and so on.
CO9 - Study how to create a Creative Designers portfolio with the software.
CO10 - Create thematic inspirational skills in the form of creating theme board,colour board etc.
CO11- Create their own way of illustrating croquis and garment designs.

CO12 - Study the arrangement of Textile prints and how effectively they can do it with the help
of this software.
CO13 - Understand the layout planning while creating software.
FD2C18PPGD - COMMUNICATION SKILLS
CO1 - Imbibe the significance of communication skills
CO2 - Converse fluently
CO3 - Actively interact
CO4 - Participate in group discussion
CO5 - Develop and practice writing skills
CO6 - Learn to write Resume and covering letter
CO7 - Understand the email etiquettes
CO8 - Cultivate presentation skills
CO9 - Learn interview skills
CO10 - Attain the knowledge of mannerism and body language
CO11 - Gain confidence
FD2C19PPGD - FINAL GARMENT COLLECTION & PORTFOLIO PRESENTATION
CO1 - Expertise in taking inspiration
CO2 - Develop mood and story board
CO3 - Develop designs
CO4 - Develop the colour and colour combinations
CO5 - Explore and source the fabric suitable for the theme
CO6 - Developing patterns for the designs
CO7 - Construct and accessories the garments according to the design
CO8 - Equip to present the collection
CO9 - Create an outstanding portfolio combining the best works done through all the semesters.
CO10 - Understand the various fields of fashion all at one stretch.
CO11 - Identify the area of interest and to portray it.
CO12 - Confidence to face the challenging world.

P.G. DIPLOMA IN CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES
PSO1 - Equip with latest knowledge in the respective science.
PSO2 - Create competitive nutritionists in various fields like space nutrition, sports
nutrition and food companies.
PSO3 - Socially committed nutritional educators in various institutions.
PSO4 - Gain knowledge on food service establishments.
PSO5 - Train on innovative recipe development considering the science of food PSO6 Develop feasible solutions against major nutrition related health issues in the country.
PSO7 - Cultivate awareness on national and international organisations supporting nutrition
interventions.
PSO8 - Systematic knowledge in proper utilization of communication aids.
PSO9 - Inculcate interest in basic accounting and book keeping.
PSO10 - Efficiency in communication skills for their career development.
PSO11 - Proficiency in life style disease management.
PSO12 - Develop confidence to handle classes in community through project
PSO13 - Familiarise with work environment in hospitality industry through internship
PSO14 - Give opportunity for job experience through hospital internships
PSO15 - Acquaint with knowledge on emergency life support.
PSO16 - Independent to access, analyse and plan nutritional management for disease,
physiological conditions and special condition Inculcate interest in food safety and quality
control
PSO17 - Open a window towards food microbiology and preservation Equip
students with speculative knowledge for Registered Dietician Bring about all
round personality development through yoga
COURSE OUTCOMES
SEMESTER I
CN1C01TPGD - HUMAN BIO-MECHANICS (T)
CO1 - Gain knowledge on applied physiology
CO2 - Study the significance of multiple defence mechanism against pathogens
CO3 - Analyse the unique features and functions of blood and other body fluids
CO4 - Unfold the mysterious of the heart and its connecting blood vessels

CO5 - Gain insight on the mechanism of respiration
CO6 - Extrapolate on the respiratory organs and their functions.
CO7 - Understand the structure and functions of different parts of digestive system
CO8 - Identify the role of different secretary glands on digestion
CO9 - Focus on the absorptive mechanisms of macronutrients
CO10 - Understand the formation of urine and the organs involved in the same
CO11 - Study the role of various endocrine glands in the regulation of body functions
CO12 - Distinguish the effects of over and under secretion of hormones
CO13 - Know the anatomy of human reproductive organ system
CO14 - Understand the physiological changes in female reproductive organs
CO15 - Gain insight on the morphology of neurons
CO16 - Attain knowledge on process of impulse transmission through synapses and neurons and
role of neuro transmitters in the same

CN1C02TPGD - FOOD SCIENCE (T)
CO1 - Understand the concepts food, nutrients and balanced food
CO2 - Familiarise the methods of cooking
CO3 - Analyse the principles of sensory evaluation
CO4 - Introduce and familiarise the newer foods like functional foods, pre and probiotics, novel
foods
CO5 - Gain knowledge on structure, composition and nutritive value of cereals
Study changes during starch cookery
CO6 - List the various cereal processing techniques
CO7 - Distinguish between nutrient, composition of pulses, legumes, nuts and oilseeds.
CO8 - Extrapolate on the anti nutritional factors in pulses, legumes, nuts and oilseeds
CO9 - Study the significance of milk its composition and nutritive value
CO10 - Distinguish the preparation of fermented and non fermented milk products
CO11 - Understand the classification, grading and selection of meat, poultry and fish
CO12 - Understand the changes post mortem in flesh foods
CO13 - Identify the nutrients and role of egg in cookery
CO14 Analyse the quality of eggs
CO15 - Focus on nutrients, pigments, ripening and post harvest changes of fruits and vegetables
CO16 - Gain knowledge on enzymatic and non enzymatic browning reactions
CO17 - Study the types of fats and oils
CO18 - Enumerate the techniques of fats and oils processing
CO19 - Infer the stages of sugar cookery and its role in cooking
CO20 - Familiarise with artificial sweeteners and its effects.
CO21 - Attain knowledge on classification and processing of beverages
CO22 - Study the nutrient content and benefits of spices and
condiments

CO23 - Introduce food additives: flavouring, colouring, leavening agents, emulsifiers,
stabilisers Learn the functions and types of food additives
CO24 - Disseminate food adulteration and methods to detect the same

CN1C03TPGD - PRINCIPLES OF NUTRITION (T)
CO1 - Understand the definitions of nutrition, food , health and recent trends in nutrition
CO2 - Analyse the importance of energy and different components of total energy expenditure
Identify various equipments used to determine energy expenditure
CO3 - Gain knowledge on the functions, sources, digestion, absorption and metabolism of
proteins
CO4 - Get an idea about essential amino acids and assessment of proteins quality
CO5 - Understand the classifications, functions, sources, digestion, absorption and metabolism
of carbohydrates
CO6 - Know the significance of dietary fibres in health and diseases
CO7 - Extrapolate the classifications, functions, sources, digestion, absorption and metabolism
of lipids.
CO8 - Understand the significance of lipid transport in the body and effect of essential fatty
acids
CO9 - Familiarize the importance of both fat soluble and water soluble vitamins in our body
Attain knowledge about macro and micro minerals in human boody
CO10 - Identify the role of water in homeostasis.
CO11 - Understand the importance of electrolytes in water balance and their
abnormalities
CO12 - Know the interrelationship of nutrients on utilization
CN1C04TPGD - NORMAL NUTRITION (T)
CO1 - Familiarise with balanced diet and skills in planning menu
CO2 - Understand the concept balanced diet
CO3 - Make use of the food guide pyramid to plan a balanced menu
CO4 - Study the Recommended Dietary Allowances for the Indian population
CO5 - Understand the factors affecting the RDA and its computation
CO6 - Analyse the need for nutrients in pre term and low birth weight babies
CO7 - Understand the growth and development of infants
CO8 - Differentiate between advantages of breast feeding and bottle feeding
CO9 - Learn to introduce weaning foods to infants
CO10 - Understand the growth pattern and nutritional requirement of preschoolers
CO11 - Study the nutritional requirements in school going children
CO12 - Learn the aids in preparing food for school going
CO13 - Familiarise with school meal programs by the government and
NGO’s Study the transition of school children to adolescents
CO14 - Analyse the physiological and psychological changes in adolescents
CO15 - Understand the need for specific nutrients like Ca and Fe in adolescent girls
CO16 - Gain knowledge on eating disorders, symptoms and causes

CO17 - Differentiate the nutritional requirements among adults considering gender and nature
of work such as sedentary, moderate and heavy
CO18 - Illustrate the cause of malnutrition among heavy workers especially industrial workers
CO19 - Find methods through low cost measures to intervene and prevent malnutrition
CO20 - Gain knowledge on physiological changes during pregnancy
CO21 - Alter the nutrient requirement considering the changes during
pregnancy
CO22 - Understand the complications during pregnancy
CO23 - Be able to plan diet considering the changes and requirements during pregnancy
CO24 - Get an idea on nutritional requirements during the two halves of lactation
CO25 - Study the factors that affect milk production and secretion. Familiarise with lactogoues
foods
CO26 - Identify the effect of malnutrition on lactation. Understand the
physiological changes during ageing
CO27 - Alter the diet and nutritional requirement during old age considering the change in
health, economical and social factors
CO28 - Study the nutritional and non nutritional problems like osteoporosis, Alzheimer etc
CO29 - Distinguish between different sports events and their energy requirement. Understand the
nutritional requirement of various sport events
CO30 - Be capable of planning pre event , on the day and post event
menu Understand need for ergogenic aids and its types
CO31 - Familiarise with changes in physiology in special conditions like space flight,
high altitude travelling, sea voyage and polar environment
CO32 - Alter the menu in order to suite special travelling conditions. Study the
special food considerations in preparing and storing
CN1C05TPGD - FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT (T)
CO1 - Study on food service establishments
CO2 - Differentiate between commercial and non commercial food service establishments
CO3 - Familiarise with steps in starting food service establishments such as planning,
investment, licensing etc...
CO4 - Study on types of organizations. Learn on division of labour in an organisation
CO5 - Understand the importance of organisation chart in managing food service organisation
Gain knowledge on elements of management
CO6 - Gain knowledge on tools of management
CO7 -Understand importance of menu planning. Learn to make an
informative and attractive menu card
CO8 - Familiarise with sequence of courses for Indian and continental menu
CO9 - Understand the formal and informal methods of purchase in food service establishments
Familiarise with delivery and receiving procedures

CO10 - Differentiate storage spaces based on perishability of foods Identify the
classification of equipments
CO11- Identify the factors affecting selection and purchase of equipments. Study the
centralised and decentralised delivery systems
CO12 - Familiarise with different food service systems Gain knowledge on
different styles of services
CO13 - Attain awareness on specialised forms of food service Introduce to
accounting and its basic rules
CO14 - Study difference between book keeping and accounting Learn to make journal
entry, posting etc
CO15 - Understand the definition of cost and study its types Analyse the factors that act
as profit centres
CO16 - Gain knowledge on food cost control
CO17 - Study the importance and practices for personal hygiene Learn about
garbage disposal measures
CO18 - Understand the need for general hygiene practices in hospitals
CO19 - Study the different types of accidents in food service establishments
CO20 - Attain information on causes and prevention of accidents
CO21 - Familiarise with different types of extinguishers and their function
CN1C06PPGD - NORMAL NUTRITION (P)
CO1 - Observe the use of weights and measurements
CO2 - Analyse the change in raw and cooked weights and volumes of foods
CO3 - Apply the principles of planning menu to prepare diets
CO4 - Understand the need and plan nutrient rich supplementary foods for
infants
CO5 - Study the different conditions and plan the menu to meet nutritional requirements
CO6 - Learn to meet nutritional requirements and prepare appetising meals
SEMESTER –II
CN2C07TPGD - NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY (T)
CO1 - Understand the significance of enzymes and coenzymes
CO2 - Analyse the importance of vitamins as enzymes and co enzymes.
CO3 - Identify various metabolic pathways of carbohydrate.
CO4 - Gain knowledge on the functions of different metabolic pathways in the human body
CO5 - Get an idea about anabolism and catabolism of fatty acid
CO6 - Understand the endogenous production of cholesterol
CO7 - Know the significance of bile acid production and its excretion
CO8 - Extrapolate the classifications, functions and synthesis of phospholipids and
prostaglandins

CO9 - Understand the significance of non-essential amino acid synthesis in the body
CO10 - Familiarize harmful condition such as fatty liver and benefits of lipotrophic factors
CO11 - Attain knowledge about different metabolic reactions of protein
CO12 - Identify the role of amino acids in the synthesis of various body
constituents. Understand different types of phosphorylations
CO13 - Know the synthesis of ATPs by electron transport chain
CO14 - Attain knowledge on structure and functions of DNAs and
RNAs
CO15 - Analyse the role or different RNAs in protein production
CO16 –Familiarize the effect of drugs on nutrient metabolism
CO17 - Identify the effect of nutrients on drug metabolism.
CO18 - Gain knowledge regarding the significance of drug nutrient interactions.
CO19 - Understand the detoxification processes in the body
CN2C08TPGD - DIAGNOSTIC TEST SIGNIFICANCE
CO1 - Identify the carbohydrates. Steps of quantitative analysis of carbohydrate
CO2 - Gain knowledge on protein and amino acid estimation
CO3 - Understand the fat content of food. Study the estimation of vitamins
CO4 - Understand the estimation procedures of minerals
CN2C09TPGD - CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS I (T)
CO1 - Identify the role of a dietician Steps of nutrition care process
CO2 - Gain knowledge on routine hospital diets
CO3 - Understand the principles and need for modified diets
Study the need for preoperative diets and
CO4 - Understand the need and modifications in post operative diets
CO5 - Learn the need for special feeding methods like parenteral and enteral nutrition
Study the types of enteral feed based on route and mode of feeding
CO6 - Study the types of parenteral feed based on route and mode of feeding
CO7 - Understand the types of weight imbalances: overweight and underweight
Learn the types and cause of obesity
CO8 - Analyse the cause of obesity and list out foods to be avoided and included
Understand the causative factors and dietary management of underweight Study
the definition and classification and symptoms of food allergy
CO9 - Gain knowledge on common food allergens and mechanism of allergic reactions
Learn the dietary management of allergy
CO10 - Study the skin layers and structure. Be able to differentiate between types of burns Study
on dietary management during burns
CO11 - Familiaries with development of cancer. Gain knowledge on dietary management of
cancers Study the effect of nutrients on prevention of cancer Familiarise with recent trends in
treatment of cancers

CO12 - Extrapolate on infectious diseases: acute , chronic and intermittent
CO13 - Be able to plan diet for each febrile conditions considering its
symptoms Study on the term HIV and AIDS
CO14 - Understand the stages of HIV, transmission and development of
symptoms Learn the various diagnostic test to identify HIV
CO15 - Be able to plan menu for HIVIdentify nerve diseases and beneficial nutrients to relieve
the condition Study the different types of skin diseases and their symptoms.
CO16 - Be able to plan menu to manage skin diseases
CN2C10TPGD - CLINICAL NUTRITION AND DIETETICS II (T)
CO1 - Understand various upper gastro intestinal diseases and their dietary modifications
CO2 - Analyse the pathogenesis of lower gastro intestinal diseases and nutritional management.
Know dietary care of various liver diseases
CO3 - Familiarize different gall bladder and pancreas diseases and their treatments
CO4 - Gain knowledge about diabetes mellitus and its management Understand the terms
glycemic index and artificial sweetners.
CO5 - Attain knowledge on various cardio vascular diseases and nutritional management
CO6 - Understand the principles of dietary management of renal diseases. Familiarize various
inborn errors of carbohydrate metabolism.
CO7 - Understand various protein metabolic disorders.Know different fat metabolic in born
errors.
CO8 - Focus the organic function tests of liver, kidney and heart Analyse the dietary
modifications of gout

CN2C11TPGD - DIET COUNSELLING(T)
CO1 - Understand the psychology of the patients Develop diet counselling skills
CO2 - Prepare the patients for food acceptability
CO3 - Create awareness among the communities about the importance of diet and good health
Develop humanistic approach towards patients
CN2C12TPGD - PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION (T)
CO1 - Study the direct methods of assessment including anthropometric, biochemical, clinical
and dietary
CO2 - Study the indirect methods of assessment including mortality and morbidity rates
Identify the factors leading to malnutrition
CO3 - Understand the dietary, socio economical and cultural factor that lead to malnutrition
CO4 - Identify the effect of pollution and environmental changes on malnutrition
CO5 - Recognise the positive and negative impact of technology on agriculture and industry
CO6 - Study the symptoms and causes of anaemia
CO7 - Study the stages, symptoms and causes of VAD
CO8 - Study the causes, symptoms and classification of Iodine Deficiency disease
Differentiate between forms of PEM and its causes
CO9 - Identify the symptoms and cause of flurosis among the population
CO10 - Understand and study the prophylaxis programs against major deficiency diseases of
India
CO11 - Learn the strategies to prevent deficiencies through agriculture development
CO12 - Gain knowledge on fortification, restoration and enrichment to prevent
deficiencies Familiarise with immunisation programs to infections
CO13 - Study the various intervention programs by national organisations against public health
issues
CO14 - Gain knowledge on various intervention programs by international agencies towards
public health issues
CO15 - Understand the importance of nutrition education program. Study the steps involved in
preparing for a nutritional education program
CO16 - Understand the relationship between environment pollution and health issues
CO17 - Gain knowledge on term safe drinking water and its sources
CO18 - Analyse the need for personal hygiene to prevent infections
CO19 - Recognise the need for proper sewage disposal
CO20 - Understand the importance of fiber and phytogens from natural low cost foods to sustain
good health.Familiarise with medicinal herbs and its importance in preventing

CN2C13TPGD - COMMUNICATION SKILLS
CO1 - Imbibe the significance of communication skills
CO2 - Converse fluently
CO3 - Actively interact
CO4 - Participate in group discussion
CO5 - Develop and practice writing skills
CO6 - Learn to write Resume and covering letter
CO7 - Understand the email etiquettes
CO8 - Cultivate presentation skills
CO9 - Learn interview skills
CO10 - Attain the knowledge of mannerism and body language
CO11 - Gain confidence
CN2C14TPGD – DIETETICS
CO1 – Understand the need for modification of diet with change in consistency
CO2 – Learn to plan and prepare high calorie diets for underweight patients
CO3 – Learn to plan and prepare high calorie iron rich diet for anaemic patients
CO4 – Learn to plan and prepare high calorie diet for Febrile condition
CO5 – learn to plan low calorie diet and prepare diet for obesity
CO6 – Enable to plan and prepare diet for burns
CO7 – Be able to plan and prepare diet for cardiac diseases
CO8 – Enable to plan and prepare diet for renal diseases
CO9 – Be able to plan and prepare diet for gastrointestinal diseases
CO10 – Understand the modifications, plan and prepare diet for diabetes mellitus
CN2PR1PGD – HOSPITAL INTERNSHIP
CO1 – Analyse the working atmosphere in a hospital
CO2 – Improve the practical knowledge as a dietetician
CO3 – Understand how to check medical records of patients
CO4 – Improve counseling skills of students
CO5 – Enable to do nutrition assessment
CN2PR2PGD – COMMUNITY NUTRITION
CO1 – Enable the students to take public awareness classes
CO2 – Enhance the communication skills of students
CO3 – Make the students aware about the importance of public health
CO4 – Analyse the prevalence of diseases among rural people

CO5 – Understand the effectiveness of various communication aids in mass counselling
CO6 – Improve the interpersonal coordination skills of students
CO7 – Improve the health status of rural people.

